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Blue Cross & Blue Shield Tee nmes, assignments
to market new insurance released for MCC tourney
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—News In Brief
Ohio official skeptical about •
shark being captured in river
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — An Official of the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources is a bit skeptical of a report that three South
Portsmouth men had caught a baby shark while fishing earlier
this week in the Ohio River.
"I'm not going to say it can't happen,"
iil8o Tori, chief of
information and education for the depa
"But I'm sure
they're not native ... there."
Sam Piatt, a senior news writer and author
outdoor column for The Daily Independent in Ashland, Ky.,
he was contac.ied Monday night by three men who said t
had caught
something unusual around the mouth of the Scio River
near
Portsmouth. He checked it out, compared the catch with pictures
from a fish picture book and determined it was a foot-long
baby
sand shark.
Tim Slater, 22, Sam Cooper, 21, and Chuck Howerton, 23, all
of
South Portsmouth, told Piatt they thought they'd bagged a shark.
"We're a little skeptical about it," Piatt said. "But these boys, I
don't believe they were lying to me about catching it. It's only
a
foot long, but the tail and the fins were there, and (it) had the little teeth. He's a shark. He's no Ohio River species, that's for
sure."
Tort said it was possible the fish was a shark that had been
dropped into the river but said it was also possible the fish was a
fresh-water species.
"It could be a sturgeon — they kind of look like a shark — or a
paddlefish," he said.
Sand sharks, a salt-water species, can grow to 10 feet in length
and can weigh up to 400 pounds: Piatt speculated that this
fish
was bought for someone's aquarium or a pet shop or was brought
up on a riverboat from,the Gulf of Mexico.
He also couldn't speculate about how, or if, the fish survived its
fresh-water ordeal "They were so excited about it they carried it
all around town, and the poor thing finally passed on."
Piatt said the fish was being stored in Slater's freezer.

Elsewhere...
fty

1's Asweriated Pres.

PARIS — Film star Rock Hudson has AIDS, a statemen
t
distributed by his spokeswoman said today. But
the
spokeswoman then told reporters Hudson was no longer sufferin
g
symptoms of the disease. Hudson is also being treated at
the
American Hospital here for a still undetermined liver ailment,
his spokeswoman, Yanou Collart, told reporters.
CHARLESTON, S.C. — Authorities and residents along the
Carolina coast braced today for Hurricane Bob, which whipped
tides 3 to 5 feet above normal and forced evacuations as buffeted
Lowcountry_ vacation resorts with heavy rain and gusts up to 92
mph.
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — The foreigirminister vows
that South Africa, where polite have arrested more than 200
black activists a day since a state of emergency was ordered, will
not yield to "perpetrators of violence who burn people alive."
ALEXANDRIA, Ea. — A federal grand jury will be asked today
to decide whether Virginia restaurant owners Roy and Patricia
McKoy, already under court order to serve blacks at his Belvoir
Restaurant, turned away three black women last December
because of their race.
MEXICO CITY — In an effort to shore up a sagging economy
and calm chaotic exchange markets, the government announces
a devaluation of the peso and a sweeping austerity program to
take effect immediately.
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica — Officials of the U.S.-backed, antiSandinista Democratic Revolutionary Alliance say its leader,
Eden Pastore, is missing and may have been shot down over
Nicaragua. A spokesman for a group of Cuban dissidents says
Pastora is "wounded but in a safe position."
W.4SHINGTON — An Iranian leftist group that assassinated
Americans in the 1970s and was involved in the holding of U.S.
hostages in Tehran has won support from members of Congress
by "masquerading" as freedom fighters opposing Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, a top State Department testifies.
WASHINGTON — A secret Reagan administration review of
arms sales policies in the Middle East is circulating in Congress
as some House members warn that any actual requests for sales
could wreck new hopes,for progress in the Arab-Israeli peace
process.
WASHINGTON — Senate negotiators are considering a final
bid to break the congressional budget deadlock with a sweeping
$340 billion deficit-reduction package, according to congressional
sources. The plan would reduce next year's projected budget
deficit by more than $60 billion.
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New friends bid farewell

Collins addresses
university scholars
By MELINDA WIGGIN TON
Staff Writer
In songs and speeches last
night young scholars bade
farewell to their new friends at
the close of the 1985 Governor's
Scholars Program at Murray
State University.
The climax of the emotion packed evening came when Gov.
Martha Layne coffins flew in to
address the group. She said,
"I'm proud of you as Governor's
Scholars and the example you
set in your schools.

"1_ want you to get your
parents involved. Talk to your
friends and neighbors. Talk to
your superintendents and principals. Go to school board
meetings."
Collins saidp "The General
Assembly did it part, now it's
time to do ours."
She understood the scholars'
disappointment at the five-week
program coming to an end.
"Don't be. Transfer that disappointment to a commitment to
take home" the love of learning
that felt during the program.
"You've-got to create in Kentucky a spirit that it's the in
thing to study and accomplish
and be proud."
Collins reminded the students
that,"We need you in Kentucky.
We want you to stay. We want
.you to lead us."

"You were a very historic part
of the extraordinary session just
completed," Collins continued.
"Whatever our shortcomings in
education, you have shown us
what we can be."
She exhorted the scholars to
"get people talking.

Relocation of utilities
on 12th nears an end
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
The relocation of utilities
along 12th Street in Murray is
expected to be completed by as
early as next week, according to
Ron Underwood, MES plant
superintendent.
-, The utility relocation project,
ilecesitated by the upcoming
widening of 12th Street by the
State Highway Department, has
been "a long tedious project,"
said Underwood, "but we're getting near the end of it and that's
encouraging."

The progress report on the
utility relocation project was
presented to the Murray Electric System Plant Board during
its regularly scheduled meeting
earlier this week. The hour and
10 minute long meeting included
several other updates and progress reports on plant activities.
The plant board did approve
one of two .bids for general
liability insurance coverage for
the 25 full-time employees of the
electric system — a $14,334 bid
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Governor Martha Layne Collins at Mtil .

NBC, ABC, CNN to assist government
NEW YORK (AP) — NBC
News, ABC News and Cable
News Network say they will
comply with Justice Department subpoenas seeking
material broadcast about the
June 14 hijacking of a TWA
jetliner and the detention of its
passengers.
A spokeswoman for CBS
News, which was also subpoened, said Wednesday that network attorneys were studying

the matter.
ABC. NBC and CNN said they
would allow the Justice Department access to all broadcast
material and some material not
aired.
ABC and CBS reported they
were told the Justice. Department wanted to use their
videotapes, audio tapes, film
and still photos in a federal
grand jury investigation of the
hijacking.

NBC quoted sources as saying
the FBI wants to show the tapes
to the crew of the Trans World
Airlines plane to help identify
the hijackers.
The Lebanese government has
ordered a judicial probe to identify and arrest Shiite Moslems
who hijacked the jet on the flight
from Athens, Greece, to Rome,
terrorized the passengers and
forced the crew-to crisscross the
Mediterranean.

Six are bound
over to grand
jury in county
A total of six people were
bound over to the grand jury
earlier this week in Calloway
District Court, while three
others were bound over to
Calloway Circuit Court
All but one of the six cases
bound over to the grand jury involved arrests made in an ongoing investigation by local and
state police regarding the theft
and burning of automobiles for
profit in Calloway County.
Mark E. Miller waived a
preliminary hearing for charges
of first degree burglary and
three counts of second degree
forgery and was bound over to
the grand jury.
Those olher castes which were
found to have probable cause
and were bound over.. to the
grand jury were:
• •Eddie Shane Morton — two
counts of receiving stolen property,over $100. three counts of

today's index
One Section-20 Pages
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18, 19
Comics
17
Crossword
17
Dear Abby
5
Garrott's Galley
4
Horoscope
20
Murray Today
6. 7, 8, 9
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.• .._ . 13
Perspective .
.. 4
Sports
14, 15

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger IL
Times by 530 p.m. MondayrAgy_or
3pm.SW"'4^-S.s,
are urge4 to cc017S3-1916 between 5:30.p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — S e.m.-Sp.m. Monday thru Friday. II
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

, CLOUDY
Tonight: Mostly cloudy
With a 60 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low around
70. Southwest wind around 10
mph.
Friday: Mostly cloudy with
a continued 60 percent chance
of thunderstorms.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday
calls f6r partly cloudy 'Wes
with a few scat.tdred
thunderstorms
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.1
Barkley Lake
358.1

The Justice Department has
declined to confirm a grand jury
probe was planned or discus -,
any legal steps the United States
might try to take against the hijackers, such as extradition and
*indictment.
"We decided it would be important to look at some "of the
footage of these events:" said
Justice Department spokesman
Terry Eastland. You can draw
your own inferences."
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A parabolic pattern
A network of string hangs over Murray State custodian Doug Jetton in Faculty
Hall. Members of Danville High School math teacher Jim Moore's curves class built the web-like, seven
-floor myriad as part
of a study of parabolas in the Governors Scholars Program, The students used more
than 6.000 feet or
string in the project.

to commit secend degree arson,
two counts burning personal
property to defraud an insurer.
fourt counts of criminal conspiracy to commit arson, five
counts of criminal conspiracy to
commit theft over $100 and four
(Cont'd on page t)
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Kentucky insurance plan to
provide services for flat fee

GOING TO CAMP — Dave Smith, Marc Ba.ker, Eric Baker and Brett Harris (left
to right) left this morning for Camp Paradise Valley, the Salvation Army camp at Dale Hollow. The
boys will be at camp until Monda.
..tAft photo
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Tobacco buyers may change plan
support for flue-cured leaf would
be cut from $1.70 per pound to an
effective $1.55 per pound. Also, if
650 million pounds of this year's
crop and another 125 million
pounds of surplus tobacco are
bought, buyers will receive an
additional 15-cent per pound
rebate.

A 15-cent reduction in the
average federal support price
for flue-cured tobacco could
change the buying strategy of
cigarette makers this season, a
spokesman for R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. says.
"We said a week ago that we
'expected to be pretty conservative in our buying," RJR
spokesman David Fishel said
Tuesday. "I would say that
might change a little now; we
might not be as conservative as
we planned to be a week ago."
U.S. Agriculture Secretary
John Block announced Tuesday
that the average tobacco price

Fishel said his company had
rejected an earlier proposal that
would have triggered rebates
after 680 million pounds of the
1985 crop were sold because the
company believed the trigger
was too high.
A similar discount system for
surplus leaf failed last year

when companies did not buy
enough tobacco on warehouse
floors.
"We don't know whether the
650 million pound figure can be
reached (to trigger the additional 15 cents), but we hope it
can be," said John S. Cousart,
another RJR spokesman.
Fred Bond, general manager
of the Raleigh, N.C.-based FlueCured Tobacco Cooperative
Stabilization Corp., said he was
optimistic about meeting the
triggers.
"They are more realistic, and
we solt 687 million pounds last
year with a $1.70 price support,
Bond said.

'tom

SAVE
LIKE YOU'VE
NEVER SAVED
BEFORE!
We re clearing out our inventory
of 1985 RCA Color TVs and VCRs
to make room for the new 1986
models There s no better time to
save on the Number 1 name in home
entertainment—RCA Hurry' When
they're gone, they re gone'

SelectaVision VCR with
Picture Search

This front-loading video recorder has the features
you need for great home entertainment, plus concenient multi-function -remote. Includes Picture
Search and Stop Action (SLP mode), up to 14-day,
4-event programmer and electronic tuner.

19"diagonal XL-100 Color TV
with Remote Control
Brilliant color performance featuring the chairside
convenience of 17-function remote control and
multi-bond cable turning. Includes automatic color control, fleshtone correction circuit and Super
AccuFilter black matrix picture tube.

$498 $398
VCR's

$39900

as low as

1 Portable Color TV's
Console Color Tv's

1

Grand jury...
(Cont'd from page 1)
counts of theft by unlawful taking over $100.
•Steve Cherry — criminal
conspiracy to commit second
degree arson and complicity to
commit second degree arson.
•Ricky Morgan — complicity
to commit second degree arson,
burning personal property to
defraud a secured creditor and
conspiracy to commit theft over
$100.
•Chris Taylor — criminal
facilitation to commit second
degree arson.
•Larry Phillips — complicity
to commit theft over $100 and
theft by deception over $100.
Those three cases bound over
from district court to circuit
court were:
•Charles E. Glisson — conspiracy to commit second
degree arson, burning personal
property to defraud an insurer
and complicity to. commit" second degree arson.
•Jimmy Crouse — criminal
conspiracty to commit second
degree arson and burning personal property to defraud an
insurer.
•David T. Holsapple — four
counts of second degree arson,
two counts of burning personal
property to defraud an insurer,
five counts of theft by unlawful
taking over $100, six counts of
criminal conspiracy, receiving
stolen property over $100 and
obscuring the identity of a
machine

Utilities...
(Cont'd from page I)
from Distributor's Insurance
Company for a one-year insurance plan was approved by
the board with the coverage to
include a $1 million ceiling.
In other action, the board
entered into negotiations with
Murray State University for the
university's expiring 10 year
power contract, which will end
October 7. Although there are no
major changes in the provisions
of the contract, according to
Underwood. the university has
requested changes in the
amount of power it has been
receiving.

head start in selling their plank
to employers.
Ellig said the Blue Cross
plan's emphasis on preventive
medicine and its management of
the patient's access to medical
care sho4uld result in considerafile savings,'but he declined to estimate how much.
Last October, in response to
competitive pressure, Blue
Cross began marketing Option
2000 to employers and state
employees in the Louisville
area.
Customers were offered a

From

From

$248
" 1 1.9%
$498°°

On the Court Square

753-1713

lower health insurance rate in
exchange for using certain
hospitals in the area. The
hospitals, in turn, had agreed to
offer lower rates,to Blue Cross,
Blue Cross will continue to
make Option - 2000 * available,
Elks said, but the HMO Kentucky label will now refer to the
plan, which revolves around
doctors rather than hospitals.
In essence, Ellis said, each
customer will choose a primary
care physician and agree to seek
all basic medical care from him.

Stalin's daughter finds
privacy after 17 years
TBILISI, U.S.S.R. (AP) —
Svetlana Alliluyeva, Josef
Stalin's daughter who defected
to the United States
1967, is
now living on a hillside overlooking this capital of Soviet
Georgia, the homeland of her
father. Residents say she has
found the privacy Vie claimed
had eluded her during 17 years
in the West.
"You can see her taking her
garbage out like any woman,"
reported one resident who said
he jogs by her home every day.
Her American-born daughter,
Olga Peters. 14, is with her and
one resident said she is being
,tutored in the Russian and
Georgian languages to help her
in school studies.
Georgian officials said the
59-year-old Miss Alliluyeva
works at the Georgia Institute of
Foreign Languages.
The residents spoke to
reporters only on condition of
anonymity.
The officials said Miss
Alliluyeva has turned down all
requests for interviews, even if
the questions concerned only to
her role in expanding the collection at Stalin's museum at Gori,
her father's birthplace 45 miles
northwest of Tbilisi.
In defecting from the Soviet
Union, Miss Alliluyeva left
behind a 22-year-old son and a
17-year-old daughter. In the
Unjted
_States where she married Wiffra.m Wesley Peters, an
architect who is Olga's father.
They divorced in 1973. Miss
Alliluyeva, who retained the
married name Peters and her
American citizenship, went to
live in Cambridge, England, in
1983. It was from .there she
returned to the Soviet Union last
October.
Soviet officials restored Miss
Alliluyeva's • Soviet citizenship
that was revoked in 1970 and
granted citizenship to Olga.
Miss Alliluyeva has reverted to
using her mother's maiden
name.

Two fires claim
county property
Two fires were reported in
Calloway County late Wednesday, with no injuries accompanying either fire.
Calloway County Fire Rescue
personnel responded to a 8 p.m.
fire at the Odelle Cunningham
residence off Ky. 121 on the Old
Don Snef road. A total of 1 %
acres was burned in the fire,
which is believed to have been
started by burning trash, according to a representative of the
fire rescue squad.
A total of four trucks and
seven men responded to the fire.
A second fire about 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday
destroyed about 1 %
acres of property owned by
Frannie Summers.
A total of four trucks and nine
men from the Calloway County
Fire Rescue squad responded to
the 9:30 p.m. fire on the property
located off 121 South at the 10
mile marker.
A kt acre of land, at the edge
of some woods was termed a
Complete loss, but firemen were
able to save a house on the proper t y, which the fire
endangered.

NEW

Word & Elkins
Murray

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API—
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Kentucky will begin marketing a
new insurance plan this fall that
provides basic medical carp for
a flat fee.
Known as HMO Kehtucky, the
plan requires each customer to
get all his basic medical care
from a primary care physician.
Hi referral would be needed for
insurance reimbursement for
hospital visits and care by
specialist.
The program will provide
more comprehensive coverage
than ordinary insurance policies
for about the same price, said
Tom Ellis,„ vice president for
corporate communications for
Blue Cross & Blue Shield, the
state's largest health insurance
company.
For example, office visits and
shots — things that people with
typical insurance policies must
pay out of pocket — would be
covered by the new plan.
Ellis said the non-profit company, which already covers 1.3
million Kentuckians with basic
health insurance, will make the
plan available to large
employers in the
Lexington, northern Kentucky
and the Bowling Green-Glasgow
areas.
Blue Cross is entering a highly
competitive field where, in the
last year alone, the number of
health-maintenance organizations in the state has climbed
from two to nine, with several
applications pending.
In the Louisville-Lexington
markets, the company will be
battling two investor-owned
giants, Health America Corp.
and Humana Inc. which gol a

Financing

on
All Chevrolet New Units except 1/i
& 'A ton 2 wheel and 4 wheel
Drive Trucks which ar43-12.8%
Financing
S 12th St
Dwain
Murray
7f)3 2617
Taylor
CHEVROLET, INC.

Upon her return, Miss
Alllluyeva said she returned to
the Soviet Union because she felt
guilty about leaving her son and
daughter and was unhappy in
the West. She also had two
grandchildren she had never
seen. She told a news conference
In Moscow that "I intend to live
a quiet, personal life" in contrast to the one in which "I was
in the hands of businessmen,
lawyers, political figures and
publishers who turned the name
of my father, my own name and
my life into a sensational
commodity."
While in the United States,
Miss Alliluyeva published her
memoirs which were critical of
the Soviet Union.
At the Moscow news conference in November, she also
said Olga would be allowed to
make her own decision on where
to live "when she grows up."
Olga was born in California and
under U.S. law is still an
American citizen.
The mother and daughter first
lived in Moscow after their arrival from England.

Fiscal court to
meet Monday
•V

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in a special called meeting Monday, July 29 at 1
p.m. in the Judge-Executive's
chambers in the courthouse.
The meeting is open to the
public.

City council to
meet tonight
The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the upstairs
chambers of city hall.
The meeting, which is open to
the public, will host a six item
agenda including a public hearing on the 1985 proposed tax
rate.
Prior to the meeting, at 6 p.m.,
there will be a public safety
committee meeting and, at 7
p.m. there will be a public works
committee meeting.

Police find drugs
valued at $25,000
Police found 25 pounds of compressed marijuana, with an
estimated value of $25,000, Tuesday in a metal building owned
by Richard Courtney, Route 1
Fancy Farm.
State police Detective Joe Hill
and other state police personnel
were -accompanied by Hickman
County Sheriff Powell Clark and
Commonwealth Detective J.W.
Moran as they served an executive search warrant on the
building in Hickman County's
Moscow community.
An arrest warrant was issued
for Courtney on the charge of
possession of more than five
pounds of marijuana. A class C
felony, the charge carries a
maximum of five to 10 years in
the penitentiary if convicted,
and a fine of $10,000, or both.
A search of Courtney's
residence in the Beulah communfty found more marijuana
packaged at the house.

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
All You Can Eat

Boneless fish or 'catfish steaks.
Served with choice of potato,
white beans, cole slaw, hush
pujiples and all the trimmings! "

4-46

$400
Friday & Saturday Night Only
(July 26th & 27th)
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Summer Clearance
Continues
Entire Line Women's
Summer Sportswear
•Valu

Entire Line of Men's
Summer Sportswear

es to $35
•Also Blazers at 9.99 (Orig. to $70)

'Values to $35
'Also Smtcoats at 29.99 (Orig. to $100)

Only 6.99

Only 6.99
Entire Line Childrens
Summer Sportswear
'Valu

Entire Line Summer
Shoes for the Family

es to $25

*Values to $49.99

Only 2.99

I V

Only

6.99

Back-To- School
With Levi0 Jeans
Huskies for School-Age Boys

NOW 11 a.99

Pre-School Boys
orqiqqNOW 9.99
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Jeans!
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Men's Rigid Boot Cut
& Straight Leg
ong i799NOW 13.99

Jeans! Jeans!
JCP•nney

Store Hours: ,
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30 p.m.

Men's Prewashed Straight Leg
Or C4

Jeans!.

NOW 16.99

Jeans! Jeans! Jeans!

C enney
•

_

QL+

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080
Prices Effective Thurs.-Sun.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Revolving doors

•

Anyone who doubts the efficacy of this nation's criminaljustice system need look no
further than daily news reports.
According to a recent U.S.
Department of Justice study.
nearly half of the murderers
released from a majority of
the state prisons in 1982
served less than six years of
their sentences. Moreover, the
median time of 16 months
served by all of the inmates
released from these institutions that year .dipped to an
all-time low.
The study analyzed the time
served by 157.000 inmates in
29 states and the District of
Columbia. California. which
was not included in the report.
fared somewhat better in 1982
with its convicted murderers
serving a.median time of 11,4
years, while the average release time for all inmates was
22 months.
The Justice Department
study .also disclosed that in
1982 more than a third of
those inmates granted early
release from the reporting
prisons had been convicted of
violent crimes. Although these
felons faced a median sentence of 51 months, they were
back on the streets in just
- over a year. Almost half of the
so-called lifers were free after

69 months.
These statistics dovetail
with a previous Justice Department study showing that
nearly 84 percent of arriving
inmates at state prisons in
1979 were repeat offenders.
More disturbing, about 46 percent of the repeaters who
committed new crimes would
still have been behind bars
had they served the maximum
sentence for which they were
convicted.
The irony is that even
though increasing numbers of
inmates are serving sentences
for violent crimes, the time
they spend in prison is actually declining. This paradox can
be resolved by a concentrated
law-enforcement effort that
targets career criminals and
then ensures that they remain
behind bars for the duration of
their sentences.
Numerous states have
moved in that direction by imposing mandatory prison
terms or longer sentences for
repeat offenders. Unfortunately. many of these states still
permit time off for good behavior that erodes the principle of determinate sentencing.
Until this erosion is stopped,
our prisons will continue to be
revolving doors and the public
will be needlessly endangered.

looking back
Ten years ago
A motion to place local ambulance seririce within the Murray Fire Department was
defeated on an 8 to 3 vote at the
regular meeting of Murray City
Council last night. Mason Hospital School of Nursing will have a reunion July 31
to Aug. 3 at Kenlake Hotel, according to Lucille Ross, who is
planning the event.
The Murray High School Class
of 1955 held its 20-year reunion
on July 5 with a coffee at Murray
High School and dinner-dance at
Murray Country Club. Dr. Hal
lionsto'h was master of
ceremonies.
Otis Harrison will celebrate
his 97th birthday on July 28 with
a dinner at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Artie
Morris.
The Murray Little League All.
Stars beat Henderson to be eligible for the state baseball tournament to be played at Mayfield
starting July 31. Eddie Rhodes
was winning pitcher for Murray.
Twenty years ago
Drill Sergeant Joe H. Thorn of
Almo is a recent honor graduate
of Fort Jackson Drill Sergeant
School at Fort Jackson. S.C.
"Holmes Ellis is attending his
last summer camp with the
Reseves. He plans to retire from
Reserves at end of this tenure,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Maurice Kornhorst, director
of Division of Community Service, Kentucky Department of
Mental Health, spoke at a

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

A few weeks ago while in
Louisville, we went downtown to
see the much-heralded "Oh,
Kentucky" show. We had just
met our young German exchange student at the airport the
day before. Since he understood
and spoke English fairly well,
we thought the film would be of
help in quickly familiarizing
him with our state, its people
and some of the things in it.
We found it at a rennovated
theater near the also recentlyrennovated Brown Hotel and on
what used to be Fourth Street —
now a pedestian mall.
When the film, which runs
about 45 minutes, is being
shown, there is a showing every
hour on the hour. The admission,
if I remember correctly, is $3.50
for adults, and there is a discount for senior citizens. We had
to wait 30 minutes for the next
showing — long enough to lap up
a round of those huge ice cream
cones they sell in a little shop
next door. I've never seen the
likes!
That was a mistake — waiting
30 minutes to see it.
To give you an honest, country
boy assessMent of the thing, it
was one of the biggest disappointments I have had in some
time. If you don't come out of a
showing cross-eyed, in need of a
couple of aspirin and in a virtual
state of shock. you're lucky — or
you understand and appreciat4
modern-day visual technology.
•••

The Lord only knows how
many slide and movie projectors are used, and, apparently,
they all are computerized to
flash pictures of people, places
and things on the screen in
mind-boggling, lightning-like
flicks — first on one side and
then on the other, at the top and
then at the bottom,fading in and
fading out and all synchronized
with a sound track narration.
At last count, there are
3.660,777 people in Kentucky,
and I think they flashed head
and shoulders pictures of most
of them on that screen. At least,
It seemed that way.
Much of the time, there are a
dozen or more pictures on the
screen, fading in and out, as I
said, faster than the mind and
the eye can follow. It's almost
Impossible to pay any attention
to what the sound track is saying
—. you're so busy trying to see
the pictures to see if you
recognize anybody.
I thought at one point that I
had caught a glimpse of a picture of Dr. Ray Mofield, who is a
communications tradition at
Murray State and across West
Kentucky. At another. I'm sure I
recognized a picture of MSU's
Stewart Stadium and at another
the Murray State logo as it appeared briefly among those of
the other state-supported
universities.
Also, , there were fleeting
glimpses of our pretty governor,
Martha Layne Collins — at the
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folks can understand and appreciate that kind of visualization. But my name's not on that
list. I don't and I can't.
•••
There weren't more than a
dozen people in the theater when
we saw "Oh, Kentucky," and as
we were leaving the theater, a
family of four, very obviously
tourists, were also leaving.
As we walked out, I asked the
man if they, were from out-ofstate. "Yes." he replied. "We're
from Minnesota — Mankato."
"This your first trip to Kentucky?" I asked.
"Yes," he said. "We're on
vacation."
"What did you think of the
show?" I then asked.
"Well, it was interesting," he
said, "but it moved so fast it was
hard to tell much about it. But it
does look like you've got a little
bit of everything in Kentucky."
He was right there, and that
film touched on just about all of
it. When I asked our young German guest what he thought of it,
he merely shrugged his
shoulders. I don't think he got
much out of it. either.
Then as we headed for our car,
we had to pass that little ice
cream shop, and I thought how
nice it would have been to have
had the money back that I paid
to see that show.
We could have hasd another
round of those big, multiflavored ice cream cones.

by michael putzel

meeting of Murray-Calloway
WASHINGTON ( AP — SudCounty Mental Health Associadenly he seems to be the third
tion at the local mental health
most powerful man in the White
center. Mrs. C.C. Lowry _is
House. But outside Washington,
chairman .of the local mental
few even recognize his name.
health board..
W. Dennis Thomas was a..
Miss Frances Whitnell led the
White House lobbyist who had
program on "Hearing God
worked at the Treasury DepartSpeak Through The Bible" at a
ment when Donald T. Regan
meeting of WSCS of Martin's
headed that agency. When
Chapel Methodist Church held at
Regan took over as White House
home of Mrs. Ona Whitnell.
chief of staff earlierthis
The Rev. Leroy Vaught is the
yeThomas was regay some as a
new pastor of Scotts Grove Baplikely candidate for promotion.
tist Church.
But in May, the 41-year-old
Thirty years ago
former
congressional aide
A large number of house
jumped ship. He left the relative
breakins have been reported to
obscurity of his job as one of the
the office of Calloway County
president's men on Capitol Hill
Sheriff Brigham Futrell. Ten
to accept a lucrative partnerwere reported over the past
ship in the international accounweekend and several more prior
ting firm of Touche Ross.
to that time, according to Sheriff
The scuttlebutt was that he
Futrell.
would be making $200,000 a year
Winners of the 4.1-1 Tractor
plus assorted fringe benefits and
Driving Contest held at the
bonuses while handling governCalloway County Farm Bureau'
ment relations for the firm
Picnic on July 23 were James
which had been looking for soDale Erwin, first, Pat Murdock,
meone to fill that job for nearly
second, and Carl Dalton, third.
two years.
Residents of Calloway County
A colleague, Cindy Cipriani,
received $20,460 in June under
said
that Thomas "was very
Kentucky's three public
well respected in a position of
assistance programs — old age
leadership and high visibility"
assistance, aid to dependent
at Touche Ross. "People work
children and aid to needy blind.
for years and years to become a
The Rev. E.A. Phillips of
partner, and partners rarely
Jackson, Tenn., IS evangelist for
come from the, outside," she
the revival at the Palestine
said.
Methodist Church.
David A. Brody, a longtime
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Washington lobbyist, recalled
Order of the Eastern Star held
that he ran into Thomas on the
its annual Friendship Night on
street shortly after the former
July 10. Mrs. John Harvey
White House aide left
Perkins is worthy matron of the
government.
chapter.
"For once I've got time on my
hands," Brody remembers
Thomas saying.
general interest.
But the new executive lasted
atter§ must not be more than
only 2142 months in his first-ever
SOO Words. Longer letters cannot
non-government post. On July
be published.
15, the day doctors discovered
Editors reserve the right to
President Reagan had colon
condense or reject any letter
cancer, the White House press
and limit frequent writers.
office distributed a routine perAddress correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
420/1.
!954 T
Mk Naught Syndocal•

GRR ARP

Derby and in various official
capacities.
The whole thing was
downright frustrating. At least,
It was to me. Why, if I recommended that you all go see it and
Woodfin Hutson did, he'd chase
me all over town with a golf
club!
•••
So often it seems these days,
film producers get so carried
away with their art form and
their prowess with the latest
electronic technology in. communications they lose sight
altogether of what they're trying
to do — simply to tell a story.
In this case, it was the story of
Kentucky, its different areas
and its people.
As far as I am concerned,
although, mind you. I am no certified film critic — just a paying
customer — the "Oh, Kentucky"
show falls into this category —
little more than a confusing exercise in visual technology.
Its producers seemingly have
tried to cram so much into such
a short framework, the end
result is little more than a
kaleidescope of flashing faces,
barking .fox hounds, pounding
hooves, streaking racing silks
and sounds of music from symphonies and dainty ballets to
foot-stomping melodies from a
mountaineer's fiddle.
This is the age of-the flashing
photos, dancing lights, computers and synchronization, I
guess, and, apparently, a lot of

S

the white house

Mil'iray Ledger & Times

In advance

`Oh, Kentucky!'film left this old boy
almost cross-eyed and in need of aspirin

r

sonnet annokincement to
reporters gathered at Bethesda
Naval Hospital, where Reagan
was a patient.
"The president announced today his intention to appoint. W.
Dennis Thomas as assistant to
the president," the statement
said.
Most presidential aides have
two titles, one showing rank, the
other describing one's job.
But Thomas has only one title
— and that one is misleading.
Although he is assistant to the
president, his real function is to

serve as a key aide and adviser
to Chief of Staff Regan, who
brought him back into the White
House at about one-third of what
.he reportedly was making at
Touche Ross.
"He's not deputy chief of staff
yet, but I bet he will be," said
one White House aide, descrih•
ing Thomas' new role on condition he not be identified.
Hiring Thomas also constituted an indirect admission
that the staff structure Regan
established last winter just
wasn't working very well.

business mirror

NEW YORK (AP) — There is
a lesson from any experience.
The 1960s and early 1970s were
the go-go years, a time of
unlimited but seemingly
achievable horizons. Incomes
grew, new businesses were
formed, and confidence seemed
to rise with every success.
"Famous name" growth
stocks became the rage, and
some of them won from Inv vestors A price--earnings ratio of
35 to 40. That is, investaps were'
willing to pay that many times
earnings in order to get in on the
action.
_
-During the -19834972 'dee-rade:
•••
Wright Investors' Service points
out, price appreciation for these
famous names averaged around
25 percent je. year, which was
about foie times the rate for the
Standard & Poor's 500 average.
Hardly a professional port'0

The chief of staff, a forme%
Wall Street executive whd
brought several bright young
underlings with him from
Treasury, found himself inundated by details and no one to
whom he could comfortably
delegate authority.
Thomas, one official said, is
Regan's idea of the person he
needs for more pragmatic advice. And Brody called Thomas
"a bright, capable y,oung
pragmatist. He's not an
ideologue. He'll bring valuable
insight to that job."

by john cunniff
folio existed that didn't contain
some of the 30 famous name
growth stocks, most of which
were in the emerging
technologies of computers and
information gathering, processing and dissemination.
There were good reasons for
them being in portfolios. In
sbme instances a portfolio
manager could have big losses
In most areas but emerge with a
winning record because of a ecru- ple of winners from among the
famous names.
Now, says Wright, "only a
handful''%itn 8t.111,04,considered
growth stocks.
Over the past five years, earnings growth for these companies
barely exceeded the verage for
the 500 companies in"the Standard & Poor's average.
In the 13 years Since their
apogee, prices of the famous-

name growth stocks have risen
just 25 percent, or one-half the
advance of the 500 companies in
the Standard & Poor's average.
Explains Wright: "Changing
technologies, maturing
markets, complacement
managements and, in some
cases, bad luck have combined
tosmove most of these companies, from the exceptional
category toward mediq,crity."
• LeliatITI!--Ttttle: ;moves:. -If
managements and investors
don't anticipate the times they
quickly find themselves in the
PastThat lesson was learned reluctantly by the managements of
ma.Dy companies, some qf whom
thought growth was eternarand
profits automatic. When hit by
the recessions of 1974 and 1981
they were unable to shrink to fit
the times.

- -•
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you to be "together" in, heaven.
Tell him you can't wait that
long, and give him a deadline.

Eager Organ Donor
Doesn't Want to
Take 'It With Him
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a healthy 27year-old male and have carried an
organ donor card since I was 16.
However, it seems a shame that I
must die before my kidneys can help
someone.
With so many people desperate for
a kidney, why can't a living person
donate one to a stranger? I would be
happy to give one of my kidneys to
help a person lead a normal life.
Do you know of anyone who would
consider a gift of life from the
living?
ANONYMOUS IN WISCONSIN

lose the function of their remaining kidney through accident
-or illness. For this reason they
do not encourage unrelated,
living kidney donations.
Bless you for your exceptional
generosity.
•
Individuals wishing to become
organ donors upon death can
indicate their willingness to do
so on their driver's licenses or
call or write their local National
Kidney Foundation affitiate, or
National Kidney Foundation
Inc., 2 Park Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10016,for a Uniform Organ
DEAR ANONYMOUS: I con- Donor Card.
tacted the National Kidney
Foundation and was advised that
DEAR ABBY: I've been going
the success rate of kidney with this man for a year and a half.
transplants from unrelated He's 61 and I'm 58. His wife has
donors is no higher than the been dead for two and a half years
transplants donated at death.
and my husband died nine years
On the,. dther hand, living ago.
donors put themselves at a small
He rarely takes me anyplace where
but potential risk should they we will bump into people he knows,

and if he does meet someone he
knows when I'm with him, he is
very slow to introduce me. He just
leaves me standing there. Once he
tried to pass me off as a "cousin."
I like him more than I should, but
I don't like the way he treats me. I
am a neat, clean person and I have
good manners, but he acts like he's
ashamed to be peen with me. .
I would like a future with this
man, but he won't commit himself.
His idea of a nice evening is for
him to bring the fixings to my place
and have me make supper for him.
Then he likes to "play house," which
is the only time he says he loves me.
When we first met he told me we
would be "together" one day. But
when?
How can I get a commitment out
of this man?
GETTING NOWHERE

--DY,Al:441.4143i4 Phave been married
for Seven years. We dated for three
years prior to getting married.
During thitt •10-year period, I had
never seen her in a bathing suit,
earrings or nail polish. She wears a
skirt once a year—usually at
Christmas. The rest of the.time she
wears blue jeans or slacks. She owns
no feminine clothing. 'I've never
seen her in high heels. Her girlfriend
cuts her hair, and it looks it. The
only makeup she wears is a pale
pink lipstick, and then only on
special occasions. The only jewelry
she wears is a wedding band.(She
didn't even want an engagement
*a
ring.)
•
I've tried to get her to change, but
she's satisfied just the way she is.
How can I get her to smarten up her
appearance?
PERPLEXED

DEAR PERPLEXED: You
can't. Obviously your wife is not
interested in the outer trappings,
and from what you say, she
never was. She's still the girl
you married.She hasn't changed;
your expectations have. She had
every right to
DEAR GETTING NOWHERE: be satisfied assume that you'd
with an unadorned.
You can't. Maybe he intends for
natural woman.

-

Blue
Bonnet
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Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
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WASHINGTON I AP ,— The
House of Representatives is
demanding a chance to take
back what's left of the $15 billion
that Congress gave the Synthetic Fuels Corp. five years ago
to wean the nation away from
imported oil.
Taking the first step in this
year's effort to abolish the embattled synfuels , program, the
House on Wednesday overturned its Rules Committee and insisted on deciding the quasigovernment agency's fate as
part of an Interior Department
spending measure.
The scenario is a virtual
repeat of the political and
parliamentary maneuvering
that occurred last year when the
Reagan administration and Congress reached a compromise
cutting $5 billion from the
then-$13 billion program.
Synfuels opponents are hoping
this year to scuttle the remaining $7.9 billion in subsidies the

AM Thro• With $45.00
Or More Additional Purchest,Excluding Dairy &
Tobatsco Products &
Drinks On spacial.

Limit 3

16 Oz

Pickle King
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Blue Bonnet

agency can give to projects for
covertirfg shale and coal into liquid and gas_ fuels.
"The issue is billions of dollars
in taxpayer money that can be
saved," Rep. John Dingell, DMich:, who is spearheading efforts to abolish the program,
said Wednesday.
The 251-179 yote Wednesday
effectively thwarted efforts by
House Majority Leader Jim
Wright, D-Texas, and other synfuels supporters to require
legislation abolishing the pro-gram to first go through months
of committee reviews.
"Reducing the nation's budget
deficit is the number one priority this year, and .today the SFC
got caught up in that debate,"
said Tom Corcoran, the
agency's vice chairman.
Corcoran, however, said he
was "confident that both the
House and .the- Senate will
ultimately celtritinue
the
program.

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
-•
=
3.,
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Synthetic fuels project
under fire again in House
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MURRAY TODAY
Aviator Wilbur
Wright was born in 1867
In 1VIillville, Ind.

Buriwcn

Mitray Ledger & Times

Calf( IT

Patients named

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hsopital for Wednesday. July 24.. have been
released as follows:*
ST ARTS TOMORROW
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Paschall.
mother. Rt. 2, Puryear,
SILVERADO Term.;
Lanier Twin Boys.
parents. Robert and
Alice. Rt. 1, Dover,
Tenn.;
Baby Girt#41-lart,
parents, Mike and LorMe. Box 1264, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Gladys Jarrett,
7 RI, `A II 0511
Rt. 5. Murray; Mrs.
Mary Willis. Rt. 3,
Mayfield; Mrs. Eva
Housden, Rt. 4, Murray-:Ronald Swain, 1311
DON AmECHE
Kirkwood Dr., Murray;
central center 753-3314 Mrs. Julie Lane and
baby girl. Rt. 9. Box 477,
Benton;
,Miss Debra

1

DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00

Kavanaugh. Hamlin; Mrs. Thelmi Bennett,..
Rt. 2, Murray; M'rei:
Tammy Henderson and
baby, girl. Rt. 1,
Hickman;
Mrs. • Roberta -Metcalfe, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Mae Langdon, 707
Goodman, Murray;
L.W. Paschall, 1421 Vine
St., Murray;
Mrs. Lorena Marshall. 810 Hurt Dr., Murray; Mrs. Agnes
O'Bryan, Rt.2. Murray;
Mrs. Mignon Outland,
416 South Eighth St.,
LEIGH ANN CARTER is examining materials used by soldiers during
the
Murray;
Civil War. Dick Farrell was the instructor for the session on
"Shiloh
Mrs. Rachel Wilson,
Revisited" in the Murray City School System Enrichment Progra
m.
Box 133, Hazel; Mrs.
Lucene Thompson, Rt.
3, Fulton; Mrs. Ruth
Cooper, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Lester' Wright, Rt. 1,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
Joan Overby, 505 North
Seventh St., Murray;
The Murray City from surrounding counCratus Haneline, Rt. 8,
Lee Pinkston kept her
School system, in keep- ties, took advantage of students active with a
Mayfield.
ing with their this opportunity.
ESDS TOSITE. • 7 116, 9 . 311
study of "South of the
OILS tilt %DO P1. II
philosophy of educaDuring the week of Border."
TO'A ITE: THRI THE
R
sT ARTS TOMORROW
tional excellence, pro- June 24 to 28, Carolyn
OPEN 9:00
A remedial math seca
DRIVE
e• START 030
vided a summer enrich- Colson presented an in- tion was made availab
CHI %
I AsE I
le
!BOPP AN % S ATMs
ment program.
:
N
tercultural unit on by Betty Wagar.
A LONE WARRIOR
Students, not only Revolutionary War
I 30. 3 IS 7 116. 9:13
SEARCHING 000 141$ DESTIN3
The second session,
•
A 50100 06 LOST CHILDREN
from Murray, but, also, Times.
which met July 15 to 19
WAITING 000A HERO
IN A WOW()BATTLING TO suevrvt
from 9 to 11:30 a.m.,
THEN FACE A WOMAN
DETERMINED 5061)11
also, had a variety of
HOLD 01)1 000 MAD MAX
offerings.
1346 IS HA GREATEST ADVENTURE
et
Jane Taylor aided
I 30. 3:33. 7 00. 6:111
youngst
ers in learning
a
MEL GIBSON
to become scientists by
THE EXTRA LONDON (AP) —
. TERRESTRIAL
S
keep motivated," using the scientific
American tennis ace
THE STORY
McEnroe said in an in- approach.
THAT TOUCHED
John McEnroe says his
terview published
Beryl Whaley and
friendship with actress. Wednesday in the mass- Lloyd Hasty provided
THE WORLD
ii
Tatum O'Neal is affec- circulation Sun experiences with comting his game.
newspaper.
puters,. soft-ware and
Interviewed in Los programming.
I
11"
VIDEO TAPE Or
"I'm
involve
d
in
a
S
Angeles, the 26-year-old
The Civil War came
VCR RENTALS
relationship that's very
BINGO JACK POT $110.00
Mon.-Sat. II am-10 pm
nice. It's difficult to New Yorker maintained' alive for students, under
Sun. 1 pm -10 pm
he was still the best • the direction of -Dick
player in the world, Farrell, which
'chestnut St. 753-3314
despite the emergence culminated in a visit to
Special Good
Special: Chicken Sandwich
of West German Shiloh National Military
July 26-August 1
Nil RH 11 1/111%1F. IN
%•
French Fries
teenager Boris Becker. Park.
•
Becker, 17, became
Doralyn Lanie, curOPEN 9:11111•ST0RTS it • 30
the youngest riculum director for the
$1
Wimbledon champion Murray City Schools,
said she was pleased
earlier
this month.
Try Patsy's Homemade Pies
MAD MAX
"Maybe the challenge with the response to the
BEYOND THUNDEROOME
of a guy like Becker can third annual program
_;...;Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food
MEL GIBSON
help me Out because I and is confident that
need to be brought up to such an opportunity will
r -4TJ
'
s
a different level," again be offered next
•
Chestnut St.
McEnroe said.
Murra
summer.
y
753-0
045
Hwy 121 South

CINE 1 & 2

COC
CON
I

Murray- City School System
provides enrichment program

BERYL WHALEY, computer instructor, is
assisting Matt Weatherly with his program in the
Murray City School System Enrichment
Program.

CHERI 3

IMP

pr-

McEnroe says friendship
with actress affects tennis '

T

MAD MAX

. PLUS 2ND BIG HIT

ifovirsN

99

JONATHAN BELL is shown using the scientific discovery skills that he learned in Jane
Taylor's science class in the Murray City School
System Enrichment Program.

Bar-B-Q & Burgers

OUR 3RD ANNUAL

OPEN HOUSE

LONG LIFE
yAMO r YAZOO COMMER
CIAL
1W' MOWING
TIME MACHINES
EQUIPMENT
Hea,

:••FS4C,

ult.ng widths P
0 or br.t d,•ver.
Briggs & StrdItOn IC englne, of'
mowers 22- 24- and 26-

E•,1

•••0

POPCORN & COKES
FINANCING AVAILABLE

SERVICE•PARTS
J.R. SULLIVAN SALES•
Over 35 Years Experience
Hwy 68, Reidland
East of 1-24 Interchange

10% OFF 100/0-20%
.

On

OFF

Movie-Club
Memberships

Selected
Rentals

Lease to own a

Component Stereo

D's

898-7342

KAYLIN HAVERSTOCK and Terry
English
are demonstrating their computer
ability for
their instructor, Lloyd Hasty, in the
Murray City
School System Enrichment Progra
m.

0--

WE HAVE MOVED
To Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Haam,,g4
/ E•Lir
yr.

tor
-

Only $6.20 per week

/J01:41! IL.,

1

Jai d
'rot ISE 1
." RIFF e

-

15911
IP

k •r

Awls

--- RI

,••••••30111Rt•

Receive a FREE Movie Club
Membership when you
Purchase a VCR

Drawings for FREE T-Shirts
Remote Radio Broadcast

RE N TA LSA LE S

CENTER

753-8201

_ft•-•4
"
'

111

Try Our
Drive-Thru

700 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Next To J C Penney

753-9383

Captain D's,
200 E. Main

a great little seafood place,

•

•
'
1,•

.1!

•
•
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Hicks meeting planned

The annual meeting of persons interested in
the upkeep of Hicks Cemetery, located off
Highway 121 South at Cherry Corner, will be
Saturday, July 27,from 8 a.m. to noon. Donations
will be accepted by any members of the committee and all interested persons are urged to be
present, a spokesman said.

Quartet will perform
The Dry Creek Mission Quartet, a gospel
music group -from Ashland City, Tenn., will be
featured in the Summer in the Park program at
the amphitheater at Paris Landing State Park on
Saturday, July 27, at 7:30 p.m. This is free to the
public but persons should bring a. ground cover
or lawn chair for seating.

Rose Ball on Saturddy
The 12th annual Rose Ball, sponsored by Thurman School of Dance of Murray, will be Saturday, July 27, from 8 p.m. to midnight at the Elks
Lodge, Highway 79 east of Paris, Tenn. An
elegant evening dancing including a floor show'
of dance exhibitions has been planned, according
to Charles and Elsie Thurman, owners of the
dance school. Recorded music of big bands and
orchestras will be played. The cost will be $10 per
person. Tickets will be available at the door. To
registei early for'choice tables, call the dance
school at 753-9756 or 753-5950.

Singles plan biking

Family members photographed at reunion

Paschall descendants meet at Hazel
The descendants of
Adam Franklin
Paschall and Calie Orr
Paschall met for their
first family reunion on
Saturday, July 6, at the
Hazel Community
Center.
The late Mr. and Mrs.
Add Paschall were married in 1900. Their two
children are Pauline
Paschall Story and
Mildred Paschall
Scarbrough.,
All of the descendants
of Add and Calie were
present, coming from
the states of Ohio,
Florida, Alabama,
Texas, Kentucky and
Tennessee.

Joe Scarbrough was
master of ceremonies
for the program
presented followed the
noon meal.

Those attending from
the Scarbrough family
were:
Mildred Scarbrough,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
The program con- Craig, Mr. and Mrs.
sisted of a history of the Karl Scarbrough and
Paschall-Orr-Story - Heather, Glenda
Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
Scarbrough families.
David Huihes, David
Also a poem written and Aaron,
for this occasion by a
Mr. and Mrs. Dale
granddaughter was Hughes,
Desirae and
presented. Several John,
Donna Futrell,
great-grandchildren Nicole and Amberl
y,
and great -great- Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Scargrandchildren perform- brough, Janene
and
ed various types of Justin, Mr.
and Mrs.
talent.
Pat Scarbrough and
Group singing also Brett,
was included in the
Mr. and Mrs. Randy
day's activities.
Holtburg and Luke. Mr.

and Mrs. Michael Ross,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Hamilton and Shea,
Shawn Simmons, Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Simmons and Ashley, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Farris.
Those attending from
the Story family wee:
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert
Story, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Story and
Shane,. Vanessa Story,
Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Story and Autumn,
Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Story, Peggy, Myron,
LeAnne and Tonya
Lamb, Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Outland, Jeff and
Jenise.

The Single Connection will have a bicycling
event on Sunday, July 28. The group will meet at
4 p.m. in front of Overby Honda in Bel-Air Shopping Center. The group will bike from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m. on paved, relatively flat roads at a leisurely
pace. This will be for both children and adults.
Each one stiould bring a picnic supper to be served at a member's home in Lynn Grove at 6:30
p.m. Members who do not go biking are invited
to join the group for the picnic supper. For information call 435-4298.

Tabers gets degree
Michael E. Tabers of Murray will receive a
Baehelor of Science degree frormiCentral State
University, Edmond, Okla., on Tuesday, July 30.
The university listed 456 summer semester
graduates. CSU is the third largest university in
Oklahoma with An enrollment of more than
13,0
.
00 graduate and undergraduate Students.

Patients dismissed

.!
Local perAns recently dismissed
from
Paducah hospitals include Hilda Whitnell
of
Murray from Western Baptist; Billie Mayfiel
d
and Randy Evans of Murray and Nelda
Cook of
New Concord from Lourdes.

Jared Wayne Davis born
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Rex Davis of Rt. 2.
Paris. Tenh., are the parents of a son, Jared
Wayne. weighing six pounds 12 ounces. born on
Monday. July 15, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Cindy
Linsman. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Dunlap, Johnny Linsman and Mrs. Ann
Kuykendall, all of Paris, Tenn.

SIMINTS
NOW OPEN

SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00

Wool socks
are sold high
LONDON (AP) — A
pair of long wool socks
worn with a Scottish kilt
by Prince Andrew when
he was in school are
helping soothe old people's tired feet.
The Scottish
Highlands footwear
from the closet of the
25-year-old son of Queen
Elizabeth II brought
$175 at a charity auction
to fund podiatric projects for the British
charity, Help the Aged.
The auction raised a
total of more than
S2.240.

OPEN FRIDAYS TIL 8:30

SAMTITS
Everyone's Gone
LOONEY TUNES°

Three stars
make show
for parks
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Rock star Michael
Jackson, movie director
Francis Ford Coppola
and "Star Wars"
'creator George Lucas
are teaming up for a
12-minute film for the
people who made
Mickey Mouse and Snow
White famous.
"Captain Eo," a 3-D
space fantasy that may
cost up to $15 million to
produce, will be shown
exclusively at Disney
theme parkes, Walt
Disney Productions
said.
Jackson will be Captain Eo in the movie
directed by Coppola,
with Lucas as executive
producer. It will be
shown at Disneyland in
Analkeim and Walt
Disney World in Florida
and should premiere in
1986, Michael Eisner,
Disney's chief executive
officer said.

Fill up sour closet ...oh these spunky
Looney Tunes sweaters You'll have o
ball ith • Dotty Duck- !On pink...). -Bugs
Bunn v"(On blue). "Sylvester"(On red),
"Tweety Bird"(on turq). or ''Betty Boop)
(on oink of course) Al).n 100°
.acrylic
for notch eass Care and all the fun
of-Saturday morn.ng cartoons Were
getting ready. for Fall vipth fashions
that will !Yore y Plof irnaginatiO
n--

RECEIVE TRAINING — Three Murray music teachers attended special
training in the Suzuki approach to teaching music at Capital University,
Col.
umbus, Ohio. They are, from left, Liz Conklin, Dot Mason and Cynthia
Scribner.

Teachers take training
Three Murray music
teachers returned
recently from Capital
University, Columbus,
Ohio. There they received intensive training in
teaching music to very
young children through
the Suzuki approach.
Cynthia Scribner, who
has taught piano in Murray for seveal years,
took training in the first
three levels of Suzuki
piano study.
In, the fall, Scribner
plans to add as students
pre-school aged
children who wish to
learn to play the piano
under the Suzuki

method.
Don Mason, who has
been teaching the
method for the past
three years in Murray,
attended the Instipte at
Capital for further
observation of group,
Kocialy and Suzuki
piano lessons. She planned to atted further
study during July.
Both Scribner and
Mason studied with
Mary Craig Powell, nationally recognized
teacher in the Suzuki
method.
Also attending the Institute was Liz Conklin,
violinist. She received

211MllirS

teacher training in
violin with the intention
of starting a Suzuki
violin program with pre-schoolers in Murray this
fall.
Her teacher trainer at
Capital .was Alice Joy
Lewis of Ottawa, Kan.,
who has studied in
Japan with Dr. Sinichi
Suzuki, the founder -of
the method.
Taking further instruction at Capital
from this area was Ella
Mae Reed, a teacher of
piano in Paducah who
started her study in this
field last summer at
Stevens Point, Wis.

STRIKING SILHOUETTES
Perhaps we should have an art critic review the
new Fall shoes from Nina. As you con see here,
'Ley are no ordinary some of' style that you will see
everywhere you look. Bright's has o beautiful collection of.Ni-n-a"Tbest for Fall including Hannah, this
' multi toned exciter. Be. sure of one thing, these
shoes ore right for Fall fashion.
I. \

-\H 2''
•1011C i•111

eggr 4111 multi it'

MURRAY TODAY
14 1?iir

crt ('(ill

sa‘ie All Spring & Summer
Clothing/
1
2 to % Off

*Dresses
*Suits
k.S Le
*Blouses
*Tops
* Skirts
*Co-ordinated Sportswear
* Shirts
Early fall and
*Shorts
Back to School
* Sleepwear
20% off
* Pants
*Socks
* Handbags
* Belts
*Jewelry
* Swimsuits

All silver
Holloware

Save 20% to 75%
All dinnerware and
pottery patterns,
crystal, stainless
and silver

14

price

A
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4•10

•
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Parrish-Wells vows solemnized

Mrs. Carson
buys items
for museum
NEW YORK (AP) —
Joanne Carson, a
former wife of television
host Johnny Carson,
plans to put Victorian
furniture from the
apartment of author
Truman Capote in a
museum to her late
friend, a spokeswoman
for an auction house
said.
Twenty pieces. including Capote's brassin-laid breakfast stand
and a monkey-shaped
table, were purchased
by William Doyle
Galleries and auctioned,
bringing about $11,800,
said the spokeswoman.
Maryalice Adams.

FESTIVAL PARTICIPANTS — Six students from Calloway County High
School participated in the Kentucky Foreign Language Festival held in Lexington. Mika! Grimes, pictured left, received the top score in Latin Written
Proficiency. Jennifer Jarrett, fourth from left, placed second in Latin
Translation. Mark Bazzell, second right, placed third in French Literary
Recitation; Darin Loftis. second left, placed first in Spanish Written Proticieno,. Also attending were Tonia Erkman, third left. and Matt Yulll, right.

Capote died last
August at Mrs. Carson's
estate.
Much of his collections of hats and furniture 4ad been
distributed among
friends and the proceeds
of his estate went into a
trust fund for his companion, Jack Dunphy.
Ms. Adams said.

Summertime hints listed

113, The Alm. wted Preew
hiking, bicycling — you in any open air venture
It's summertime, and should take along a few include:
the living is easy for things to make your trip
INSECT
The monkey table was many Americans as safe and comfortable, REPELLENT
"Mosbought by Mrs. Carson's they take to the great according to Lou Whit- quitos and gnats canrepresentative for outdoors for some of taker, who led the first spoil a. pleasant day, but
$3,750, and the breakfast their favorite leisure ac- American expedition to you can keep these pests
table for $1,700, the tivities — but the wise scale the north face of away with a good insect
spokeswoman said. A ones will be prepared Mount Everest.
repellent."
carved settee went for for a hazard or two.
SPARE CHANGE —
Whittaker says items
$1,700, and a Regency
No matter how you en- that can make the dif- "Accidents will happen,
couch sold for $3,250. joy nature — camping. ference between spen- and if they do you'll be
she said.
family picnics, fishing. ding a good or a bad day glad you have spare
change on hand for
emergency phone calls.
LIGHT SNACK —
;
rcsu incy
$49900 PDebrl Pjc
'tEven if you hiking or
FROM
biking in an area where
there's a restaurant or
Round Trio Airfare St Louis-Honolulu
INCLUDES
snack bar, why inter- Round Tr+p Airport Hotel Transfers
rupt your outdoors ex6 Nights Hotel Accomrnodatons
perience for the dubious
Flower Lei Greetirog '1-axes and Gratuities
convenience of 'civilizaContinentolBreckfast Briefing
tion'? Pack a snack or a
light lunch, but
Per Person
remember don't bring
FROM $
MI Occupancy
along
any food items
Round Trip Airfare St Louis-Las Vegas
INCLUDES
that might spoil."
3 Nights Hotel Accommodations/Tax
CANTEEN — "Fresh
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CONTACT
water is always important, especially if you
are participating in any
kind of physical
activity."
105 South Sixth Street
SUNSCREEN —
!C
:
I
1
Irvin Cobb Building
,
"Even if you don't have
sensitive skin, you can
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
still get sunburned if
(502) 444-6333
you're outside all day. A
protective sunscreen
Ky. Watts(800) 231-7997
can help you enjoy more
sunny days."
Mon.-Fri. 9 AM-5 PM,Sat. 9
AM-1 PM
,
FLASHLIGHT —
"Day trips can unexpectedly last into the
1111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
night and a flashlight
will come in handy. And
you might come across
a cave you'd like to
explore."
LIGHTWEIGHT
HOODED JACKET —
"You never know when
the weather may
change and if you stay
out until evening you'll
Open 10-9
be grateful for the extra
warmth of a lightweight
jacket. Make sure it's
waterproof in case you
run into showers and

HAWAII

LAS VEGAS

22900

B and A TRAVEL SERVICE Ltd.

Miss Julie Lane Parrish and Barry McIntosh Wells were married
on Saturday, June 22, at
Saint Margaret Mary
Church, Louisville.
Fr. Robert Stuempel
officiated at the double
ring ceremony said at
2:30 p.m.
Music was provided
by Perry Sangalli.
organist, and Don Stout,
trumpeter, Louisville,
and Mrs. Vicky
Brasher, vocalist,
Richmond.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
'Mrs. Walter Julius Parrish of Louisville.
Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Ward Wells of Murray.
The altar of the
church was decorated
with brass candelabra,
baskets of palms and
the traditional kneeling
bend. The altar vase
contained an arrangement of roses, carnations and summer stock.
The family pews were
marked with tree fern
interspersed with lily of
the valley and white
satin bows.
Lighting the candles
were William Parrish,
brother of the bride, and
Bradley Wells, brother
of the groom.
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parents.
cascading bouquet of
She wore a formal white roses, freesia,
white satin gown. The. stephanotis and lily of
bodice was off the the valley, accented
shoulder with full puff with tree fern and
sleeves enhanced by baby's breath with traillarge self fabric bows at ing cascades of
the shoulder. The bas- variegated ivy, white
que waistline was fitted pecot ribbon loops and
of all over re - streamers of lily of the
embroidered alencon valley.
•
imported French lace.
Miss Susan Parrish of
Her full skirt was edged
around the hemline in Louisville was her
matching scalloped sister's maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs.
lace.
Her hairpiece was a Robyn Besslar of Fort
double circlet of flowers Thomas, Miss Jody
and matching lace. -A Renaud of Louisville,
soft veil was attached at Mrs. Karen Ditsch -of
the back of the wreath Princeton, and Mrs.
and beneath it • a long Laura Eubank and Miss
cathedral length veil ..,le oraye Rudd,
was edged in deep Lexington.
scalloped alencon lace.
They were attired
The bride carried a alike in cotillion blue

Mr. and MTS. Barry McIntosh Wells

Linsey West and John
Nicholson, Lexington,
served as readers.
The bridal registry
was kept by Miss Cindy
Steel of Lexington.
A buffet reception,
hosted by the bride's
parents, followed at the
Hunting Creek Country
Club.
Following a wedding
trip, the new Mr. and
Mrs, Wells are residing
at 7000 Fern Ave.,
Shreveport, La.

NAMED SEMI-FINALIST — Megan Stroup
who represented Murray in the 1985 Miss Teen of
Kentucky Scholarship and Recognition Pageant
held in Frankfort, July 19 to 21, was named a
semi-finalist. Ginny Speaks of Henderson was
named 1985 Miss Teen of Kentucky. The event
raised over $2,500 for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation in a special Scavenger Hunt fundraiser
for the official pageant charity. Stroup, daughter
of Joe and Dr. Kala Stroup, is a student at Murray High School. Her sponsors were Bank of
Murray, Peoples Bank of Murray, The Cherry
Branch, Buckingham-Ray, Carter Studios,
Movie World and Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda.

GREAT SAVINGS ALL WEEK LONG!

All Movies $2

(Cont'd on page 9)

1...lii's:J. -z.J..1.1.1.;ILI

SAVE ON Whirlpool's
Washer,5700)and Dryer 5790)

WE'VE GOT
YOUR NUMBER

ONLY $69995 Set
19 Cubic Ft. Refrigerator
With Ice Maker
Completely Frost-Free
ONLY $66995

Bradford Boone, both of
Louisville, Brady
Stewart II, Winchester,
Kevin Ray, Ocala, Fla.,
Bradley Wells, Murray,
Thomas Wells, Raleigh,
N.C., and Michael
Wells, Spencer N.C.,
cousins of the groom.

Megan Stroup
is semi-finalis(

erdna

(Club Members Only)

iridescent taffeta
gowns. They featured a
shirred bodice with one
over the shoulder strap
and a large self fabric
bow. They wore lace
gloves and carried
French nosegays of
peach ros_so,
stephanotis, lily ca Me
valley with ribbon loops
and streamers of ivory
lace ribbon.
The groom and his
wedding party were all
attired in formal charcoal grey morning coats
with wing Upped shirts,
striped ascots. dove
grey vests and hickory
striped trousers.
Fred Wells, father of
the groom, was best
man.
Groomsmen were
William Parrish and

Celebrate your birthday "on" us. Choose from
our Birthday Dinners, or deduct $4.99 from any
other menu item.

Birthday cakes at minimal charge available

All we need ,s

SOM.

upon

he
Ty're
still the original,'1,,.
Levi's' Mole lawns that won
the weed ewer 1110 years ergo.
flee prock•t, butt•n•fly.
copper-riveted, shrInk-to-Pt
elersien lowns. Ilan since that's
a mouthful to oak for, we
thought you ntightfike to tall
them by Moir name —501's'
leans.

l

Your Back-ToSchool jaw
HaadquartitTs

$19.95

— Birthday Dinners —
*Chopped Sirloin
•Whhefish FNIet *Catfish
Steak *Catfish Fillet

proof of you. borthdat•
AN served. sgth salad but. choice or potato end
hushpuppies..

Hwy 641 North Murray Ky
Open •t 4 p m Mon Sat 753 4141

6
• VI/ 4110
Niko
SALES & RENTAL

Central
Shopping Center
(next to Kroger)

•
SAVE

753-HOME
753-7670

20 TO 50%
ON ALL

WICKER & RATTAN
FURNITURE

*nun

etts

• SALE
Merl imports

REIDLAND

CLOTHING
Raldland, Ky.

l

PIER 1 QUALITY
AT OUR
LOWEST PRICES
OF THE YEAR!'
IIEL AIR CENTER • M-F, 9-6 • Sat. 9-3, • Sun. 1-3
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Coming community events are listed
Thursday,July 25
Thursday,July 25
Tennis Mixed Doubles Auxiliary will meet at
7
will start at 6:30 p.m. at p.m. at Legion Hall.
Murray Country Club.
————
————
Friday,July 24
The Compassionate
Kentucky Lake
Parent Support Group Chapter of National
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Association of Retired
Calloway County Health Federal Employees will
Center. For information meet at 9:30 a.m. at
call 753-3381.
Calloway Public
Library.
Nickelodean 1985
————
musical will be
Practice Round for
presented at 8 p.m. at Murray Country Club
Kentucky Dam Village Invitational Golf TourAuditorium.
nament will be at club.
————
No twilight golf will be
AA and Al-Anon will held.
have closed meetings at
————
8 p.m. at First Christian
The Golden Aires
Church, Benton. For in- Quartet will have a
formation call 753-0061, special fifth anniver762-3399, 753-7764 or sary sing at 7 p.m. at
753-7663.
Walnut Street Baptist
————
Church, Benton. Three
'Sing Out, Ken- other groups also will be
tucky!" program will be featured.
presented at 8 p.m. at
————
Lake Barkley State
Annual memorial day
Park.
will be at Mt. Pleasant
————
United Methodist
Murray-Calloway Church Cemetery.
County Shrine Club will
meet at 7 p.m. and
"My Fair Lady" will
Clowns at 8 p.m. at be presented at 8 p.m. in
Emerine Barn, Paducah Community
Highway 121 North.
College Fine Arts
————
Theater.
————
The Single Connection
AA and Al-Anon will
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom, meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Education Building, Kevil Center, South 10th
First United Methodist Street Extended,
Church. For informa- Mayfield.
————
tion call Jill at 753-1701.
Make Today Count
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled will meet at 10 a.m. in
American Veterans and private dining room of

Friday, July 28
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Games are featured
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
————
'Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m..at
Kenlake State Park.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.
Round- and square
dancing with music by
Ken-Term Band will be
from 7:50 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
Saturday,July 27
Annual meeting will
be from 8 a.m. to noon at
Hicks Cemetery.
————
Rose Ball, sponsored
by Thurman School of
Dance of Murray, will
be from 8 p.m. to midnight at Elks Lodge,
Highway 79 East, Paris,
Term.
-— — —
Men's Invitational
Golf Tournament will
start at Murray Country
Club. A dance for all
club members and
guests will be from 8

Saturday, July 27
p.m. to midnight.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park.
————
"My Fair Lady" will
be presented at 8 p.m. in
Paducah Community
College Fine Arts
Theater.
————
"Dry Creek Mission
Quartet" will be
featured in Summer in
the Park program at
7:30 p.m. at Paris Landing State Park.
————
"Nickelodean 1985"
program will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Kentucky Dam Villge
Auditorium.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Gourmet Cabaret No.
2 by Community
Theatre will start at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
————
Marine Corps League,
Clifton B. Cates Chapter
will meet at 9 a.m. in
Mississippi Room, Executive Inn, Paducah.
————

Saturday, July 27
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Preparing for Dog
Day Fishing at 1 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Basketmaking
Workshop from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Home
Canning and Pickling at
1 p.m. at Empire Farm.
————
Dance featured Twice
As Nice band will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Murray Moose
Lodge.
————
Sunday,July 28
Gourmet Cabaret No.
2 by Community
Theatre will start at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
————
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at 4 p.m. in
front of Overby Honda
In Bel-Air Shopping
Center to go biking. A
picnic supper will be
served at 6:30 p.m. at a
member's home in Lynn
Grove.

CHAPTER MEETING — The Xi
Alpha -Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi
closed its 1984-85 year with a
potluck supper at Murray-Callow
ay- County
Park. Plans were discussed for
the Christmas Village to be
held in
December. Committees for the new
year were set up. New officers
for
1985-86 are pictured, from left,
Donna Marine, recording
secretary;
Katherine King, corresponding
secretary; June Vanover: treasur
er; Linda
Fain, extension officer; Linda
Rogers, president; and Edna
Vaughn: vice
president.

THOROBRED COMPUTER

(Cont'd on page 10)

Now on the Court Square

We're Giving Away A Computer

Summertime..
(Cont'd from page 8)

information at". all
times."
FIRST-AID KIT —
"For minor injuries like
cuts or bee stings, a
first-aid kit can save the
day."
A BACK PACK — "All
of these items will fit
easily into a small back
pack. It's a handy carrier that leaves your
hands free, but make
sure your pack is made
of a lightweight, durable
material so you can be
sure it won't rip or
tear."

that it's made -of a
durable, tear-resistant
fabric like Cordura
nylon, so it will stand up
to the rigors of the great
outdbors."
PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION —
"Mother Nature has a.
way of surprising even
the most skilled
woodsman. Carry some
kind of identification so
if you're injured your
loved ones can be
notified. If you have
medical insurance or a
condition requiring
Ford Motor Co. inspecial treatment, troduced the Model-B in
carry a card with this 1932.

Come in an register for a
FREE NEC taptop PC
to be given away on July 27
During our
Grand Opening Celebration Sale
14K.
YELLOW
GOLD

.15
CARAT
DIAMOND
EARRINGS

$80

WITH COUPON

MICHELSONS
CHEST

E-Z TERMS

E-Z TERMS

Also
Pick any 2 in-stock Apple Programs
FREE with the purchase of an Apple
Computer
Through our Grand Opening

Thorobred

NUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

c'b Super
Summer Sale
4.S*

VIM
AN Computers
AMOS
753-7733

06,4v1 -

•
•
•

We've made a Special Trade on these

3 Bin Fruit Boxes
All Air

Model AD9230T
HI-EFFICIENCY
SUPERTHRUST"
AIR CONDITIONER
Hi-efficiency, 7 7/7 6 EER
22 600/22,200 BTU 230/
208 volts, 12 8/14 1 amps
Energy Saver Switch Save
Energy Range Powerful
airflow system 10-position
thermostat 3 fan/3 cooling
speeds

Conditioners
Reduced For
Summer
Clearance

Model TBX111KC
GLAMOROUS
GLASS SHELVES AND
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
17 7 Cu ft . 501 Cu ft
freezer. Sealed highhumidity pan helps keep
food fresh up to 15 days
Sealed snack pack Spacemaser door riblds 6-packs
Textured doors, won't
show fingerprints
Optional icemaker

$598
FREE
Ice Cream
Maker.
Value '49"

'
Solid Pine
Construction
'
Ceramic Knobs
•Makes Great
Gifts
•100 in Stock
Only $19.00
.95 tax

19.95
Model DDE0580G
AUTOMATIC DRYER WITH
3 DRYING SELECTIONS
Two cycles—permanent
press and regular timed
cycle up to 130 minutes
Three drying selections
normal low and no heat
Removable up-front lint
filter

298

LARGE CAPACITY
LOW PRICED WASHER
Two cycles—regular and
permanent press Three
wash rinse temperature
combinations with energysaving cold water selections. Soak cycle

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street-753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons—Owners

0.41r:

4

378

(

Advertised Nationally in
Catalogues '79.95

See them at

Dwain Tay or
Chevrolet, Showroorn
753-2617

641 S. Murray
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Big Rivers utility looking for buyer

BOBBY WOLFF

- !

NORTH
."He who is not lucky. let him not
7-25-A
•A 7 5 4
go a-fishing."
A 72
South 'thought he lost today's
•K 8 7 5
game because he didn't find a
•K 2
hoped-for lucky lie in the trump
WEST
EAST
•9 3
suit. But there was a more basic •K Q 10
Q
J
103
98 4
• reason. Instead of managing-, his
•Q J 4 2
•10 9
trumps, he let them manage him. .
4J 9 8 6
•Q 10 3
South won dummy's heart ace
SOUTH
and played the ace and another
•J 8 6 2
'KS
trump. West won and cashed anoth•A 6 3
er trump. leaving only one trump
*A 7 5 4
in dummy. Able to ruff only one
Vulnerable.
Both Dealer. North
club in dummy. South could win
The bidding
only nine tricks
East
North
South
West
South tried to blame luck by
•
Pass
Pass
1•
claiming, Had either opponent
2*
Pass
2 NT
Pass
held K-x or Q-x in trumps. .1 would
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
have made the game. I had to draw
Opening lead: Heart queen
two rounds of trumps. otherwise
East would have overruffed dumBID WITH THE ACES
my on the fourth club."
7-25-B
South was right and wrong in his
South holds:
lame excuse. He was right about
•K Q.10
drawing two rounds of- trumps. but
111 QJ 103
wrong in the way he went about it.
•109
After winning dummy's heart
4/ J986
ace. South should lead a low trump
South
North
and concede that trick to the
2•
1•
defense He wins West's exit and
3V
cashes the trump ace. Now he can
ANSWER: Four hearts. Choose the 4safely ruff two clubs in dummy and
4 fit over the 5-3. If hearts are trump.
he loses only two trumps and a
North's spades might provide useful
diamond scoring a total of 10
discards.
tricks

HENDERSON,• Ky.
(AP) — Big Rivers
'Electric Corp. officials
say there has been no
more talk of merging
with East Kentucky
Power Cooperative
since a federal agency
rejected their first consolidation plan,
"I don't know whether
you can say it's a dead
issue, but we haven't

discussed anything furBig Rivers' service
ther," said Big Rivers area failed to show the
spokesman Hayden economic growth officials predicted for the
Timmons.
early 1980s, and the
The Henderson-based utility has no market for
utility's effort to avoid the power from its $750
financial collapse is now million Wilso-n
concentrated on finding generator completed
buyers for more of its haat year.
Efforts to pay for the
power, Timmons said in
an interview plant by selling power to
other utilities have failWednesday.

ed because the national Rural Electrification
power market is glutted Administration, the
with excess capacity.
federal agency that acts
The utility faces a as banker to rural
Sept. 13 hearing on a power co-ops and their
foreclosure suit filed by wholesalers.
the federal government
REA officials said last
in January after Big winter that foreclosure
Rivers defaulted on $1 could be avoided if Big
billion in loans. „
Rivers were to merge
It was the first with East Kentucky
foreclosure action in the Power, the state's other
50-year history of the rural power wholesaler.

CCC has resumed making loans to farmers
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Agriculture
Department's field offices are back in
business making crop
loans to farmers.
Officials ordered loanmaking to resume
Wednesday after President Reagan signed a
bill providing $1 billion
to operate the Commodity Credit Corp. for
a few more weeks.
It was particularly
good news to wheat
farmers who had been

seeking loans on newly
harvested grain before
being cut off. Tobacco
markets in Georgia and
Florida also were
delayed.
"We're back on fullscale operation and our
county people are working their tails off," said
Frank Mosier, Kansas
state director of the
department's
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service.
Some county offices in
Kansas. where the

wheat harvest just endAgriculture Secretary
ed, had 600 to 700 loan John Ft. Block called the
application pending. additional $1 billion "a
Mosier said.
stop-gap measure" to
tide farmers over until
The CCC halted price Congress finishes work
support loans on wheat
and other commodities
July 17 after virtually
running out of money. A
larger appropriations
bill, including $3.9
billion to operate CCC
BARBOURVILLE,
through Sept. 30. has Ky. (AP) — The Barpassed the Senate and bourville City Council
House but still is bottled could approve a plan
up in a conference next month to generate
committee.
power to heat and cool

Plant would burn garbage
to provide heating, cooling

GOSPEL MEETING
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Friday through Sunday
July 26-28

Bob Veil, Jr.

Sponsored by Paducah Summer Festival and
Paducah Parks & Recreation.

KENTUCKY OAKS mALL%stEsE=2S31.059:

July 25-26-27
Free Cokes

See us and save on qualityJohn Deere products

on the full appropriations bill — which will
include the balance of
$2.9 billion still needed
to operate commodity
programs.

of Baltimore, Maryland

July 26-28, 1985
Nightly Services 7:30 P.M.
Sunday Morning Bible
Class 10:00 A.M.
Sunday Morning
Worship 11:00 A.M.
Sermon Topics
Friday
"Can We Understand The Bible Alike?"
Saturday
"Why The Church of Christ?"
Sunday Class
"The Importance of Bible Study."
Sunday a.m. Worship
"What Does Christ Expect From
His Church?"
Sunday p.m. Worship...."Drifting Man."
—Please Come and Be Our Guest—

90 Days Same As Cash With Approved Credit

government offices
while consuming garbage that would otherwise be dumped in a
landfill.
The proposal captured enough interest
forl a favorable vote last
week on first reading of
an ordinance to
authorize up to $35
million in industrial
revenue bonds, clearing
the way for passage on
second reading Aug. 8.
The plant would
generate electricity to
heat and air condition
city, county, state and
federal office buildings
in the town of 3,300, said
Mayor Charles
Buchanan.
It would burn garbage. Buchanan said.
and "if we don't get
enough garbage, we can
also burn coal and gas,
which -we have in
abundance."
It might also be
adapted to burn
chemical wastes from
Tremco Manufacturing
Co., a producer of
sealants and caulks that
now transports its
wastes out of state for
disposal, he said.
Buchanan said
William Moore of
Southeast Energy Consulting Co. in Lexington
approached him about
the project.
Matthews & Wright
Inc. of New York would
sell the bonds, according to Allen J. Kone, a
Matthews & Wright
representative.
About $33 million
would be placed in
interest-bearing certificates of deposit, and
$2 million would pay for
a feasibility study,
lawyers' fees and other
expenses, Kone said.

Accused.
Now, for the price of somebody else's rider, you can own
a John Deere "R" Series. The R70 and R72 feature an
8-hp engine, 30-inch cut and recoil and electric start,
respectively. The new electric-start R92 has a hightorque 11-hp engine and 30-inch cut. Five-speed geardrive transmission. Sector-and-pinion steering. Welded
steel frame. Big 6,12-bushel
rear bagger
available.
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R-72

$1195

Mens & Womens

Leather Tennis Shoes
By Autry, Pony, Converse, Nike

R-92

$1395

Starting

27•95

As Low As $

Men's Leather Nikes
Jimmy Connors Converse

$35.00
Men's Leather

Dress & Casual Shoes

16- and 18-hp Tractors
The 16-hp 316 and 18-hp 318 have
hydrostatic drive, hydraulic lift
and heavy-duty engines.
"Nro^ Plus built-in headlights,
cushioned seat and
color-coded controls.
Mower, thatcher, front
blade, tiller, snow
thrower available.

By American Gentleman, Freeman,
Street Cars and Weyenberg

$20.00
All Ladies Dress
& Casual Shoes

Save ()Net. 860()
(34-

$10.95
FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
73:g419

16th and Main"
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today
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PIKEVILLE, Ky.
(API— Defense attorney Ned Pillarsdorf
was scheduled to begin
his case today on behalf
of Floyd County
Magistrate Edward
Caudill, who is charged
with personally cashing
checks intended to-pay
for government
services.
Caudill is one of five
current and former
county officials indicted
along with eight other
Floyd Countians after a
state police investigation into financial practices in the administration of former Floyd
County Judge Executive Jerry Lafferty Jr., who died in office
In May 1963.
The trials are being
cid in Pike Circuit
Court after a change of
venue. Caudill is charged with four counts of
theft by deception,
On Wednesday, the
opening day of Caudill's
trial, testimony concerneff checks for services to provider, including the Hamilton
Service Station and Bill
Johnson Body Shop, that
Caudill allegedly cashed
for other purposes. ,
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Observations

Noel Melugin's death and mechanics; his
brings to mind about 50 main hobby was fishing
years of friendship, and his church. He raremany of them spent in a ly was without a job in
jointly-owned cabin, the kirst Baptist
"Happy Harbor," on Church; he had a sense
Kentucky Lake.
of humor, too.
In his last slays we
Usually there is a
talked about incidents reason for close friendthere and here — things ships. In this case his
that brought laughter daughter Carolyn is just
and recalls of other •a few months older than
events.
our daughter and we livNoel was a bright, ed a block apart on
energetic fellow with an Olive Street until they
ability of salesmanship were 12 years old. They

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

•

God frequently makes the peevish and selfassignments which are pitying Jonah asked
not easy or pleasant for God to take his life.
those who receive them. Because God had been
God called Jonah to go gracious and merciful
to the great city of with those for whom
Nineveh, the capital of Jonah had such a bitter
the Assyrian Empire, and terrible dislike, the
and to cry out against prophet did not want to
the terrible wickedness continue his ministry.
which prevailed there. Jonah's trouble was that
Displeased with the his own will was of
assignment of much greater concern
preaching to the Gen- to him than was the will
tiles, Jonah chose to of God.
disobey God by taking a
The Persuasiveness
ship for Tarshish, which.
of God—
,was about as far in the
Jonah 4:4-11
opposite direction as he
God proceeded to concould go. Howetrer, vince Jonah that he did
God's will was not not have any right to be
changed by Jonah's upset anll angry
disobedience. After because He had not
severely chastising taken the action which
Jonah for his disobe- the prophet had hoped
dience. God gave him a that He would.
second opportunity.
Jonah went out of
The Petulance
Nineveh on the east
of the Prophet
side, erected a booth
Jonah 4:1-3
and sat therein waiting
It is human to want to to see what was going to
see.things result as one take place. Overnight
anticipates. Jonah's and in a miraculous
desire was to see the manner God caused a
people of Nineveh gourd vine to grow in
punished. It was his order that it might
hope that at the end of shelter Jonah from the
forty days God's arm extreme heat of the sup,
would be extended and and viith it the proph*t
the people of that.city was delighted.
destroyed. More zealous However, the next day
for God's judgment to God prepared a worm
fall upon the Ninevites which killed the vine
than for God's grace and the plant withered.
and mercy to be extend- Following that God sent
ed to them, Jonah a hot and sultry wind
preached to them out of which, in addition to the
a sense of duty than out burning rays of the sun,
of a heart of love for made Jonah exceedingthem. When things did ly uncomfortable. When
not go as he had planned this vine was killed,
and hoped, but his Jonah was embittered
listeners repented in- because he was thereby
stead, Jonah expressed deprived of some perand displayed excessive sonal comfort. God chidanger. It is unfortunate ed Jonah for having
indeed for any person to more interest in and
lose sight of the welfare compassion for the vine
of others because he is on which he had not exso self-centered that he pended any energy than
is interested only in the he did for the Ninevites
accomplishment of his who were living in sin
own purposes.
and withotit any
Believing that he was knowledge of God. He
discredited as a true wanted to impress upon
prophet because God ex- him the fact that the
ercised clemency with teeming multitudes of
the penitent Ninevites, heathen were more im-

were friends and "best" ing them
how to prepare
friends from the beginn- and cook
the catch. That
ing — play school under last item didn't
take..
the then Edna Darnell, *- Noel was a
prankster
kindergarten unde-r with his
buddies. One
Mary Lou Lassiter and Fourth of July
wtten the
Virginia Hay: in camp sun was
hottest, the
In Brevard, N.C. in high wind at
zero and
school together.
fishermen. Including the
Our daughte,rs' in-• late Beale
Outland,
terest were the Harts' were having no luck,
and Melugins' firsts. Noel-took his prize catThose interests included fish, frozen from
the
driving the long miles to locker, tied it to a
line,
North Carolina, cooking let it trail in the
water
on the roadside enroute beside his boat so looked
when the girls were like a fresh catch.
Then
there: camping at- the he plied the sultry
water
lake cabin with the near the steaming
Scouts for a week at a fishermen who called
time; with George and "Cathing anything?"
Noel transporting food He answered by
lifting
and gear for their com- the large, frozen
catfish
fort; Noel taking the and displaying
it, then
girls boating and moving on.
fishing; and even showIt is fortunate that his
two children, Lee Ross,
portant and of much
the older, and Carolyn
greater value than a
had Noel as their father.
mere plant.
The four of them, Ruby,
God was and still is
the wife, the children
very much concerned
about the heathen hear- and Noel were an ideal
ing His message, as family group. Ruby did
her part, too. Versatile
much as He was and is
in her contributions, she
concerned with our
scouted with us, too,
hearing it. May the day
always heading the kitsoon come when every
chen detail wherever
Christian shall have a
she
is; chaperoning with
real longing to convey
the gospel of Christ to the senior class when
every creature! God ex- they went to New
pects His people to pro- Orleans and Biloxi as
their final class project.
claim His message of
Maybe that is the purlove and mercy to all.
pose of living — doing
Let all of us who know
things with young peoGod in the forgiveness
ple and leading them to
of our sins lovingly
abide by His wishes and a storehouse of
memories to enjoy when
do all that we can to bring others into a saving one is departed. Good
Bye, Noel.
relationship with Him.
• • •
Appropriate advice
Noel's death brought
In 1775, Paul Revere
to mind a clipping that
made his famous ride
reminds me of how we
from Charlestown to
older people can conLexington, Mass., to
warn colonists that the tinue to live for the
younger. Here it is:
British were coming.
1. Guard against sen•• ••••••••• • •

f

••"III, ,

f

•••••

• • ••,••••

sitivity. Refuse to be
slighted.
2. _ Don't bewail the
fact that you are old. If
you were not old, you'd
be dead.
3. Look your best
Well-kept antiques are
beautiful.
4. Morals never
change, but customs
and habits do. Cheerfully scrap a bushel of old
customs and conform to
the present, so long as it
doe's not affect morals.
5. Remember that you
were young once.
6. No one is useless so
long as he retains mental vigor. Though one
may be handicapped,
keep complaints to a
minimum.
7. Learn to be self sufficient. You may be left
alone sometime.
8. Laugh at your
mistakes.
9. Believe and live
your faith in Christ. You
and God can handle all
situations.
10. Be as cheerful as
sunshine, and as willing
to change, when convinced, as the weather.
• • •
Irma's at home
Irma La Follette is at
home after visiting her
daughter in Montana.
The weather there is
hotter than here, she
reports.
—
• • •
Bobby Bryan's
Sunday program
Bobby Bryan solves
hot Sunday afternoon
entertainment problems
when one dOes not want
to become involved. His
University CableviOon
program with the "Big
Time Band Era" selections makes a perfect,
relaxing atmosphere for
reading or just listening
to Channel 11.

COMING TO OUR
MURRAY STORE

Second day of Men's
Invitational Golf Tournament will be at Murray Country Club.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Preparing for Dog
Day Fishing at 1 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature

Center; A Potpourri of
Sweet Smells at 1 p.m.
at Empire Farm.
————
Unveiling of
Historical Marker will
follow morning worship
service at First Baptist
Church. A potluck dinner will follow.

In Town
Brick
157"
166.
1113"
198"
231"
263"

Zena

15% OFF

Cowden

Jeans
Shorts

'Tony Boyd -

12th
302
743-5842

.•

$675

Ladies Dress

Pants

$ 475

Men's Lee

Jeans

Reg

$25.60 $ 1688

Men's Short Sleeve

$575

Shirts
Men's Gym

$320

Shorts
Men's Muscle

$375

Shirts
We Now Have Punch Cards!

SHOP AND SAVE
Factory Outlet Clothing
Dixieland Center
753-0082

NOW ONLY $149.95

Any Brand,
Any Model
MORE THAN A MOWER,A
j
witaiNjudaizif

* 16cc — 2 cycle engine • weighs less Nen 10
lbs.
• semi-automatic bump Reg. $129.95
feed cutting heed

19 PUSH MOWER WITH TOP-OF
THE.
LINE FEATURES THAT'S IDEAL FOR
SMALL LAWNS AND TRIM MOWING
•
"f; des Q^ed
rast
rut ma•ua! sta•'Ing

I'
,EAR LIMITED WARRANTY'
190 Do4Y LIMITED Ur ARR *Orr IF USED
COM
MERCIAL1Y I
.. ,
A
,
•0
;
, z, ,-•
.
'.4 V-k, • f ,.
?: '), '',_)

e-.,. ...I • •
.\. :. , ..‘t
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AgtfrIc

$ 995-$2595

Ladies

All Tillers
In Stock

•I

InsUrill1CC

$ 128E,

Jeans

MODEL GT200BE — WEED GRASS TRIMMER

• CO,,vemont

BOYD

$ 1288

Sweaters

• 16cc —2cycle engine •48 shaft for trimming
• semi-automatic bump
ease
feed cutting head
Reg. $159.95

.•-••••••

•

Ladies Cross Country

NOW ONLY $119.95

\

...........

All Summer Stock
on Clearance!

MODEL GTI6OAE — GRASS TRIMMER

'

SLI

..............

SUPER SUMMER SAVINGS

.ECHO has passed aiong special
incentives to sell ECHO trimmers
this month Now you can buy the
best quality trimmer at special low
prices.

30" 8 h.p. electric start.

Frame
177"
187"
205"
224"
260"
294"

MI Primo Include 14.0.-3. & •'100 Doti.
Satoint Alarms & tr•w HOMO (radii's would Iowa,throe rotes. Replant
moat cost carom.* on contonts Is on irclditional
4.55% ta• mutt bo tuitiod to •11 rotes.
Ws &No hove. good Suburban roams tar bowers within 4 maps of Murray

......
..-•••••....... -...... •

July 25-26-27 Open Sat. til Noon, Mon.-Fri. 8-5
- 0 Days Same As Cash With Approved Credit
lor
IF lip IF 111, Mr IP 11.

Check Our Homeowner Rates
Amt.
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

Read the classifieds

OPEN HOUSE-

(Cont'd from page II
Sunday,July 28

PAGE 11

Come in and register for a sweater to be given
away Saturday.

AUGUST 7

Events...
Sunday,July 28

JULV 25, 1985

Buy so many $$ and receive a $15.00 gift certificate.
Ask us for -betas.

• .11,

SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
REMOUNTED
WHILE YOU
WAIT
JEWELERS
CALL 753-7695
FOR APPOINTMENT

TH1

90-Days Same As Cash
With Approved Credit

Jkp

205 N. 4th
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Pork producers convention endorses national checkoff

.t1‘

DES MOINES, Iowa i AP —
Congress will be asked to approve a national mandatory
pork checkoff as a part of the
1985 farm bill, delegates from 38
pork producing states decided
Wednesday night.
The delegates to the National
Pork .Producers Council

meeting overwhelmingly voted
to ask Congress to require
farmers to pay 25 cents for each
$100 they receive for their hogs
to replace the existing voluntary
system, which ,raises money for
advertising and research.
"This would supercede the
present (voluntary).3 percent of

Government plan attacked
eAPI

NEW ALBANY, Ind.
—
The 100-page proposal calls
The government's plan to clear- 'for clear-cu
tting of timber in
cut parts of the Hoosier National
30-acre blocks, leasing sites for
Forest will mar the woodland's
oil and gas drilling and
beauty and tourist appeal, area
establishing areas for off-road
residents complain.
vehicles.
"We're cont.erned that clear
Cutting all the trees in a
cutting will eliminate areas used
30-acre area would create ugly
by tourists," said Jeff St. Clair.
scars on the forest landscape,
president of ForestWatch, based
which thousands of tourists flock
in Brown County.
to the area to see, opponents of
The group held a recent news
the plan said.
conference in the town of Story
"People come here to go
to criticize the U.S. Forest Sercanoeing, hiking and camping,"
vice's proposed plan for managsaid Peggy Webb, who lives in
ing the 180.000-acre forest the
the forest and works at the Story
next 50 ;ears.-.
General Store and Restaurant.
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producers council, earlier said
71 percent of the Money raised
would go for pork promotion,
merchandising and export
development, 11 percent for

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Tests don't
mean everything
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT
My cholesterol level is 225.9. I'm a 37-year-old
female. Is that too high? I eat very
little meat. and I hate to give up
butter. What can I do to lower this, or
am I needlessly concerned? My
serum triglycerides are 62.0 and
something called SGOT is 12.2.
DEAR READER — Carrying out
your cholesterol level to tenths of a
decimal point is giving the test more
accuracy than it deserves. At 225,
your cholesterol is probably normal. I
would like to see it below 200, but 225
is OK for you if you are active and
otherwise in good health. Your triglycerides are low at 62; that's fine. The
SOOT is a test of liver function; yours
is normal.
Now that we have finished the business part of your question, let me add

research and education, 10 percent for communciations, 6 percent for administration and 2
percent for government
relations.

(A
tw
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that lab values are not magic. They - DEAR READER
— Depression is
give the doctors certain useful infor- . frightening for the
patient and the
motion, but they are subject to error, family. Today. certain
forms of the
need not always be taken at face val- disease are known
to be due to a
ue and are most appropriately inter- chemical imbalanc
e in the brain: they
preted in relation to you as a whole can be treated —
often very successperson. I know perfectly healthy peo- fully — by drugs
known -as antiple who,worry unnecessarily about an depressants. Years
ago, however, psyoccasional abnormal labs.-value that chiatrists were not
aware of the
was obtained as part of a routine intricate biochemi
cal abnormalities
screening procedure. Machines make of depression. Therefore,
they used
mistakes, science is not error-free the only tools that were
available for
and lab tests are simply one of many treatment. Electrical
and insulin
methods to judge your state of health shock therapies were
quite commonDEAR DR. GOTT — My resting place in the past and are
still occaheart rate is about 114 per minute. sionally resorted to
Some people have told me that it's
It is difficult to differentiate
unhealthy to have such a fast rate. between the conseque
nces of shock
I'm skinny, so what does it matter?
treatment and those that follow the
DEAR READER — A consistent depression itself. Both
conditions
resting heart rate of 114 is abnormal result from (or in) brain
alterations.
and can reflect an underlying prob- Some depressions appear
to be heredlem like anemia or thyroid disease, itary. but scientists are
not yet conwhich needs attention. Being skinny is vinced that the behavior
is geneticalnot necessarily normal, especially if ly determined. It may
be a learned
your appetite is good and you eat behavior.
regularly. Please go to a doctor. You
In any case, depressed patients are
need an examination and blood tests fortunate to have the
benefit of medito evaluate your metabolic workings. cations developed by
research chemDEAR DR. GOTT — A friend of ists. We hope that
the future will
mine who was depressed was com- bring newer, more
effective committed to a mental hospital by her pounds for depressio
n and other
mother and was given shock treat- "mental" diseases.
ment. That was a few years ago. Now
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
she seems OK, couldn't they have P.O. Box 91428, Clevelan
d, OH 44101.
done something less drastic? Will this Due to volume of
mail, individual
have any long-term effects? Her questions cannot be
answered. Quesmother underwent shock treatment tions of general
interest will be
when she was in her 40s. Is there answered in future
columns.
something hereditary going on here?
INEWSF'APER ENTERPRISE ASSN ,

PRICES GOOD MAU
JULY 29, 1985.
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All laundry baskets,
5 qt. plastic pails,
14 qt. dish pans and
8 qt. waste baskets.
Assorted colors to
choose from.

Reg. To 7.99

.

The original proposal was for
a national 30 cent per $100
checkoff but Iowa delegates proposed the reduction to 25 cents
which was accepted.
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value nationally that went into
effect July 1 and the Iowa .25
percent (mandatory) checkoff
which went into effect July 1,"
said Charles Harkness,
spokesman for the pork
producers.
"This proposal will now be
presented to the Senate and
House agriculture committees
with the idea that it would
become part of consideration of
the 1985 farm bill," Harkness
said.
The delegates first voted
103-38 to reduce the proposed
checkoff from 30 cents per $104
received by the farmer to 25
cents per $100. The delegates
then voted unanimously to ask
Congress for the checkoff as
part of the 1985 farm bill.
The proposed checkoff would
take effect Jan. 1, 1986,
Currently_ 38 states have
checkoff programs. The voluntary checkoffs reap attout $9
minion a year but pork producers had estimated a 30 cent
checkoff would bring in $26
million ann7811y.
The conference to consider the
mandatory national checkoff
came after the national group
voiced discontent with Iowa producers who successfully lobbied
the Iowa Legislature this year to
win a mandatory 25 cent
checkoff.
Under the proposal, foreign
hog'and pork importers would
be required to take part in the
funding program.
Ron Kahle, president of the
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FOR 3.00
TANK TOPS
HANDBAGS

fro!
cro,

Jumbo
Roll

1

Assorted brands
Assorted cobra

5PO.LO0SH0IRTS

Reg. To 14.99

CROP TOPS
CARTOON® TOPS
SHORTS

7
CAMP SHIRTS

Ind'
Air
Api
Arri
Bri,
Chr
Cra
Do!
Dui
E-2
For
For
G.A
Get
Get
Go(
Go(

All
Dtversifted
Products

Hand Exercise
Equipment
Assorted
Name Brand

Fragrances
Choose horn your
favorites by Jovan
Revlon and Coty

.
00Reg. To 17.99

NOVELTY BLOUSES
SLEEPWEAR

9.
0
0
ROMPElig.

Revlon

Natural
Wonder
Make-Up
Selected 'terns

All
Casio
Calculators
and
Lorus
Watches

To 24.99

All Tools,
Hardware and
Electrical
Supplies

-9c

COTTON
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Inflatable

Pool
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SUMMER DRESSES
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Men s and
Ladies styles

SWEATERS
DRESSY BLOUSES
CHEENO
'
S PANTS 'selected colors
SUMMER PANTS

Kitchen
Textiles
and Kitchen
Gadgets

$595

1000
0
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SPORTSWEAR
SWIMSUITS
OCEAN PACIFIC®
SPORTSWEAR
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'Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Ratchet Chaise Lounge
$795

Keller Aluminum

Lawn Chair

Gentle-Litt
Recliner

S79995

This ch•Or could
be yOtoll

Begley's Health Line

e* each
14. after
rebate

1-800-432-0920
Call toll free when you
need any type of medical
Of exercise equipment
We bill Modosare
moutons* dose

FREE

FLEX
limes Hootthchock

Digital Scale
orynai Rms., 549 99

Sales or Rental

5
7

Slide
and Movie
Processing Specials
20 exp slides
super S movies

$159

8 mm movie

1..1 %t• .•• .
Como •

FLEX

1.59

.R.pxas

:
159

36 exp-.- slides

$2.59 /

SPenn Prices Woe July 10-31 1985
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Family trades hatred for attempt at reform

•• THURSDAY, JULY ZS, 1985

PAGE'13

OBITL AR IES
Mrs. Ratz's Hafford
Henry Sr., 83, dies
funeral rites
held today

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. lane and struck an on- cuit Judge Edwin
White again visited by Mrs. that loses somebody and
(AP) - For more than coming car driven by ordered him to watch
an Morris, who said she also their own. I don't
two years, Frank and 18-year-old Ted Morris, autopsy performed,
ride wanted to help him stop think people realize
Elizabeth Morris who had recently along with an
The funeral for Haf- was the son of the late
am- drinking.
what they're playing
dedicated their lives to returned home from his bulance on emergen
ford Henry Sr. is today Bomar Henry and Tiny
cy
"I felt it had already with when they drink
punishing the drunken first semester at college runs and work
at 2 p.m. at Union Grove Perry Henry. He was
as a wiped out one very and drive," he said.
Services for Mrs. Baptist Church, married to the
driver who killed their and was out visiting volunteer in a
former
hospital special life," she said.
The couple sees_ Juanita B.
Ratz were to- Puryear; Tenn'. The Janie Kendall who died
only child.
friend9.
emergency room.
"I
didn't want to see it Pigage several times a day at 10:30 a.m.
in the
Consumed with hate,
Morris died the
He was ordered to waste his, too." x
week now and has ,chapel of Max Churchill Rev. A. Taylor. of in December 1982.
they monitored his following morning, and spend one night
McKenzie, T.enn., is
in jail
It was not an easy befriended his parents. Funeral
Survivors are two
Home.
every court ap- Pigage was arrested for every other
officiating.
weekend, meeting.
"My mom jokes that
daughter
s, Mrs. Mary'
The
Rev.
Jerry.
pearance, followed him murder after his blood and Mrs. Morris
Burial will follcOiv in
made
"I was scared to they've adopted me," he Norswort
hy officiated. the church cemetery H. Littleton of Hazel and
to the county jail to alcohol level registered sure he
complied.
death,",she recalled
said.
Mrs. Oneida White was with, arrangements by Mrs. Clara H. Thomas.
make sure he was serv- almost three times the
"I'd go by the jail
"I wanted to avoid
Mrs. Morris admits organist and soloist.
ing his weekend amount required to be myself and make
the *illiams Funeral of Purydar; one son,
sure them, I was so asham- she has transferred
Charles Henry, Paris;
Pallbearers were Home of Paris, Tenn.
sentence and kept watch illegally intoxicated.
he was there," she said. ed," Pigage said. "I many of her maternal
one
sister, Ms. Addle
Alton
Collins,
Bill.
on his apartment to try
Mr. Henry Sr., 83, Rt.
His victim's parents "By this time I didn't knew they hated me."
feelings to Pigage.
Henry, Puryear; one
Ratliff, Charles Taylor, 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
to cat& him violating saw him for the first trust anybody."
-died
Mrs. Morris continued
"I figured I wasn't Jim Berlin, C.R. Avery
his probation.
Monday at Henry Coun- brother, Jurd Henry,
time at a preliminary
Pigage also was to visit Pigage in jail, able to help Ted
and William Futrell.
"We wanted him in court hearing a few ordered to stay off and
ty
Medical Center, Paris; six grandJudge White anymore; maybe I
children; six greatBurial was in the Mc- Paris, Tenn.
prison," Mrs. Morris days after their son was alcohol and to tell area
ordered that he could be could help Tommy." she Cuiston Cemetery
.
said. "We wanted him buried.
He was a retired grandchildren.
high school students of released to the couple's said.
Mrs. Ratz, 72, New laborer and a member
dead."
"We wanted to take a his experience at lec- custody for church and , For his part. Morris
He also was preceded
Concord, died Tuesday of Union Grove Baptist
Tommy Pigage, the look at hifn and see what tures sponsored by other
in death by two sons,
outings. •
said it was easier to at 2:45 p.m. at Murrayyoung man who caused they'd do to him," said MADD.
Church where he served Cecil Henry and Hafford
On one visit, Pigage forgive Pigage than it Calloway
County as a deacon and vice
the fatal crash, still gets Mrs. Morris, 40.
Mrs. Morris, by now a broke down crying and was to continue building
Henry Jr.; two sisters,
Hospital.
a lot of attention from
president of the senior Mrs. Katherine Puckett
"We wanted the worst MADD leader, was threw his arms around a relationship with
him
Her
husband,
William
the Morrises.
usher board.
to happen," added her there last winter for his Morris, begging to be afterward.
and Mrs. Sarah KenRatz, New Concord,
They drive him to husband, 44, a United first speech at the Trigg forgiven.
Born Sept. 7. 1901, in dall; one brother,
"I knew God required survives.
church twice a week and Parcel Service driver.
Henry County, Tenn., he George Henry.
County High School.
Returning from a me to forgive Tommy at
often set a place for him
They were expecting
"I wanted to hear MADD meeting one some point," he said,
at their dinner table.
swift justice, but had what he had to say. I day, Morris stopped by "but I could have dropUnable to find much to learn about how really expected him to the Little
River Church ped it after that and prosatisfaction through courts work.
say that it wasn't his of Christ, where he bably would have felt
revenge, the couple
First, the case had to fault, that it could have serves as choir director, more comfortable.
But I
recently decided to go before a grand jury, happened to anybody.
and baptized Pigage in- felt that forgiveness reforgive Pigage and try which reduced the
"But he didn't say to the church.
quired me to go the seto rebuild his life along murder charge to that. He got up and
Pigage spent three cond mile and see what I
with their own.
second-degree referred to himself as a months in jail before could do for him."
LOUISVILLE, Ky. McDaniel said.
and a juvenile were
"The hate and the bit- manslaughter.
murderer. He said he defense lawyers asked
"I don't know how charged in the incident,
Not every victim's (AP ) - A 13-year
terness I was feeling
Pigage pleaded inno- had received a very that he be freed again on family could attempt veteran of the Jefferson long Young was
involv- which police labeled
was destroying me," cent, which infuriated light sentence and that probation
.
their path from grief, County Police Depart- ed with Klan or how ac- racially motjvated.
Mrs. Morris said. "I the Morrises, and trial he should be in prison.
ment admitted he was a tive a member he was.
This time, the Mor- Mrs. Morris said.
McDaniel said he
needed to forgive Tom- was postponed again He was accepting rises were
in favor.
"This is a special Ku Klux Klan member I'm not sure what the would investigate
my to save myself."
and again.
responsibility for what
"I feel like he has case," she said. "Had it and then resigned from circumstances were," whether any other counSince the Morrises
"Every time it would he did."
taken a real about-face not been for Tommy's that organization, the chief said.
ty officers are involved
decided to befriend him, be delayed, I would get
Mrs. "Morris was in his life," Morris said. attitude, his willingness Police Chief Russell
McDaniel said Young in the Klan and would
Pigage, 26, has joined ,more upset and my touched.
"He's on the right track, to take the blame for McDaniel said.
took
part in the in- consult the county
their church, quit drink- hatred for him would
"He looked just like a now."
Patrolman Alex ve,f.gation of a June 30 police's legal adviser to
what he had done, I
ing and become an ac- grow," Mrs. Morris little whipped puppy,"
Pigage, a tobacco don't think I would have Young, 36, a member of arson case at the home see if officers could be
tive lecturer for said.
she said. "I actually felt warehouse worker, con- wanted anything to do the helicopter unit, was of a black family in Jef- barred from being Klan
Mothers Against Drunk
Their disappointment sorry for him."
questioned Tuesday by ferson County. Two men members.
tinues to spend alter- with him.
Driving.
peaked last October, 22
She went backstage nate weekends in jail,
"I wouldn't advise police officials about
"They've given me a months after the acci- after the lecture to and to make
speeches anybody to try to do this membership in the
better life," he said. dent, when Pigage speitk to him, and her for MADD
and other unless they felt they white-suprematy
"They've made it much changed his plea to guil- newfound sympathy groups.
could. It's not organization.
easier for me to live ty and was freed on quickly disappeared
Young confirmed that
"I tell them how much something I set out to
with myself and forgive probation.
when she smelled liquor damage they can do to do, it just fell into place he was* and resigned
myself."
"We felt like on his breath. She later both lives, .the family this way."
from the Klan.
Pigage said he knew everything that had drove by his apartment
he had been drinking too happened was to his and saw him drinking, a
much at the party he at- benefit, not the vic- violation of his
tended before the acci- tim's," Morris said.
probation.
dent on Dec. 23, 1982.
WASHINGTON (AP ) federal prosecutor, was
Although Pigage was
The next time Pigage
Nevertheless, he refus- not imprisoned, the checked in with his pro- - President Reagan named to the District
ed friends' offers to terms .of his five-year bation counselor, his plans to nominate U.S. Court bench by then.
PALMA DE
drive him home.
probation were unusual blood alcohol level was District Court Judge President Gerald R.
MALLORCA, Spain
"I said, 'No, I'll be all enough to get statewide found over the limit and Ralph B. Guy Jr. of Ford in 1976.
(AP) - British author
right.'"
publicity.
The nomination to the
he was ordered to jail to Detroit to the , federal
He was, only a mile
appeals
court
bench for 6th .Circuit, which- in- and poet Robert Graves
To show Pigage the begin serving a 10-year
from his home when he carnage drunken sentence.
the 6th Circuit, the cludes Kentucky, is sub- "celebfated his 90th bircrossed into the wrong drivers can cause, Cirject to Senate thday - surrounded by
Behind bars, he was White House said.
relatives and friends at
Guy. 55..a former confirmation.
his home in Deya, 19
miles from here, his
daughter Lucia said.
Why not fulfill this important responsibility
• now, so that you and your loved ones will be
"Despite his age he is
assured of a fitting memorial' We feature incomparain good health" his
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. cher's suburban
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
Orlanble F G A CERTIFIED MEMORIALS which are
daughter said'
(AP) - A bankruptcy do home in 1983.
manufactured according to strictest standard. of
official has sued to
design, material and craftsmanship to warran: the
Bankruptcy trustee Wednesday.
Graves, author of
recover a 00,000 check John H. Bailey III
highest qualit.s product The E G A SEAL as permaof
Industrial Average
-1.01
I.B.M
129/
1
2 + 3/s made out to Jake Butnently etched into the granite surface of each E G A
Nashville filed the suit more than 150 poems
Air Products
57 +%
Jerrico
CERTIFIED MEMORIAL, and you are furnished a
ZO%
and books including "I.
cher but deposited in the
Apple Computer
16 -1
Kmart
/
4
written guarantee
35% +Vs account of the Florida on Tuesday and said he Claudius" and "Goodas lasting pledges of quality
wants to trace the proAmerican Telephone
/
4 +3
213
/
4
JCPenney
-Call or conic by today - 49/
3
4 unc law firm which arrangbye
to
All
That,"
has
ceeds of the check which
Briggs & Stratton
Penwalt
28% -I/8
402/4
been living in Deya
ed the purchase of But- he said began when
"Quality Memorials
Chrysler
a
35 +IA
Quaker Oats
48/
1
4
since 1934, with his third
stock
brokerag
Cracker Etarrell
e
firm
133/4 unc
Scientific-Atlanta
Reasonably Priced"
13 +%
_
sent the check' to Wife, Beryl.
Dollar Gen. Store
24/
1
2 unc
Sears
36% +
Durakon
No trades
Texaco
36% +% Federal-State Market News Service Butcher.
25, Inn
The suit, filed in U.S.
E-Z-Em Inc.
No trades
Time Inc
54% +1
/
2 July
Kentucky Purchaae Area Bog Market
Bankruptcy County,
Ford
433/4 + Vs
U.S.Tobacco
36/
1
2 .% Report Includes 6 Buying Station.
BAK STUMP REMOVAL
Forum Group
10% +3
/
4
Wal-Mart
49% -1/s Receipts: Act. 206 Est. 130 Barrows names the law firm of
Kenny & Mary Beth Imes-Owners
Gilts .50 lower Sows steady to 1.00
We Con remove Stumps up
Maguire
,
G.A.F.
Voorhis
&
32% +%
Wendy's
17% -% lower, decline on weights under 500
10 24 below the ground.
Wells and one of its
.%
General Motors
C.E.F. Yield
7.01 lbs.
435 4343 or 035 4319.
US 1.2 210-240 lbs.
$44.23.44.15
former attorneys, J.
GenCorp, Inc.
We Now Haul Pit Grovel
317 N 4th, Murray
44% -1
/
4
502-759-1333
Feu 45.00
Lindsay Builder Jr.
Goodrich
US 1.2 200-210 lbs.
311/4 -1/4
$43.25.44.25
I.'S 2.3 210.250 lbs.
28% + th,
Goodyear
343.75-44.23

Jefferson County Patrolman
admits was former member
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Reagan to name Guy to post

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Together

Poet Graves
celebrates
birthday

Bankruptcy trustee files suit

Stock Market

Hog market

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY

STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
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Come see
all the
advantages
of the
versatile,
durable
Lawn-Boy
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LAWN-BOY

FINANCIaG AVAILABLE
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HOLLAND DRUGS

J.R. SULLIVAN

SALES•SERVICE•PARTS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Hwy. 68, Reidrend
/East of 1-24 interchange
898-7342

109 South 4th on the square in Murray
PhOne 753-1462
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TREATED LUMBER
SALE!

Heater
$9995

Treated Pia.- Outdoor Wood

Dual Element
30 Gallon Electric

Security Light

$ 299 7

Foam
Board
$299

Turbine
Vents

16'

$2688

1.99

2.69 3.49

4.89

Shingles

2:6

2.99

3.69 4.45

5.95

2:II

3.95 4.95' 5.45

7.9?

4:4

3.99

9.20

r

2x4

Icy

5.89 7.19

/

Thick

NEW
Black

1/1'

Size
4x8

Stool softeners are an alternative to the bul,k
formers anti may. if necessary, be taken with
hulk forming laxatives. Stool softeners make
the stt ail "wetter- and aid its passage through
the in
Which are the byst bulk forming
and stt mil softening products'.' Ask your phar
maeist ft ,r expert advice.

lawkilt clippings•
Shroti-loav•••
with Optional
optional
•••••
occassory
occasion**
All

759-4026

175 Watt Mercury

wmtw•

Adding fiber to the diet prevents constipation
in most individuals. Whole grain cereals and
breads are excellent sources of fiber. But for
some persons, constipation occurs even with a
high-fiber diet. For these individuals two groups
of products may be helpful. The hulk forming
products that contain vegetable fiber may, when
mixed with water, provide the additional fiber
some persons,need.

Roar bog*
with
optional
occassoritis

ERS

DING

Water

Laxatives are among the most popular nonprescription medicines. In the 19S5 edition ot
"Physicians'I)esk Reference for Nonprescription
Drugs,- there are 86 listings under this category
Many of these laxative products iire intended to
correct existing constipation. Laxatives in the
stUnulant and so line categories are effective here
Prevention of constipation requires a different
approach.

,

x'
s\
TR
EA
S
CENT
BUIL

6 Ft. Wide with
lock set and screen

Prevent Constipation

1
.
'. •

2,,,,d•

French Doors

Holland Drugs on

One Lawn-Boy Supreme, with the
amazing New Generation 2-cycle engine,
can do all these jobs'... beautifully.

N.

Wood Swinging

Pharmacy & Your Health

can be
5 mowers in 1

.robt„t„
,..,...,..

133.0030.00

$32.00-33.00
$32.0033.00
333.00-33A00
$35.0031.00
Few 37.50
331.0032.00

'43995

LAWN-BOY.

\ c,C\

US 2.3 300-300 lbs.
Saari

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK OUR PRICES

$42.25-43.75

We Offer

Attic Fan

90 Days
Same
As
Cash!*

With
Ceiling Shutter

$179.88
Variable Speed
30'' Emerson

$2045
Per Sq.
Owens corning
20 yr. warranty

2x 4

Studs
Air Conditioner Sale
5,000 BTU. .'229.95
6,000 BTU...'239.85
18,200 BTU...`559.95

89°
Economy

I

4a
Nair

r

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

L
•Tct Qualified Buyers
Prices Good Thru -29-115

759402.6

TREASWIC
.

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 7594026 - CHECK OUR PRICES

321111d VIM • NM)- 9Z00-6511 WM 11 •1 11V

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

US 3-4 250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1.2 270-360 lbs.
US 1-3 300.450 lbs.
US 1.3 450-500 lbw
US 1.3 Over 500 lbs.
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Tiger Pride:
A look at Murray High preseason football
•
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TIGER TIME — Murray High has been conducting preseason
atokouts on the practice field behind the MHS fieldhouse beginning at 7 a.m. on weekdays. Starting next Monday the squad
will workout in pads during two-a-day drills in the mornings and
afternoons.(Above) Tony Wade fires off with a forearm flipper,
( top right) center Kelly Steely snaps to quarterback Mark

West, and (bottom right) head coach Tony Franklin takes a
fake handoff to demonstrate a drill. Murray opens its regular
season in the Paducah Purchase Bowl against Russellville.
Aug
6 p.m. The Tigers open their home season on Aug. 30
against archrival Calloway County.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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ilurral Count', Club Men's Imitational Golf

Tee times, assignments announced for field of 180

•
By M.C. GARROTT
Sundsyrs play.
A field of 180 golfers
All golfers Starting on
from six states will tee No. 1 Saturday will start
up Saturday for the 26th from the 10th tee on Sunrenewal of the Murray day, while all starting
Invitational at the Mur- from the 10th on Saturray Country Club.
day will start on No. ion
Missing from the two- Sunday. The top eight
day. 36-hole, medal-play players after Saturday's
.tournament. this year Play'will start from the
will be defending cham- No. 1 tee at 12:40 p.m.
pion Jimmy Brown of and 12:50 p.m.
Paducah and winner for
The players, their
the seventh time last starting times and tees
weekend ,of the Irvin for Saturday's play are:
Cobb tournament in his
%o.lTre
hometown. He will be
00 am — Dean Alexander. JimAable to compete my Tate, Chuck Wilson and-Tommy
Latimer
because of a previous
10 a in — Max Oliver. Jeff
Wiseman, Keith Edwards and Ell
commitment. .
Edwards
With exception of the
8 20 a m — Dick Oct. Rob Miller.
top eight players in the Holmes Ellis and Eddie Mestere
8.30 a.m — Wayne Ford, Paul
championship flight, all Holland.
Harold Meihoff and Mike
players will start at the Kaufman
9
40
a.m
Dan Morris. Mark
same time both Satur- Blankenship. —Phil
McKnelly and
and
Scott
Jarizen
Sunda
y,
day
am
4
Billington.
fed
50
—
Jack,
although the starting Shell.
Jim Moore and Hughie'
tees will be switched for Houston

9 oo a in — Howard Steely, Rick
Jones. Dave Severns itnd Paul
.
.
Logel
9 I() won — David Buckingham,
Darryl Durham, Rick Miller and
Sam Spiceltuid
9:20 a in
— Johnny Gingles.
Kinsolving, Rai Goode and
David Graham
9 30 a m — Johnny McCage, Don
Robinson. Jerry Jones and Bobby
Eike
9 40 a.rn — Billy Thurman. Bob
Hibbard. Jiggs Lassiter and James
Lassiter
•
N o. 10 Tee
8,00 a.m — Rodger Mathis, Buel
Stalls and Dave Whitmer.
f,10 a.m. — Mike Durden, Bob
Durden. Jay Fritz and Jack Durden
8.20, a in
Lerinis Thompson.
Ken Rogers and Frank Higginson
O 30 a m. — Ronnie Colson.
William Vance, Tim Garland and
Lindy Soder
840
— Mark Erwin. Tim
Taylor. Dan Johnston and Jim West
8- 50 a.m — Dwain Gibbs. Jimmy
Lamb and Mickey Reed
'9:00 a
Mark Waldrop, Dan
Key Phillip Bryan and David Dill
9.10 a.m — Bobby Canter, Brad
Canter. Mike Henley and Lee
Canter.
9'20 a.m. — Jerry McC-allon, Donnie Alexander. Keith Smith and
Tommy Fike.
9.30 a.m. — raw Bryan, Tim Cook,
Randall Cope and Lanny Lancaster
9:40 a.m — Dave Reeves. Roy
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With the regular
season champ fallen by
the wayside, the girls
upper division softball
tournament is wide open
for a new title bearer as
the playoff enters the
semifinal round tonight.
In the winner's
bracket, only the Swifties remained unbeaten
in the tourney after
Wednesday night's four
games. bynthia
Garland slammed four
home runs, two in. each

995
18
only '1

ite

5e

thru
Offer good

J.R. SULLIVAN_
Hwy. 68, Reidland
fast of 1-24 Intsrchangs

'
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SALES•SERVICE•PARTS
Over 35 Years Experience

898-7342

FINANCING AVAILABLE

a

the Lexington regional winner at
7:30 p.m. in Monday's first-round
game.
Besides the Lexington regional,
only one other region champion
remains a mystery — the
representative from the Ashland
area. The other teams, besides
Murray, in the playoff include
Okolona, Rtissell County and
Franklin Simpson.

while Amy Wallace
countered with a fourrun shot for the Dozen.
Leslie Loberger and
Angie Miller both went
5-for-5 for Royals who
survived to play Misfits
in tonight's 5 p.m. contest. The other game
will be between the winner of Royals-Misfits
and Cokettes at 6:30
p.m. on the girls field at
the city-county park
complex.
The tournament
champion will be decided in either the 5 p.m.
contest Friday if the
Swifties win the first
game, or in the 6:30
p.m. contest if the Swifties lose the 5 p.m.
matchup.

Purcell falls in doubles at U.S. Clay
1985 5-10 PICKUP
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The Murray Little League AllStars have had to make a change
of plans concerning their trip to
the state playoff tournament in
Owensboro.
The main change has been the
moving of the playoff to Bowling
Green's Three-Springs Park.
The tourney will begin Monday
with six teams playing a doubleelimination format. Murray plays

victory, to propel the first game by Holly
RBI double by P.J.
Swifties into the cham: Cherry's 4-for-4 hitting,
Chadwick and Melissa
pionshi,p of the winner's including a homer run.
Tttarmond's RBI single
bracket.
Lisa Sanders also went in the sixth added extra
In the first win, 4-for-4.
insurance for the
Garland was joined in
Swifties went on to Misfits. Melissa Thurthe homer department bump Cokettes from the
mond also hit a homer
by winning pitcher winner's bracket, 19-13,
for Misfits while Preps
Stefani Barnett, who as Garland again hit two
were led by Misty
also hit a triple, Becky round -trippers and
Holcomb who barely
Bloem and Beverly Young went 4-for-4 with
missed hitting for the
Young. The home run a double and a homer.
circuit with a homer,
parade knocked Preps Stefani Barnett again
triple and a double.
into the loser's bracket pitched the win and hit a
In the other loser's
with a 13-8 loss.
home run to aid her own bracket game, Royals
Preps were led in the cause.
eliminated the regular
Lisa Barnett hit a tri- season champion Dirty
ple to pace the Cokettes Dozen in a 19-8 landattack.
slide. The game was
In the loser's bracket, highlighted by two
Preps were eliminated grand slam home runs
In an 8-6 loss to Misfits. — one for each side.
Pam Knight scored Erica Muskgrow hit the
the go-ahead run on an big blow for the Royals

Andoefe's

$129"

Little League All-Star playoff moved
to Bowling Green's Three-Springs Park

Way paved for new title bearer in softball playoff
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McKendrer B01 Pasco and Steve
2:00p.m. — Tommy Hamlin. Den.
Cunningham.
.nis- Pittenger and Prentice-Darnell.
No. Tee
•
2:10 p.m. — Danny Howard. Jim
12 tO p m — Al Grradario firindy
Kerr and Bob Woodsman_
Dorroh. Dennis Tomek and Buzz
No. 10 Tee
Bazirrio
12:10 p.m. — Burton Young. Raz
12 20 pm — Gary Baker. Richie
V ilianova. Homer Branch and David
Hughes, Troy Wilhelm and Bill
Gallagher.
Adams
1220 p.m. — Pal Howard, John
12 30 p.m — Red Howe, Chad ,.4.ovett, Woodrow Holland and Leon
Stewart. Bob Swisher and Joe
Riley
Rexroat
2:30 p.m — Tony Wilson. Dale
Chadwick. John Colgan .and Steve
12.40 p m. — Mike Hester. Bobby
Mazurka.
Hester, Purdom Lovett and Preston
12:50 p.m. — Johan Tanum. Sam
Freeland
Jones.
Rick L.amitth and Tony
12:50 p.m. — Nicky Ryan, Tony
Franklin.
Rayburn. Tony Thomas and Robert
1.00 p.m. — Jimmy Boone,
Pannell.
Howard Boone. Vernon Cohoon and
1.00 p.m: — Jim Berry, Dr. John
Cohoon.
Greg
C Quertermous. Bill Holt and Ralph
1:10 p.m. — Dr. J. C. Ellis. Steve
McCuiston.
Tucker. Bob McGaughy, Jr.. and
1:10
— Bill Bogard. Al LindBob McGaughy. Sr.
sey. Col. John Pritchard and
Richard Knight.
1:20 p.m. — Neal Patterson,
1 20 p.m. —.Johnny Quertermous,
Harvey Congdon. Ryan Congdon and
Jack Wolfe. Scott Nall. Jr. and BudAl Jones.
dy Parker.
130 p.m. — Roy Cothran, Don
1:30 p.rn. — Jeff Wolfe. John P. -Cothran and Chuck
Biallegar.
Smith, Jiggs Parson and James B
1:40 p.m. — Cern Love, Glyndon
Pryor.
Steele, Mike Holton and Ronnie
1 40 pm — Joe Oakley. Mickey
Hudson.
Boggess. Steve Farmer and Scott
1:50 p.m. — Ed Burkeen, Bill
Gaines
Love.- Bob Rose and Tom Gentry.
' 1:50 p.m — Arthur Proctor, Dal
,
2:00 p.m. — Kent McClain, Lynn
ryl Hughes. Jerry Berry and Ron
Smith. Tom Hampton and Kirk
Greenlee.
Edwards.
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INDIANAPOLIS Becker, who could meet Francesco Cancellotti
of
(AP) — Veteran him in the quarterfinals Italy. Vitas, seeded No.
Guillermo Vilas is will- of the $575,000 U.S. Open 10, has to get by
No. 8
ing to share experience, Clay Court Champion- Martin Jaite in a 'battle
his car and his tennis ships if each wins his of Argentin
e stars today
knowledge with match today.
to get a shot at Becker,
Wimbledon champ
"He can have almost who didn't play
Boris Becker. However, anything from me. He. Wednesd
ay.
Vilas' girlfriend is off knows that if he wants
In doubles, Vitas and
limits.
my car, he can have it. partner Yannick Noah,
Vitas has a business But if he wants my downed Mel Purcell
of
relationship with • the girlfirend, I won't give Murray, Ky., and
Chris
17-year-old from West her to him," Vitas said. Lewis
of New Zealand,
Germany and both are
Becker, seeded third 6-3, 3-6, 6-4, in firstmanaged by Ion Tiriac. here, places- hfs round action.
'
"He's a friend of 14-match winning
Most of the top seeded
mine," Vilas said streak on the line today men and women adWednesday about against No. 11 vanced Wednesday.
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Cubs treat Padres like doormat;
Cards' Tudor blanks Giants, 48-0
The Associated Press
In getting back on
their feet, the Chicago
Cubs have treated the
San Diego Padres like a
doormat.
Winning a third
straight game for the
first time in nearly a
month, the Cubs swept a
series from the Padres
with a,4-3, 10-inning victory Wednesday night.
Richie Hebner won
the game with a soft line
drive that became an infield single. San Diego
shortstop Garry
Templeton tried to
short-hop it, but failed,
and Ryne Sandberg
scampered home from
third.
It was Hebner's 11th
pinch hit this year, tops
in the National League,
and his 11th RBI in that
role.
"I didn't hit it hard,
but it worked out well,"
admitted Hebner.
"Pinch hitting is not the
easiest job in the world,
but when you do pinch
hit and there's men in
scoring position with the
.game on the line, you do
get pumped up."
Hebner hit a 1-2 pitch
from Craig Lefferts. "It
was a tough at-bat.
Before I could blink he

had two strikes on me,"
Hebner said.
San Diego dropped 24
games behind the
Dodgers in the NL West.
Their current string of
losses is as long a skid
as they've suffered this
year.
"I think everbody's
trying to win it all by
themselves," San Diego
Manager Dick Williams
said. "Everybody's trying to hit the home run
to win the ballgame."
In other National
League games, it was
Los Angeles 9, Pittsburgh 1; Philadelphia
3, Houston 1; Montreal
3, Atlanta 1; Cincinnati
3, New York 2; and St.
Louis 4, San Francisco
0.
Dodgers 9,Pirates 1
Greg Brock hit a
grand-slam home run
and a run-scoring single
for five RBIs, supporting a five-hitter by Bob
Welch, 5-1, who won his
fourth straight decision
with his third complete
game this year.
Brock's slam, off
reliever Al Holland, was
his 15th home run. His
single came as the
Dodgers turned.a 4-1
lead into a rout with five
runs in the eighth, their

biggest inning of the
year.
"I always hate to see
.Holland come in," admitted Brock, who has
raised his average more
than 50 points in the last
six weeks to .275. "I
really haven't hit lefthanders well, and he's
pitched me tough.
"I've felt good most of
the year, it's just that
balls are starting to fall
and the average is rising. I feel confident and
relaxed."
The Dodgers'
24-game lead over San
Diego is their biggest
advantage of the
season. Los Angeles has
won five of its last seven
games,11 of 14, and 17 of
22.
Phillies 3, Astros 1
Von Hayes broke a 1-1
tie in the eighth inning
with a two-run, insidethe-park homer. His fly
ball hit the 408 mark on
the center-field wall and
became his ninth home
run of the season.
Haves' head-first slide
into- the plate beat the
relay throw, which
bounced past catcher
Mark Bailey.
Third-base coach
Dave Bristol, who waved Hayes home, was

asked what would have
happened if the throw
had ,been on the mark.
"We'll never know," he
snapped. "But it wasn't
a good throw. That's
why I sent him."
The homer was only
the third hit off Nolan
Ryan, who pitched 5 1-3
hitless innings. Ryan
struck out seven Phillies
to boost his all-timerecord strikeout total to
4,013, even though his
won-lost record for the
season fell to 8-8.
Expos 3,Braves 1
Bryn Smith fired a
three-hitter, did not
walk a batter and struck
out seven in- his fourth
complete game of the
TUDOR TUTOR - Cardinals pitcher John
Tudor delivers this pitch under the watchful eye of a teamseason. Smith, 12-3, has mate during recent
warmup drills. Todor delivered a 4-0 shutout
against the Giants on Wednesday,
four victories over limiting San
Francisco to six hits.
Atlanta this year.
-rhe biggest change
AP File Photo
this year is control,"
said Smith, who faced managed to score just Milner
singled off Roger
Cardinals 4, Giants0
said Tudor. "I've got a
only two batters over three runs in the series. McDowe
ll, 5-4, for his
John Tudor pitched lot of
the minimum and mat- The victory lifted the
confidence now.:
first RBI in 40 at-bats his fifth shutout of
the
Willie McGee blasted
ched his previous Reds' league -leading
against the Mets this season, tying Fernando a
three-run homer as
career-high total for record in one-run games
season.
Valenzuela for the the Cardinals
wins.
scored
to 20-10 and their road
major-league lead. four unearned runs
Reds 3, Mets 2
in
mark to 25-20, second
John Franco, 9-1, Tudor, 11-8, tossed
a six. the fifth inning.
Eddie Milner's single best in the NL.
threw two scoreless inn- hitter
for his 10th
with two out in the ninth
With two outs, ings for the victory. Ted
triumph in 11 decisions.
St. Louis swept the
inning scored Dann Bilardello reached first Power pitched the
ninth He did not issue a walk
Bilardello with an when shortstop Rafael for his
18th save. Pete and struck out nine three-game series and
unearned run to give Santana misplayed his Rose went
opened up a 34-game
2-for-4, leav- Giants.
Cincinnati a three-game grounder. Wayne Kren- ing him 30
lead over the,Mets and
hits shy of Ty
"I've been a hot pit- the Expos
syveep of the Mets, who chicki walked, then Cobb's
in the NL
all-time record. cher on a hot ballclu
b." East.

Royals' White powers KC past Yanks; Angels play hero-a-day ball
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
Frank White, the man
with the golden glove,
also is earning plaudits
as an emerging power
hitter for the Kansas City Royals.
"There are not. too
many second basemen
who get 100 home runs,"
White said Wednesday
night after reaching the
seats twice and driving
In four runs to lead the
Royals to a 5-3 victory
and a three-game sweep
of the New York
Yankees. "Probably the
only active ones are
Bobby Grich and Davey
Lopes."
The homers, White's
13th and 14th of the
season, gave him 101 for
his 13-year career.
Despite a career-high 17
last season, pitchers
and managers remain
somewhat unaware of
his longball potential.

Count Yankee field
boss Billy Martin
among them.
-"I.pitched a couple of
guys the wrong way. He
was one of them," Martin said in taking the
blame for the pitch
selection of loser Joe
Cowley.
"Everybody knows
I'm a first-ball, fastball
hitter," said While who
has won six Gold
Gloves. "The first home
run was on a curveball.
When I go up with men
in scoring position I just
put the fastball out of
my mind. The second
home run was off a
fastball, though."
Elsewhere in the
American League, it
was California 8,
Milwaukee 4; Baltimore
4, Minnesota 2; Toronto
3, Seattle 1; Boston 6,
Oakland 5; Detroit 5,
Chicago 4; and
Cleveland 8-, Texas 4.

Owners insist players
must temper demands

4.4

I.

By JOHN NELSON
tract to be applied
AP Sports Writer
toward pensions, or
NEW YORK (AP) - about $60 million per
Even if they don't admit year over a five-year
it, baseball players contract. Management
must realize how finan- would like to continue
cially troubled their the pension contribution
game is, the owners' at about the current
chief labor represen- level of $15.5 million per
tative says. And that, he year with some small
says, must temper their improvements.
demands in current con"Their position today
tract talks.
is exactly the same as it
"I've said before that was in December,"
we're not insisting they MacPhail said of the
admit publicly that we union stance.
have serious proFehr, acting exblems," says Lee Mac- ecutive director of the
Phail, president of the Major League Players
owners' Player Rela- Association, said the
tions Committee. "We union had "been trying
.know that they have to to get them (the
know there are serious owners) to talk about
problems, and they the pension since
know we will be September. There's
bargaining from that been no reluctance on
basis."
our side to negotiate. On
Facing a strike their side, there's been
deadline of Aug. 6, Mac- more than reluctance.
Phail completed the There's been refusal."
latest round of talks
MacPhail said
with union chief Don management soon
Fehr on Wednesday. would place a pension
The two sides planned to proposal on the table but
meet again today.
indicated it would be
Management has linked to player concesreleased numerous sions in other money
documents to the areas. Although Macplayers since spring Phail declined to detail
training, trying to show management's forthe game is in financial thcoming proposal, ,it.
peril. On Wednesday, could be linked to giveeach side accused the backs in the area of
other of being unwilling salary arbitration.
to comre
usalse on what
,
"We are ready to
may be the key issue in make improvements in
talks, the size of the the benefits," MacPhail
owners' contribution to said. "How far we go
the players pension depends on other things,
plan.
like what, if anything, is
Players want one- done to "slow down the
third of baseball's $1.1 growth of player
billion network TV con- salaries." '
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Angels 8, Brewers 4
California continued
its hero-a-day approach
to the AL West race with
Atlanta castoff Rufino
Linares hitting a threerun homer to overcome
a 2-1 Miilwaukee lead. It
was the second home
run of the season for
Linares. Mike Brown
and Bob Boone also
homered for the Angels.
Ron Romanick, 12-4,
got the victory.
Red Sox 6, A's 5
Boston won on a
bases-loaded walk in the

bottom of the ninth inning to Jackie Gutierrez,
who has not had an official time at-bat since
June 29 and is just
1-for-4 since he lost his
starting shortstop job
after being hurt May 25.
Boston's Wade Boggs
had three hits to extend
the longest hitting
streak in the major
leagues since 1980 to 27
games with his 36th
multi-hit game of the
year. He leads the AL
with 128 hits in 94 games
and is hitting .348, two

points behind New
York's Rickey Henderson, who leads the
league.
Tigers 5, White Sox 4
Tom Seaver, who failed to win his 299th
game, admitted age
may be creeping up on
him.
"I just never felt
strong," said Seaver,
10-8; who was victimized'
by two Chicago errors.
"One thing I have to
consider is I am 40 years
old."
Dan Petry, 11-9, gave

SCOREBOARD

"I ,was really seriously questioning whether
I'd ever hit' another
home run).'' said
Hargrove, who also
doubled and drove in
two runs.
Blyleven. 9-10. scattered seven hits, struck
out nine and walked five
in completing his major
league -leading 15th
complete game.
Blue Jays 3, Mariners 1
Toronto's Jesse Barfield hit a two-run
homer and Jeff Bur-

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Major League Baseball Standings

Orioles 4, Twins 2
Eddie Murray hit a
two7 ruri. homer. Ua.. the
first inning, his 15th.
and Mike Boddicker,
10-10, allOWed seven hits
in seven innings to snap
a three-game losing
streak.

•

Rickman
Norsworthy
LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC.

500 S. 4th Murray
753-6450
Store Hours: 7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8-12 Sot.

Seattle at Boston. In
Baltimore at Chicago, n
New York at Texas, ni
Cleveland at Kansas City. In
Detroit at Minnesota. In)
Oakland at Milwaukee. In
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
St Louis
56 36
New York
53 40
Montreal
54 41
Chicago
50 13
Philadelphia
42 51
Pittsburgh
31 61
West Division
Los Angeles
53 39
San Diego
52 43
Cincinnati
49 43
Houston
44 51
Atlanta
41 52
San Francisco
as 60
Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati 3 New York 2
St Louis 4, San Fran,Montreal 3, Atlanta 1
Philadelphia 3. Houstor. 1
Chicago 4 San Diego
inning,
Los Angeles 9 Pittsburg'-. I

roughs a solo shot.
Jimmy Key. 9-4. got
the victory. Toronto
ninth straight over Seattle. Gary Lavelle, the
third Toronto pitcher,
finished up to get his
14th save.

.1Ze...eAllIMI.
1q11111Miel SHOP US FIRSTypimigw•-__ImiT.4

toShoe

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct.
Ga
Toronto
58 37
611
New York
52 40
565 414
Detroit
50 42
543
Boston
50 44
532
7kry
Baltimore
47 45
511
Milwaukee
40 51
440 16
Cleveland
30 63
323 27
West Division
California
56 38
596 Kansas City
49 44
527 64
Chicago
47 44
516
74
Oakland
48 46
511
8
Seattle
44 50
468 12
Minnesota
13 49
467 12
Texas
37 58
389 19
Wednesday's Games
California 8. Milwaukee 4
Toronto 3. Seattle 1
Boston 6, Oakland 5
Detroit 5. Chicago 4
Cleveland S. Texas 4
Kansas City 5, New York 3
Baltimore 4, Minnesota 2
Thursday's Games
California t Witt 8-6 at Toronto i Stleb 9-61, (n
Seattle i Swift 331 at Boston ()Jed& 4-6, in!
Baltimore Flanagan 0.11 at Chicago Bannister

up just four -hits for
Detroit. Dave
Bergman's run-scoring
single capped a threerun Tiger fifth. Detroit
scored the eventual winning run in the eighth
wren Marty 'Castillo
singled home Chet
Lemon,.
Indians 8, Rangers 4
Cleveland's Bert
Blyleven huriedhis 16th
consecutive complete
game and Mike
Hargrove got three hits,
including his first home
run since June 29, 1984.

tol
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34..
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5314
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337 25
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533
4
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Detroit Morris 10-6 at Minnesota 4Viola 10-8.
Oakland Blrtsas 6-2, at Milwaukee Cocanower
Oi. Int
Only games scheduled
Friday's Ganes
California at Toronto. in)

Thursday s Uames
St 1,111, at San I Meg.
l'ittsburgt, at San Fr.'
•
l'imannatt at Montrea,
Houston at New York
Atlanta .0 yhiladelptma
Chi, ago at lals
•

• Merillat
Cabinets

Minor League Baseball
The Associated Press
Wally Johnson of the Indianapolis
Indians singled in the winning run
early today - in the bottom of the
17th - to give the Indians a 7-6 victory over the Iowa Cubs in
American Aisociation baseball
action.
The game lasted 5 hours and 40
minutes. ending at 1:10 a.m. EST.
Indianapolis was trailing the Cubs
6-5 when Fred Manrique led off the
bottom of the 17th with a single and
scored on a double by Mike 0'Berry.
A walk to Dallas Williams and a
single by Al Newman loaded the
bases with no outs. Johnson's single
scored O'Berry from third to end
the game.

South 12th Street

•

Steve Brown, 4-2, Indianapolis'
sixth pitcher, got the victory after
giving up three runs and five hits in
the final four innings. Dave
Gumpert, also 4-2 and the fourth of
five Iowa pitchers, was the loser
American Association
EASTERN DIVISION
L
50 50
91
52
49 52
46
55
4ESTE RN DIVISION
Okla City Rangrs
61
40
Denver liteds
59
44
Omaha ROy
II -50
Iowa (Cubs
41
60
Wednesday's Genies
Nashville 3 Oklahoma City I
• Louisville 2. Denver 1
Indianapolis 7 lows 6 i7 inning.
Omaha 7 Buffalo 4
Buffalo iChisox•
Nashville i Tigers
Louisville Cards
Indianapolis I Exps

753-8971
.14,4.,14.

-•

Pct
G8
500 tits
4
445
1"
455
4',
604
349
306
406

54
10
XI

50°A

off list

(4 Styles Available)

2x4 Precut
Econqmy
Studs

134r

$7495
(26)(66 only)

5" Aluminum
Gutter
Brown & White
-$599
(10' section)
•

CASH & CARRY
Southside Cente

White J
- ordan
Full View
Storm Door

SALE ENDS 7-29-85
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Kentucky News In Brief

-s

HYDEN, Ky. (API- Three of the four pet
reasons and had neglected his duties concerning
skunks that brought suspended meter maid
the condition of some of the county's schools.
Maine Asher under fire from city officials have
Burkich, in the suit in which he obtained the
died after surgery to have them de-scented, the
restraining order, charged the board with
57-year-old widow said.
violating his constitutional rights and being
The fourth has almost stopped eating and has
"predisposed" to removing him from office.
bitten her at least twice since the surgery last
week, Mrs. Asher said. "This is such a shame,"
MOREHEAD. Ky. (AP) - A Rowan County
she said.
grand jury will hear evidence Monday about
She had agreed to have the animals de-scented
burglaries that occurred on the campus of
,after a showdown with Hyden officials July 15 in'
Morehead State University.
Leslie District Court, where she faced charges of
Former Morehead police officers Larry Whitt,
• unlawful possession of skunks under an or29, and Carl Steven Stone, 28, and former MSU
dinance adopted by the city council a month
security guards Michel Riffitt, 29. and Garrick
earlier.
Roberts, 32, are charged with one count each of
Mrs. Asher obtained a state permit to own the
first-degree burglary.
• skunks several years ago. But Mayor Perle
They were arrested last week and pleaded inEstridge, saying he was acting on complaints
nocent to the charges Monday.
from city merchants and residents, brought the
At a preliminary hearing Wednesday, Rowan
charges under the new ordinance and also
District Judge James Clay ordered the case
suspended Mrs. Asher from her city job.
turned over to the grand jury.
Dr. George Gilpin performed the operations,
---Mrs. Asher said. She said two of the skunks died
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) - An inmate at the
on the way home from the Lexington
state penitentiary was in satisfactory condition
veterinarian's office and a third died last
in a Paducah hospital after being stabbed by
weekend. Gilpin said the animals, still groggy
another prisoner, a spokesman said.
from the operations, probably suffocated in their
Thomas Frizzell, 21, was taken to Lourdes
cage in Mrs. Asher's camper.
Hospital with stab wounds, said prison
---spokespaan Tom Simpson.
WH1TESBURG, Ky. (AP - The Letcher
stabbing occurred Tuesday morning durCounty school board has directed its attorney to
ing i exercise session in a cell house, Simpson
seek "a mutual agreement" with Superintendent
said.I A piece of plexiglass that had been fashionJack Burkich, whom the board previously voted
ed into a knife-like weapon was used, he said.
- to fire.
The name of the suspect was not released penBurkich had obtained a restraining order in
ding an investigation.
Letcher;Circuit Court blocking a June 10 board
Frizzell, of Madisonville, is serving a six-year
hearing on his firing, claiming the proceedings
term on theft, burglary and escape charges,
could be biased. The board was awaiting a ruling
Simpson said.
on a motion to lift the order.
The injured inmate was treated by the instituNow, said .board member James Follace
tion's medical staff before being transferred to
Fields, "it's the feeling of 60 percent of the board
Paducah, Simpson said.
that the superintendent has begun to try to work
with us." Accordingly. the board voted 3-2 in a
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A former chairman
special meeting last week to have its attorney
of the University of Kentucky School.of Jourand Burkich's seek to resolve their differences.
- nalism will receive the Paul J. Deu'tschmann
"There are a lot of important things that need
award for -research by the Association for
to be addressed in this school system, and we
Education in Journalism and Mass
can't do them unless we work together," Fields
Communications,
said.
Bruce H. Westley served as chairman until
After disagreements on various matters, the
1975 and retired in 1981.
board had voted in May to remove Burkich.
During the organization's meeting Aug. 6 in
charging that he defied a board order to make
Memphis, Tenn., four journalism professors will
public a tape recording of a 1982 meeting, had
discuss Westley's works, according to a UK news
discriminated against an employee for political
release.

PUBLICATION COPY

'Westley taught at the University of.WisconsinMadison for 22 years before coming to UK in
1968. He was the first recipient of the University
of Wisconsin's Harold L. Nelson Award in mass
communications.
Westley has served as president of the AEJMC
and was the founding editor of its "Journalism
Monographs," and the associate editor of the
association's "Journalism Quarterly." He also
has written books and articles about media
research.
---FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- A 14-year-old boy
died from a wound after a rifle accidentally went
off at his home, authorities said.
John Yost Jr. of Frankfort died of a head
wound Tuesday, said state medical examiner
Dr. George Nichols Jr.
The weapon was being cleaned at the boy's
home when it discharged, but details of the incident were, under investigation, according
to
Franklin County Deputy Coroner Joe Kelly. He
said it was an accident.
Frankfort police said they were called to
King's Daughters Hospital at 3:55 p.m. They said
the boy was dead on arrival at the hospital.
---BAGDAD, Ky.(AP)- An armed robber took
$40, some money orders and a money order
machine from the Bagdad .post office, state,
police said.
David May, a postal clerk, told police a man
walked into the post office about 11:30 a.m.
Wednesday with a handgun and took the money
and other items, Trooper Glen Walton said.
No one was injured. Bagdad is located about 15
miles northeast of Shelbyville.
The suspect is described as 6 feet tall, about

180 pounds and wearing a green coat and tan hat.
---FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- A Richmond. Va.,
company will expand its operations in Glasgow
with a new facility and up to 100 new jobs, officials of Owens and Minor Inc. and the Commerce Cabinet said.
The firm, which already has an operation in
Glasgow, will build a 50,000 square-foot facility
on a 25-acre site. The entire project is expected
to cost $2.5 million, officials said Wednesday.
The plant will be a highly automated manufacturing and packaging facility for the pharmaceuticals produced by the MWM
Corp.-Vangard Labs division of the parent firm.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - A new unit of the
Kentucky National Guard will be opened in
Maysville. Adjutant General Billy Wellman said.
The unit will be an engineering company,
highly prized by local governments because of
the equipment that is often available for use in
emergencies and at other times. Wellman said
Wednesday.
Company A, 206th Engineer Battalion of the
35th Infantry Division will consist of 164 people
recruited from the five-county area of Mason,
Fleming, Bracken, Lewis and Robertson,
Wellman said.
The new unit will provide at least three full-time adminitrative jobs. Annual pay for
weekend drills for the 164 recruits will total
$318,000.
The unit will be using a downtown facility for a
short time until leasing can be arranged for an
8,500-square foot facility.
Wellman said a permanent armory will not be
built until community support and involvement
for the, new unit can be evaluated.

Jury indicts 44 in food stamp case
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Forty-four people have been indicted
by a Fayette County
grand jury following an
undercover food stamp
investigation which officials said netted some
major dealers in stolen
goods in the county.

. FDIC 8)40,35 (3-851 (STATE)

Most were charged
with illegally trafficking
in food stamps after
undercover agents for
the Lexington police
department and the attorney general's office
sold them food stamps
in exchange for stereos,
televisions, guns,
jewelry, drugs and a
1971 van.
Ten others, not named
in the indictments

issued Tuesday, were
charged with receiving
stolen property and
drug trafficking.
Thirty-three persons
had been arrested by
late Wednesday and
some had been released
later after posting $2,500
bonds.
Details were released
at a news conference
Wednesday attended by
state Attorney General

David Armstrong, Commonwealth's Attorney
Ray Larson and
members of the police
department.
Armstrong said the
undercover operation,
which ran six months,
may be the last that his
office will conduct
because the Reagan administration has 'cut
funding for the prograrn
beginning July 31.

Wk.

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign
Subsidiaries)
(Dollar Amounts in Thousands)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

Scripps Howard announces purchase

STATE BANK NO
CINCINNATI (AP)Scripps Howard, the
Cincinnati-based communications company,
has announced that it is
purchasing two groups
of community
newspapers in California and Florida from the
Hearst Corp.
Lawrence A. Leser,
president and chief executive officer of
Scripps Howard, said a

207

Bank of Murray

.FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO

CITY
Murray

COUNTY
Calloway

STATE

8
•

Kentucky

ZIP CODE

42071

CLOSEOFBUSINESSDATE

June, 30, 1985

Dollar Amounts in Thousands Bil Mil Thou
ASSETS
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions
a Noninterest-bearing balances and currency and coin
7 156 1.a.
b Interest-bearing balances
not e
1.b.
2 Securities
93 000 2.
3 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic
offices of the
bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsAdiaries, and in IBFs
2 500 3.
4 Loans and lease financing receivables
a. Loans and leases, net of unearned income
61 22
4.a.
b LESS. Allowance for loan and lease losses
.......
82
4.b.
C . LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve
F 'Jobe
4.c.
d_ Loans and leases, net of unearned income
ahowance, and reserve (item 4 a minus 4.b and 4 c)
4.d
5 Assets held in trading accounts
nor e
5.
6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalizea leases)
2 080 6.
7 Other real estate owned
157 7
8. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
no‘P
9 Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances- outstanding
not P
9.
10 Intangible assets.
tingP
10.
11 Other assets
11.
12. Total assets tsum of .items 1 throuoh 111
1693 9
30 12.
24
LIABILITIES
13. Deposits.
a..in domestic offices
13.a.
(1) Noninterest-bearing
18 27
13.a (1)
(2) Interest-bearing
1133 43
13.a.(2)
.b Intoreign offices, Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and IBFs
13 b
(1) Noninterest-bearing
13 b.(1)
(2) Interest-bearing
13 b (2)
14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to
repurchase in domestic
offices of the bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs
1 000 14
15. Demand notes issued to the U.S. Treasury
note
15
16. Other borrowed money
nose
16
17. Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases
nose
17
18. Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding
nose
18
19. Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits
nose
19
20. Other liabilities
2 196 20
21. Total liabilities (sum of items 13 through 20).
151, 899 21
22. Limited-life preferred stock
22
V
EQUITY CAPITAL
23. Perpetual preferred stock
nose
23.
24. Common stock
1 480 24.
25. Surplus
5 000 ?5.
26. Undivided profits and capital reserves
26
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adjustments
28 Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27).
14 111 28
29 Total liabilities, limited-life preferred stock, and equity capital (sum of items 21, 22, and 28)
_169 230 29

definitive purchase
agreement has been
signed and that the deal
is to be closed in early
August. The company
declined to disclose the
purchase prices.
In California, Scripps
Howard is buying the
businesses and substantially all of the assets of
the southeast division of
the Hearst Community
Newspapers Group.

Electric starter is
activated by igni
A 30" riding mower built to the tion
key Manual
same exacting standards as Yazoo's rewind starter as
Big Wheel mowers and commercial a back-up
riders. 5 forward speeds, neutral,
reverse. And you can shift from one
forward gear to another while on the Floating cutter
section follows
move.
ground countours

8.

which publishes
neWspapers in southeast
Los Angeles County.
In Florida, Scripps
Howard is purchasing
the businesses and
substantially aU the
assets of the
Hillsborough Community Newspapers, located
east of Tampa in central
Hillsborough County.

Eight or Eleven 141
,
Briggs & Stratton
engine mounted
behind driver end
oral drive wheels
for extra traction
Contoured padd
ed seat

for a smooth
oven cut

•01

New Shipment Just Arrived

A

J.R. SULLIVAN
SALES•SERVICE•PARTS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Hwy. 68, Reidland
East of 1-24 Interchange

Wide
tread
pneumatic. turf
tires

Financing Available

898-7342

/ A

NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized otticerls1 and attested by not less than three directors other than the officerlsi signing
the report
I We
ersigned officer(s) do hereby declare that this Report of Condition has been prepared
in conformance with official
instr ctionsrand is truo the best of my knowledge and belief
E2
SIG AT
TITC
F(S) AUTH
I
ED TO SIGN REPORT
DATE SIGNED
NA

AND

i
F OFF10ER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT '

Joe Dick, President

7-19-85
AREA CODE PHONE NO

(502) 753-1893

We,the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare that
it has keen examined by us and to
the best of our knowledge and belief has been'prepared in conformance with official instructions
and is true and correct
,
iEICT
(
OR
,
.54r12/10
0J,R

StPATURE OF DI

OR/

SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR

•
(MAKE MARK FOR
NOTARYS.SEALI

State of
Kentucky
County°, .Calloway
^
ss
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
- day o(.:1:14
19th.
19 85
and I hereby lady that I am not an officer or duector of this bank
/21
My commission expires
June 23
19 88
No ry PubV

r

Michelsons
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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I

"

,er

#

ri.

•
.
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THE FAR SIDE

President of
U of L gets
satisfactory
evaluation

By GARY LARSON,,

Top Of The Line
For The Outdoor Chef!
Clean No Mess
Automatic Lighter
And
OHHH...
- That Taste!

r STRUCTO 1
-

—

Deluxe Cart
Gas Grill

Sale 189.99

,,•
porceialrezed stee
2i3<,ci in
coo.inq area plus 175 sq in warmin
g rack
fuel gauge and electric starter
40 000 BTU In
carton 2 .

Sell-Cleaning
Gas Grill

sale199.99

Self-cleaning, rustproof, porcelain 352 sq
in
cooking area. 28.000 'BTU Bell timer, heat
gauge 181
/
2" diameter. In carton (272-2239)

•

Sale

LOUISVILLE, K. (AP) —
University-. di Louisville President Donald Swain received a
satisfactory grade in his overall
evaluation by faculty Members
but some feel he isn't doing right
by them.
"Well, somebody 'yo ho hoed!'".:*
Results of the survey, which
drew responses from 607 of 1,010
full-time faculty members, were
going to the university's trustees
Wednesday.
Swain, who came here in 1981
from the University of Califor.
ACROSS
35 Seed coating
Answer to Previous Puzzle
nia, said the outcome offers a
37 Mar-shes
PEAT
fair picture of his relations with
BIZI
LL
POT
1 Snares
38 Girl's name
the faculty.
ELLA
ALOE
ARE
6 Forward
40 Hubbub
He.said, however, mu-ch of the
ALL
IES
PI
RAN
11 Distant
42 Ethiopian title
negative feeling toward him
LAIR
13 Insect
STILT
43 Smirk
stems from mattters beyond his
ENFORCED
14 Above
45 Native of suffix
IS=
control, such as state budget
15 Lowered in rank 46 Switch position
LEARN
DIS
HEM
,
cuts
and salary limits.
17 Three-toed
IAA
47 Besmirch
SET
ETA
A I
The 15-question survey,
sloth
49 Symbol for
STY
DOT
AVERS
distributed this spring and
18 Drink slowly
tantalum
EM
PATTERNS
tabulated by a committee of the
/0 Sticks in mud
50 Set of games
FLAIR
PIER
university's Faculty Senate, is
21 Sea eagle
52 Stan's partner
A IR
OS
ESTAT
dominated by faculty concerns.
22 Break suddenly 54 Inclination
,
DAN
PEERIEL I A
For example, academic tradi24 Hindu cymbals
55 Bridges
L E R_S
ER AS
tion holds that a university
DENT
25 Angers
DOWN
26 Short jacket
faculty has "collegiality." or the
9 Closer
5 Stalk
28 Missive
right to help decide how the
1 Support
10 Facial
6 Imitates
30 Walk unsteadily
university is run. At. Louisville,
2 Grumble
7 Cover
expressions
32 Appear
the Faculty Senate has only an
3 Forenoon
8 Hypothetical
12 Send forth
33 Colored spot
advis
4 Seed container
ory role, and some
force
13 Gravestones
members indicated in the
1
2
16 Spoken
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
survey that Swain doesn't pay
19 Sponsors
enough attention to the group.
11
12
13
211)-lermit
"I try always to listen careful23 Bards
ly to the Faculty Senate or
25 Roman roads
academic people," Swain said.
27 Left after
"The fact that I don't always
expenses
agree with the_advice they give
29 Oolong
,me doesn't,mean that I haven't
31 South American
heard them. That's not a matter
animals
of disrespect, nor is it any way
33 More ignoble
undermining collegial
34 Prepare for
governance."
print
The highest rating he received
36 pay attention
was for his ability to get money
37 Frozen dew
from the General Assembly, the
39 Choir voice
state Council on Higher Educa41 Raises
tion, and donors for academic
43 Hurried
purposes.
44 Lampreys
As a whole, the faculty rated
47 Transgress
Swain a bit better than satisfac48 Tear
v on encouraging faculty
51 Concerning
d elopment and academic
53 A state abbr
freedom.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

N• NUUNUUU ill
NUN ill
m
ill
II NUU ill
MI
ill III III .
ION
NUUU
nil
II 111
II
NUN ill
NUU El
44 NUU
NU II
id N.
NUNUUUIII
NUU
NUUUU
NUUUU

89.99
,

HOT PRICES FOR WORK OR PLAY!
Amoco Oil 10W40 754 Qt.
Amoco Oil 10W30 75` Qt.
4••

A Case Of 12 Is Only

•

$9"

I KNEW A DOG WHO WAS
SO OGLY,I415 FLEAS
WORE DOG COLLARS!

PADDING
OUR PART,
ARE WE?

0

Spray Paint
Sale

8

1•

Indoor/outdoor use Nontoxic, lead-free Assorted
colors (579-4011 thru 49041

25-

Air Filters/011 Filters
Applications for most domestic cars and light
trucks meets or exceeds all car manufacturer's
warranty requirements (754 series)

Air Filters
Oil Filters

saie2.99
Sale 1.99

I VE NEVER SEEN
ANIII-111.-4G LIKE THIS!

PAWs
BUT VOLCRE
'FROM PORK
CORNERS. THAT
SOUNDS LIKE
FARM
COUNTRY

i•JAW: THE TOWN WAS
NAMED AFTER THE
MA`/OR6 WIFE

Stop In To
See Our
Other
Sizzlin Buys!

-

TURTLE
WAX
SOFT & SUPPLE HOSE
B. 'a soft ond supple premium
how 50 ft length 485 1317

7388

Liquid Turtle Wax
Liquid or paste 1841 oz
- 2, 1840

SALE
3.t.`

TRE MAN THEY
FRAMED vv45
NOT A Shiu&SLER.
HE WAS A
NARCOTIC
A6ENT...

I 16m1WL.tmel

Mon.-Sat.
8:30-9:00
Sun.
12:00-6:00

sr,

•

. T

1
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CLASSIFIEDS

ea

Wanly Ledger & Times

9. Situation

Wanted
24. Miscellaneous
34. Houses for Rent
24. Miscellaneous
41. Public Sales
41. Public Sales
WILL babysit in my 12 H.P Bolens riding SEASONED firewood.
BR brick, shade. off AUCTION. Farm
home evenings for lawn mower, 6 speed,. oak, hickory, mixed street parking,
couples machinery & related
children 3 yrs. old & PTO. tractor grip tires, hardwoods $30 /rick preferred,
no pets, $235 Items, Tues. Aug. 6th
older. References. 753- positive traction rear delivered. Min. order 2 a month. Call
753-6931.
10a.m. Hwy. 62 East,
1996 or evenings 753- end, very good condi- ricks. Call John Boyer 2
BR brick, in .town, Sikeston, Mo. 1 3/4
9539.
753-0338.
tion, $800. Call 489-2189.
washer, dryer, stove, mile East of 1-55. Bank
WILL clean your house 1 NEW A-SI Wheel STORM doors- $49.95 dishwasher,
ac, drapes, repossessions, farmers
or office. Have excel- -Horse Demo- still with and up. Mid -South furnished.
Rent plus & dealers reducing
2nd house South
lent references. Call warranty. Save a Wholesale Building; 342 deposit.
No pets. 753- surplus items. This is an
after 6p.m. 759-1762.
of
Dwain Taylor
bunch. See Keith at East Washington; 6397.
open sale. Farm tracWILL dO house clean- Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
Paris; _901-642-2552
2 - BR - hotzse
L-yrlii - tors, light - industrial
Chevrolet.
ing, experienced, de- ONE antique oak oc- STORM windows,' Grove Call
435-4547 or equip., implements, and
Clothes & misc.
pendable, references. casional table- $45. 759- doors, chair and twin 753-6633.
trucks. Hale Auction
Call 753-6043.
items. Cancelled if
bed, price reasonable.
4407.
BR, 2 bath, 2 car Co. (314)471-7605.
Call 753-3913.
,•
garage, central air, gas
rains.
10. Business Opportunity
N8 FT. corr. metal. lsf SUPER size single wa- heat. Camelot
subdiviFOR sale Home and Bus- quality, $4.50 sheet. ter bed with new mat- sion. Rent
$425 plus
iness. Grocery store with
Styrafoam cheap, pan- tress. asking $150. Also, deposit. Available
Aug.
3 bedroom home, good eling $5.50 sheet and up. flat bed trailer, $50. Call 10th. 753-9428 or
442-0288
condition, well insulated, Paschall Salvage. 753-4783 after 5:30.
evenings.
Fri. & Sat.
reasonably priced, excel- Hazel, Ky. 901-498-8964.
BR brick, AB Lassiter
lent location. Owner is 400 LB. capacity cube
Garage Sale
Rd.,
Mobile
27.
Homes
$300
for
month.
110r1".
Sale
4
ot pcuplc IcArn V. 41t"1 %Alt* % At A Rcdt. rOSN k I 11
8 a.m.-?
Shown
.h.h %CAI I I
retiring. Don't let, this Ice maker, small chest
by appointment. Call
Muumuu:IN
ut other.couldn spars- th timc \li.hat about %ou'
Fri.-Sat. A.M.
1708
opportunity escape you. freezer, upright freezer, 12x60 2 BEDROOM,
Calloway
247-0013.
Call 1-382-2479.
Johnny Robertson
ice cream machine, air newly carpeted, partly
Ave.
LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath,
furnished.
Located
in
OWN your own Jean. conditioner, coin
Rd. & Brookhaven
I+ American Red Cross
3200 sq. ft., newer
Large
selection
litCalloway
Co.
Call
502sportswear. ladies operated pool table, '74
house, close to town.
behind
247-2853.
tle
boys
clothes,
boutique. or children's Datsun 610 station waUWE
Call 753-6035.
store. National brands. gon. Phone 436-5650. 12x60 ATLANTIC set-up
Gatesborough.
dishes, stereo, lot
$13,900 includes fix- Consider' trade for ec- In Fox Meadows. Eall 37. Livestock -Supplies
Dishes,
tools,
of
other
iteas.
753-7184 or 753-7241 after
tures, training, initial onomical car or truck.
clothes,
beds,
toys,
30
GUINEAS,
1]
months
inventory, accessories CLOSE out special! 5p.m.
Notice
2
2
Notice
2
books,
camping
Notice
and more... Call Now! Olympic overcoat - 1976 12x65 NEW Moon old, 2 miles north of
equipment, chain
Mr Tate,704-274-5965.
$12.00 gal.:. Olympic trailer and lot adj. Kirksey on Locust
MALI Family business. stain- $10.00 gal. While structures and storage Grove Church Rd.
saw, more.
30
GUINEAS, I] months
One mile from Murray. supply lasts. Mid-South building for more info.
CASH REWARD
old, 2 miles north of
Wholesale Building; 342 Call 759-4093.
Call 759-9654 after 6pm.
For
information
East Washington; 1977 VILLAGE 12x60, 2 Kirksey on Locust
Grove Church Rd.
13 For Sale or Trade
leading to the arrest of
Paris: 901-642-2552.
BR. E-26 Fox Meadow's
PONY for sale, full
personIsi
and
or
Call 753-0200.
1973 CHE1
.ELLESS,
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
recovery of property
needs minor repair. CRAFTSMAN 10" table 1980 SUNSHINE 14x70, grown, brown with
white
craftsman
$150,
spots,
saw
gentle
3.7
with
County Cork
1112
3 BR. 2 full baths,
Will trade for dirt bike
taken by those per
or 3-wheeler. Call 474- cu. in. chain saw with central heat & air children, $100. Call 436Gatesboroug
son(s) in the break-in of
h
18" bar for $125, and a conditioning. Excellent 2528.
2282.
the Waugh oesiderns in
Clothes. stereo, toys.
Fedders 110 volt air condition, partly furSherwood Forest Subd
ladies 10 speed, tools,
conditioner $100. 753- nished, $10,500. Call 38. Pets-Supplies
Corner of 12th &
Glassware, Linens 14. Want to Bu'y
on July 15th. 1985
sports
equipment,
1966 after 5p.m.
6
MONTHS
old, ARC
rilom private party. FIREWOOD, Seasoned 502-437-4118 or 437-4723.
Payne.
Your anonymity will be
housewares,
lots,
lots
Furniture
1084 14870, 2 BR, 2 registered Collie. Must
low mileage, good cncliprotected
more
hardwood, split and - de- baths, lots of extras. 10 Sell. Also, all breed dog
Lots of nice infants
Hwy. 68 Aurora
tion, 2 dr, Chevy or
759 1049
livered
$25
&sick.
RC
&
R
months old. Must see to grooming, free pickup &
474-9723
clothes,
nice size
Ford, 1960's to 1070's.
Agri- cuttjire En- appreciate. Call 753- delivery. Call Sue 436Call 354-8469 after
TnDDI.F.R Pay Care
large
maternity
trenpreners.
901-247Call
5835.
9644.
'x12'VINYL floor
5
m.
has openings -for 1 5185. Best firewood In RELOCATIN
clothes, lots of
4 PARTY
G, musf ARC registered Collie
toddler & 1- 4 yr. old. covering- $19.95. MidENETK grain town..
good nic nacs.
sell. 1983 14x70, 3 BR, 11 puppies, male & female.
South Wholesale
trailer. Call 436-2556.
Call 753-2555
GARAGE
bath, 21821 living area, wormed & shots. ReWANTED: electronic
Everything cheap.
FOR all your taxidermy Building: 342 East
size bed, box fireplace with insert, asonable. Call 615-232Washington, Paris: 901SALE
junk
CB's,
computers,
and leather needs see
Jim
springs & mattress. ceiling fans.
Suiter
&
7441.
642-2552
See
at F-2
amps, satellite re- Kero-Sun heater,
All Seasons Taxidermy
Friday
9,600 Coach Estates or call- ARC registered
Jerry Henry will ceivers, LNA trans- BTU.
and Leathercraft. Hwy. CHARLIE Brown Play
Brown rocker 901-352-3462 collect Pomeranian puppies, 6
School open 181 hours
mitters,. radio's, etc. recliner, antique
79. Paris Landing 901chest anytime.
in
our , Jo's Palace.
weeks old, cream. Call
to
5' 30a.m
644-9310.
of drawers. 1975 black
Saturday
753-5950, 753-9756.
TRAILER for sale
GLASS repair and re- 12 30a_m . midnight showroom
Monte Carlo. Call after
15. Articles for Sale
12x60, see Brandon Dills BEGAL, 4 years old.
placement work. Auto shift possible. New born
A.M. till?
7:30
5p m. 753-7925.
Now through Sat.
from 6:30-8:00
male, good hunting dog.
glass. plate glass. • win- to teenagers. 6 Qualified
size mattress, GET a Horse- Wheel Trailer Court.-753-9104.
Call 753-2708 after 5p.m.
606
6 mi. South
dow glass, patio door staff mengbers-. Unique
Simmqns
Beauty Rest, Horse of Course. -We 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
WW1., Tues.,
CUTE kittens looking
glass insulated glass. fun filled school pro.
$50. Call 489-2589.
•
Broad
Ext.
St.
on 641
have a few new Wheel
for home. Call 753-1820.
Thurs., Fri.
storm windows. Screens gram. Cali after Ila.m.
LANDSCAPE Fabric- Horse mowers in stock 1 2x60 TRAILER. See
Tarpaulins, tools,
ARC
registered
repaired. store fronts- daily for information
better than plastic: at special close out Brandon Dill, Dills
PURDOM
ammunition
entrance doors,' glass
Reg.- $.10.99- on sale prices! See Keith at Trailer Cf. Must have Irish Setter, male. 8 yrs.
old. Call 474-2796.
MOTORS,INC. $8.95
table tops f Mirrors cut
boxes, marble top
roll. Mid-South Stokes Tractor. references.
10
Yr.
Collection
Olds POM Cad Buick
FREE part Lab, male, 7
NO CREDIT
to size and shape. M&G
Wholesale Building; 342 753-1319.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
many other
tables,
Yard
Sale
Complete Glass Co .
months,
black, nice pet.
East Washington;
CHECK!
AC/natural gas. Shady
Dixieland Center: Ph
Fri. & Sat.
items.
Call 489-2275.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
JULY clearance sale. Oaks 753-5209.
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
-13-01.t0 753-2795
141,6. Brittany Spaniel
• July 26 & 27
T.TRIGHT freezer. Call Used riding mowers- 10
Raciest a MasterCard or Visa
pups, good hunting
753-0045.
5 Lost and Found
HP Case, 8 HP Sears, 11 31. Want to Rent
7 a.m. until ?
credit card regardless of your
stock, males $125. Call
NEED A LOGO7
121N
mi past Shady Oaks
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. HP Gilson, 154 Cub N[SU Professor
Pest credit histoty Or present
FOUND
on
S.
16th,
&
wife
15
lb.
Tnl
395-7793..
. turn right on Roy
sour husoness
A new desqn 'Or,
mer,tal Status
refrigerator with tex- Lo-Boy, 12 HP M-F. 10 seeking to rent
male,
sandy
white
unGrahpm Rd at John s Savings
aid store stationary etc In
•No Savings
tured steel door, only HP J-D, 7 HP Snapper. furnished. 2 BR
poodle. Call 753-5640.
Center Go
home 40. Produce
miles Sale., on
,iry.chrabsed drawongs done e, a
Account Required'
$8.00 per week. Rudolph All the above at special with air conditioning,
corner
of Roy Graham dr Poor
reasonable rate • ,
LOST
green & yellow
GUARANTEED,
CONES
-PICK.
discount
Goodyear 753-0595.
Now
prices. See s800-3400 per month.
Farm Rd Antique bed & trunk
_
parrot named "Jatko-.
For application call
ready, peas- HorticulAvon bottles collectors items
Keith at Stokes Tractor- Call 312-484-2859
after ture,
in the vacinity of WHIRLPOOL heavy
baby
infant adult
tams
CREDIT
Blue
Lake
753-1319.
& Ky.
duty
washer
with
4
§p.m.
Hamlin. _ If found call
clothing bowling ball. bag and
Wonder Pole Means.
1 800-637 66130
OFFICE
desk
cycles,
&
chair,
only
$6.00
per
WANT to rent house or
436-5844. Reward.
shoes. nice toys and many
(toll free)
week. Rudolph fire proof filing cabinet, trailer in the country. Sweet corn at maturity.
mrsc items Priced to sell
Lima beans soon. 1 mile
A -B• Dick copying Call 753-9207.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
6
Come rain or shine
Help Wanted
West
of Benton on
WHIRLPOOL re- machine, telephone anCOSMETOLOGY by 2_'00h wanted at T.J. s frigerator with
Symsonia Hwy. Phone
ice swering machine. Call 32. Apts for Rent
LaDora. a new hair Barbecue. Apply be- maker, $225.
527-7657.
Call 753- 489-2761 after 6p.m.
8r 2 BR apt. near CORN $1.00 a dozen.
salon. Cuts $5. perms tween 9a_rn.-11a.m. & 5094
AILROA0 ties, 3
YARD SALE
$25, shampoo set $5. .2p.m.-5p.m. No phone WURL1TZER Spinet grades. $7, $9 & $12. Call downtown Murray. Call 489-2392.
Adults only. Call 753- SWEET
'
manicure $3 50. calls please.
753-2905 or 435-4343.
corn for sale,
6 a.m. til ?
piano, excellent condi4109, 762.76650, or 436- $1.00 a
753-0658 Closed Wed
A SI ASSEMBLY
dozen. Call
tion. Must sell. 753-0717
OTO-Hoe Rear Tine 2844.
WORK! $60000 per 100.
Sat.
759-9576.
Tillers going at close
after 6p.m.
Guaranteed payment.
out prices Absolute Net 1 & 2 BR furnished
1506
Chestnut
No experience,, no 16. Home Furnishings
Cost, 5 HP and 8 HP. apartments, lease & 41. Public Sales
Yard Sale
Lamps,
deposit, adults, no pets. CTANT
sales. Details send selfclothes,
Check
yard sate. Busour price before
•
addressed stamped en- RUST 8: brown 3-piece
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
Friday
toys,
dishwasher,
iness
books, clothes,
you buy for fall use! See
velope: Elan Vital- 332, living room suite, $150.
1
'BR
furnished
apt..
shoes, beds, chests, freezer, bus seats,
at Stokes Tractor 753July 26, 1985
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. Call 753-9219.
utilities furnished. 5 dressers, bedroom
Has an Opening for an
WHIRLPOOL heavy 1319
T.V.,
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
&
more.
miles
2011
south
on
121.
$225
suites, couches, chairs.
INIYO stereo comEXPERIENCED -duty dryer with 3 temp
a month, deposit re- refrigerator, ranges,
Assistant Administrator
Brookhaven
ponent
Dr.
set
with
.selections,
only $4.00
licensed plumbers.
quired. Call 753-6680.
dryers, suntan oil &
lGatesborough Subd.)
$350. Butter
(1) High school graduate, some
Project location Fulton, per week. Rudolph
2
BR
duplex,
411
N.
5th,
lotion at $1.00 & $1.25
fly wedding band, size 8,
Small appliances, some
Goodyear, 753-0595.
Tn. Phone 901-479-2311.
$150. Diamond cluster Murray. Also, 1 room bottle, antiques. Somecollege preferred.
Avon
collectibles,
LARGE mechanical
efficiency
apt.
1603
thing for everyone.
ring. size 7, *100. Call
stereo stand, lamps,
(2) Previous health care experience
contractor is seeking a 19. Farm Equipment
College
Farm
Rd.
Call
Trash & Treasure, 806
after 4p.m. 753-7471.
1983 Yamaha YZ 80,
mechanical designer
10 Party
492-8225.
• Coldwater Rd.753-4569.
WHTRLPOOT
helpful
large display table,
for HVAC Plumbing,
APARTMENT located I MOVING sale. Men's
microwave
Yard
with
oven
Sale
clothing (incl. jeans).
process piping and re(3) Must enjoy working directly
block from downtown 10-speed- $50. Woman's
700 watts cooking
July 25-Aug. 2nd
lated design work. Send
etc.
shops & sevices. Call with child carrier- $70,
power,
only
$4.50 week.
with residents and families.
Resume to Personnel
7 a.m. til 7 p.m.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- 753-9251 days or 753-0662 8x10 storage buildingDirector. PO Box 469
ni hts.
mile from Parrishs
1
deliverd$80,
metal
0595.
South Fulton. Tn. 38257.
FEMALE house mate weight set plus extrasSend Resume to:
Grocery
A
in Hamlin.
cloud
burst
LOCAL Mayfield Comwanted. Must be em- $50. Aladin heater' plus 2
Follow
signs.
traveling
gun,
660
Fern Terrace Lodge
pany now taking apployed, responsible & cans- $25. 8400 BTU A/CWHIRLPOOL
Furniture, appliances,
plications for sales reft. with 41
over 21. $200 per month $85, antique cradle- $85,
/
2 inch
1505 Stadium View Drive
clothes all sizes, antipresentatives for
Air
Conditioners
plus
security
deposit.
electric
typewriter$70.
holes. 1250 ft. 6
que bed, toys, cars.
Murray area. Excellent
1617
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Call 759-1936 after 6p.m.
759-4729.
5,000 B.T.U.
inch aluminum
pay structure. No exguns, mowers, & lots
FURNISHED apart- MOVING sale. New Hot
Catalina
Week
$4.00
Per
perience necessary, will
more. Call 436-2744
pipe, 413 Chrysler
ments, 1 or 2 BED- Point refrigerator- $450.
train. Transportation
10,000 B.T.U.
for information.
ROOM. Also, sleeping new mower- $100, 2 twin
Friday
industrial pumping
tr************************** required. Must be 18
rooms. Zimmerman & 1 double beds- $30
Week
$6.50
Per
Furniture,
clothes,
unit set-up with
years of age. Apply in
apartments, S. 16th. each. Call 753-9436.
18,000 B.T.U.
toys.
person immediately 'to
propane & safety
753-6609.
313 South 7th St..
03.25-Per Week
ONE bedroom Apartgauges. Also used
Mayfield. Ky. between
ment, furnished, adjoin25,000 B.T.U.
9a.m. & 5p.m.
4 & 5 inch
Neighborhood
ing college. Call 753-3134.
$10.75 Per Week
/DMZ= for someone aluminum pipe.
TAKING applications
Yard Sale
Outdoor recreation is one of the fastest grow * with electrical & plum(With Approved
for Section 8. Rent
'Thurs.. Fri. & Sat
mg industries today arid we are a leader in the* bing license interested
4 3 . Real Estate
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Credit)
In sublabor on an apar8 til 2
field
BR. Apply Hilldale
CHOICE 35 Acres lake
tment
job.
If
interested
Rudolph
Cherry Corner Rd.
We need people who like people and want to*
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
front property on main
contact Sammy Robins
Equal Housing
attain their goals
Off 121 South
Goodyear
body of lake. Over 600
with Construction SerOpportunity.
Exi_ellent commission bonuses and incentives * vices.'Milan,
Baby items, furfeet of water frontage,
Tn. 1976 JOHN Deere 4400
12th
721
S.
combine, 1074 hours,
The sky s the limit Don t ever let anyone hold
long black top road
niture, small ap
901-686-8307.
33. Rooms for Rent
753-0595
you hack again'
access (Ky. 1918)
MAYFIELD Company excellent condition with
pliances, glassware,
ROOMS for girls or
Southeast of Murray
now taking applications 440 corn head & 213 bean
crafts. clothing.
boys near university.
near Pine Bluff. Suitafor sales positions. Ex- head, $14,500 John
CALL HOLIDAY INN
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894
ble for resort, motel or
cellent pay & advan- Deere 3800 silage chopsuper home sites.
cement opportunity. per with 2 row corn
753-5986
Priced under $2000 per
Year round employ- header dr grass pick-up
Murray. Ky.
acre. Terms available
ment. For appointment header, used for apAsk for John. Call Wed. & Thurs. 9: & interview call 247-6577 proximately 250 acres
Ken Shores Estates
MOVING
753-7531.
or 247-6604. No ex- of corn, $4200. 615-296a.m. to 6 p.m
4947 or 296-4330.
SALE
ROPPERUD Realty
perience necessary, will
GEHL 400 silage cutter,
train.
offers and excellent
Shopping
Uncle
Jeff's
In
Center
4*************************11
307
North
5th
self
sharpening
blades.
selection ot--quality
NEED secretary; rereceived
just
Has
I
new
shipa
row
header,
runs
like
Thurs., Fri. &
ceptionist Must know
homes with over 200
or be willing to learn new. Call 489-2696 after
properties currently ofment of cedar chests, all types of
Sat.
6p
m
computers Good tele
fered for sale. For all
Living room suite,
wicker furniture & silk flower
phone and typing skills -.CRAIN bins for sale: 2your Real Estate needs
8
a.m.
til
?
bunk
beds,
10.000
bushel Butlers, 1baby
$800 per month to start
phone 753-1222, or visit
arrangeme
nts.
18,000
Lots
of household
bushel Butler. 4Midwest Marketing and
cradle & much
our office at 711 Main._
See our living room furniture,
Promotions. Suite 10. 5,000 bushel bins. Also
WATERFRONT lot af
items,
clothing.
more.
Southside Shopping 1975 Chetrolet C-60 with
LakeWay Shores,
bunk
beds,
reproducti
oak
&
ons
dump bed. Contact
Center in pe rson
$5,500. Call 753-9963.
SECRETARY for Rhodes Supply Co. at
dining room furniture.
medical office, must Cuba, Ky. 382-2185.
Everything is priced to sell.
type Please write P.O. 20.
Sports Equipment
Box 1040.G, _Murray*
.
1st AlSrr.IAL -Kentucky
YARD SALE
KY.
•
WANTED Otiorls re- -Lake Gunshow, July
,
6 Party
porter. Must have 27-28 at the Ken Bar Inn
&
Resort.
2
miles
-South
8 am. to
journalism background,
familiar with all of Kentucky Dam on US
4-p.m.
641.
McCann
Shows.
High School & Jr High
Hwy. 121 South
$ports. Must have 35
-mm camera equipment 2 2 . Musical
to Cherry Corner,
& be proficient in Its
1,24DY - Ilute, quality
foUow
signs.
Bring
your.
us
&
old furniture to
use. Send resume to _Box bahd ihstfument. alBaby---to adult clothes.
185 Benton, Ky_ 421)25.
most new, $200. Call
with ycniflot of glassware, toys.
Band:
•
WILL sit with e)derly 5 901-644-9077
fresh vegetables, odds
I1PRItHT
Rights a week. Good
piano- $300,
& ends
references. Phone 733- sleeper sofa- $60 Call
Janet Ward 753-9289
4590.

Yard Sale
Friday 8-12
Sat. 8-12

•

Big
Garage Sale

DON'T GETIN
OVER YOUR HEAD.

REGENCY

$ 1,000"

Yard Sale
Saturday
July.27

PIER

10 Channel
Scanner with
Antenna.
$125.00
Call
753-6298
after 6 p.m.

•

68

Yard Sale
Sat.
8-4

Antiques &
Collectables

PULL

_ Big
Yard Sale

Na

PULL

PREE,

YARD
SALE
Fri.
12-5
Sat.
9 until ?
605 N. 16th

r

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray

IRRIGATION
EQUIPMENT

Yard Sale
8 til 4

READY FOR A
CAREER CHANGE?

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
627
Broad Ext.
8 until ?

435-4237

Carport Sale
Fri.
8-1
Rt. 8, Bee
Creek Dr.

Shoemakers
Discount Furniture

Career Opportunities

Bennett & Assoc. will be adding two salespeople to their
staff---No overnight travel.
Business experience preferred, but not necessary. Excellent training program-good
benefits. Successful candidate can expect to earn
$2b,U00-$40,000.
Send resume to:

P.O. Box 946
Murray, Ky. 42071

Come in to

Shoemakers Discount
Furniture
See our new look. •

-....`*.trade

Amvets Post 45
Dance
Friday & Saturday
July, 26 & 27
9 p.m. till

ors

Showdowns

•••••=1

•

r

7-- .

.................••••.•••••••••••••rwavvv•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
43. Real Estate

46. Homes for Sale

=Mror Murray

2 car
3 BR,
garage. central air, gas
heat. Camelot Subdivision, $44,500. 753-9428 or
442-0288 evenings.
nY owner, 3 11111 brick
ranch home, Peggy Ann
Dr. 2 baths. 2 car
garage. stove & dish
washer, central heat &
als,newty _painted. Low
40's. Call 759-1472 after
2p.m. for appointment.
QR sale by owner, 2
BR house with large lot.
Priced to sell, $16,000.
Call 753-5477.

H.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
•

45. Farms for Sale
68- ACRES at Cherry
Corner. NO-bUticlIngs.
$50,00Q, Sce Burlin
Wood or call 753-3625.
46. Homes for Sale
BEDROOM house
located at Panorama
Shores. Lot size
90'x150'. Must sell, $27,
500. Call 753-6531.
9 BR, 2 bath brick, acre
lot, well insulated, new
roof, built-in BBQ pit.
patio. 753-2499 after
5p.m.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 321.10
Opened
Today
319.20
Down
1.90

Ranch Style Brick
10 acres 3 miles E
Pond & woods. Pasture
for horses. 3 BR, 213.
2300 sq. ft. 2 car gar.
$79,500
753-4160

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.17
Opened .
Today
6.10
Down
.07

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12TH MURRAY, KY.

42071

753,113
We buy Gold. Silver a Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12 5 Sunday

SAT., JULY 21-10:00 A.M.
Mr. & Mrs. Arther Powell, Owners
Hardin, Kentucky
From The 4 Way Stop Take Hwy 80 East TS mile lrf
Commerce Street, Proceed North To Sole Site'
v
....,
y.;.

"
14'

.

,
-,... •

3

This 3 Bedroom Home With Both Has A Gfeol Roo
,
Large K ttchen With Nice Cabinets And Carpet
Throughout The Horne Has Storm Win(tows. A L ,Irqt.
Utility Room And A Carport With Concrete Dove All
These Features Are Located On A Large Lot With Lots
01 Mature Shade. A Gorden Spot And In A Desrrahle
Neighborhood The Home Is Near And Clean And
Ready To ISAo,c IrIt.'
Sellrng At Absolute Auctron With The Lost Eilli
Definfrehr8OVIIIg The Property Sc, D6n't Hesitate And
Make Plant' To Be There When The Hammer Falls' Mr
& Mrs Ppwell A -e Moying To Missrssippi, So Came
Prepared'To Bid And Boy Where You Set The Pr., f.'

Terms
on .Recil Estate-$2 000 00 CI .....r. (-11, l,
Balance

W,ann 21 Dny., And 12,-h -c', Of Pee i

•

NEED to move. Price
Reduced HOUSE and
two lots. 3 BR, dining
room, kitchen, living
room and utility room. 2
storage buildings,. carport, grape vines and
berries vines. Price$22,000. Phone 492-8492.
JUST listed through
Kopperud Realty,
several quality 3 BR
homes, both in the city
& in the county. Priced
in the 30's & 40's. Phone
us for more details on
these quality homes
753-1222.
OWNER must sell.
Remodeled 3 bdrm.
home. Price lowered to
$ '4
1
, 0 0 0
17049'armer Ave. 753-3006.
PRICE reduced $20,000
on this quality 3 BR
home situated on 75
acres southwest of
town, seveal barns &
out buildings on property & good productive
farm land. Offered now
at $95,000. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222
for all details.
QUALITY construction,
affordable price. New 3
BR, 2 bath house on
Brookhaven Extended.
Call 753-3903 after
4:30p.m.

4 9 . .Used Cars

_..
sy

49. Used Cars

47. Motorcycles
1978 HONDA 750-K,
good condition, $500.
Also, 1981 750 Yamaha
Virago, 2,600 miles,
$1650. Excellent condition. Call 753-6082.
1981 YAMAHA 656
Special, $1000. Call 4354305.
1982 125CC YAMAHA
3-wheeler. Call after
5p.m. 435-4422.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

,,

46. Homes for Sale

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Couch With Floral Design, 2 Re, liners Lotter. lable &
End Tables, 3 Ladderback Rockers, Cooler Cabinet.
Dining Table w/Coptain Chair, 36" Hatch Break fast
Table wrWood Finish & 6 Spindle Bark Choirs, 30Contrnuous Clean Gas Range, Whalpool 17 Cu Ft
Frost Free Refogerator, GE 18,000 BT U Arr Condi
honer, Kenmore Electric Sewing Machine w Stool, 2
Sears Portable SAW Televisions, 3 Pr
Bookcase
Bedroom Suite, 3 Pc Bedroom Surte, 3 Pr C,Innantiall
Post Bedroom Suite, Chest of Drawers, Cedar Chest,
Quilt Box, Lamps, Pictures, Dishes, Pots e, Puns. Iron
Pots & Skollets, 2 Flat Irons, 6 Place Serving 51iVelwory
Set, Set Of Corving Knives, Hooyer Upoght Vacuum,
Stone Crockery, Sears 22 Cu Ft Chest Freezer
Kenmore Washer, GE Dryer, Weed Eater w 125' C., I
Gibson 5 hp Power Reverse Tlilef Lawn ch,,,•
Wheelbarrow, Potted Plants, Lawnmower, E Kterroor
Ladder, Stepladder, 10- Table SO.., ''7 Elector Dori
754- Skil Sow, 3- Belt Sander, Jigsaw, Vrse. 5 rial L P
Bottle wrDouble Burner, Corn Sheller, Stove Hood
Gorden Push Plow And lots More Misr '

For Information Contact The Powells: 502-437482)

JAMES R. CASH
11rv AUCTIONEER 8. REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY

(502) 623-8466 Or (502) 623-6388
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

1951 FORD 2 door
Deluxe, excellent restorable condition, $475.
436-5806."
1970 GALAXY Ford, 1
owner, 90.000 actual
miles. runs good, $325.
Can be seen at 408 N.
8th.
1973 OLDSMOBILE,
$100 without battery,
$115 with battery. Must
sell. Call 759-4693. 7599526.
1977 CUTLASS Supreme
Oldsmobile, V-6, air,
power brakes & power
steering; tilt & cruise.
,350 transmission. Real
good condition. 492-8613.
1977 FORD Pinto, local
car. 47+ + actual miles.
Can be seen at 1305
Kirkwood or 753-8002
after 5p.m.
1979 CUTLASS
Supreme. med. blue,
low mileage, 1 owner,
landeau top, new tires,
power seats, windows,
tilt. cruise. $3600. 7594005. 753-4953.
1980 BONNEVILLE
Brougham, gold on
brown, excellent condition, every available
option. Asking $4,500.
Call 759-9400 after 5p.m.
1980 CHEVY liatchback, 5 dr., 46,000
miles, •AC, excellent
condition. $2300. Call
753-8165.
1080 PONTIAC Bonneville, 4 dr., cruise,
tilt, power locks. new
brakes, new tires. Best
offer.- 753-8382 after
5p.m.
1982 FORD Escort, red,
47.000 miles. am -1m
cassette 'stereo, excellent condition, $3,000.
Call 753-7275.

Real Estate Auction
Friday, August 2 at 6 p.m.
For Mr. & Mrs. Harp in Coldvvater. Ky. on Hwy. 121.
3 BR,living room, den, kitchen, utility room, 2 baths, 2 car garage,
wood or electric heat, air conditioning, new roof, newly
redecorated, paved drive.
This house is sitting.on approximately 2 acres of land and in good
condition.
For more information contact

Roberts Real Estate
Phone 753-1651
Anna Requarth-Broker

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

1013 280ZX, 33,000, Ttops. leather. digital
Call 763-9838 after 5.
1984 CFIEVY- Cavalier
wagon, ac, cloth seats
Must sell 753-0717 after
6p.m.
1984 CHEVROLET
Celebeity, excellent
condition. Call 753-1266.4 MONTE Carlo wheels
and covers for '73 to '77.
Call 753-7523.
".71 TOYOTA Corona.
good condition, $675.
Call 753-7629.
'77 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, white with
white interior, all
power, V8, fair condition, best offer. Call
753-4783 ask for David.
'78 BUICK Park
Avenue, 85,000 mi., all
power, nice, asking
$3300. Call after 6p.m.
753-7275.
'81 CUTLASS Supreme,
loaded, $4800. Call 4892711.
50. Used Trucks
1974 FORD window van,
6 cyc. stick shift. Call
759-9512 or 753-0366.
1984 "MAZDA pickup
Sport LE, 6,000 miles,
Excellent condition
Call 759-1054 after 5 PM
5 1

Campers

POP-UP

camper, 197
Starcraft Starmaster 6,
like new. Can be seen in
Gatesborough subdivision on Edinborough.
Call 753-5950, 753-9756.

Wirray Ledger & Times
53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

LAWN mower & tiller NEED work on your
repair. Call Wayne or trees? Topping, prun
Kim Wilson 3 miles S. ing, shaping, complete
on 321. Phone 753-5086.
removal and more. Call
LICENSED tlectrician BOVER'S TREE
for residential and SERVICE for Procommercial. Heating fessional tree care.
and air condition, gas.. 753 0338.
installation and repair. ODD lob specialist,
Phone 7.53- 7203. ceiling fans, electrical,
MITCHELL Paving. plumbing, fencing. Yu
Sealing striping, repair name it, I do it. You
& complete asphalt buy, I install. You
installation. All jobs, break, I fix. Call 436
large & small. Call 2868.
753 1537.
MOWING. Also, hauling PAINTINGS Paper
hanging, commerical or
and yard work. Re
residential, Free es
asonable rates, good
timates, References. 25
references. Call Jerry
years experience,
759 9661.
Tremon Farris 759 1987
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Aluminum
Siding, Additions,
Painting, General Car
Service Co.
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
Aluminum and vinyl
753 8628 . Free
siding. Custom trim
Estimates.
work. Referanciss.
GENERAL maintenance,
Call Will Ed Bailey,
roofing, painting etc. 20
/33-0689
yrs. experience. Free es
timates. Call 474-2330.
WILL haul white rock,
GENERAL mainten
sand, lime, rip rap' and
ance, roofing, painting
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand. etc. 20 yrs. experience.
Free estimates. Call
Call Roger Hudson,
474.1330.
753 4545 or 753 6763.

Painting

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Interior & exterior,
quality work, Competitive prices. Insured.
Over 16 years experience. Call Ralph
Worley 759-1050.

Free Estimates
759-1983

Services Offered

53

STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE. Tired of
unsightly stumps and
mowing around them?
We can emove, any
stump and leave a -fresh
seed bed with no dam•
age to surrounding
lawn. Larry Wood 7530211
SUMMER is here.
Bring your mowers
(riding & push), tillers,
chain saws, small en
gines and welding to
Moody's Repair for
their tune up and overhaLil. Cherry Corner
Road, 753 5668. Free
pickup & delivery Work
Guaranteed
TREES trimmed or
removed
Also, yard
work. Experienced.
Free estimates. Call
436 2690.
TREE work Complete
removal, topping, tri
mming & stumps re
moved. Insured
Call
753 0211.

Big Estate Auction
Saturday, August 3rd
9 A.M.
2 miles N.W. Kirksey, Ky. on Beach
Road.
Will be selling the Mr. & Mrs. Carlos
Elkins Estate, also the estate of Mrs.
Eva Elkins Ross, Murray, Ky. will be sold
at same location.

1st quality White at
$41.00 per square
through July 27th Cut
to the inch pay only for
metal
what you get
at $26.95 per square

5V

Wood's Farm
Center
502-965-3176
Free delivery 25
squares and up.
,111

ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations. 25 years
experience. Free es
timates. Call Charles
Barnett 753 5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. -Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 436
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR .
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, d i s
hwashers,-re
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354.6956 or 753
5341.
BYARS Brothers &
Sorts. Siding, gutters,
roofs, replacement
windows. 30 yrs. ex
perience. Free es
timates. (507)361 4895.

Auction Sale

Woodworks by
Cabin Creek
Handcrafted Furniture
& Accessories - Repairs
IL Refinishing. Call
753-0079 or 759-9654.

REPAIRS
CEI TV and Stereos
MURRAYHOML A •UTO
TRU( V•LUI
Not th•.de Shopp.rtq Ct.

753 2571

7;4

a

°mums
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CUSTOM KITCHEN GAMINE IS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•
•
SOLID W000 CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Crows',•
DUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPETITIVE Mai Drop By I. Soo Our Display •
•
iVI it
VI ARS
il It 'tilt
I

•
Murray, Ky. 753.5940 •
1212 Main
.6•
•a•*•••-••
•
•
•
•
• •
•
•
•

gej

JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.

•

(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
& Circle A Fencing)
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Soffit & Trim Work,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows •
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
Financing Available Phone: 753-8407

Industrial Drive
Murray, KY.
Phone 759-1099

PRE-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE!!!
"Jackie doesn't want to count all this so he's
lowering his
5/8"PN
/IRTICLE
BOARD

Sat., July the 27th, 10 A.M.

Services Offered

i'f

Discount Prices"

$4
e Sh2eet5!

I1-e-Li-if

Already Low

/
1 2 miles West of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy.
94
Will be selling the Bill Mayors Estate, also an
estate from a lady in Christian County. Furniture, appliances and antiques from Mr. Lyles
home.
2 refrigerators, 2 nice electric ranges, large chest
type home freezer, 220 air conditioner, lots of
bedroom.furniture, 3 couches, like new Maytag
ringer washer, lots of odd chairs, love seat. Dining
rom furniture, good antiques, oak rockers and chairs,
oak spool leg center table, antique kitchen cabinet,
oblong dough tray, stone buttermilk pitcher. other
stone items, cast iron kettles and lots more Truck
loads of good glass and china, lots of trinkets, pictures and frames, linens, toys, dolls, kerosene lamps,
nice stereo, lots of records and tapes.
Would be impossible to itemize all of it.
Clean 1971 Chevy Impala, lots of good service
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For information on sale or your auction
needs call

Otto Chester's Auction Service
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Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
OFFERING:
Automobile
Homeowners
Fire
Life
•Term
'Universal Life
•Guaranted Issue
Free Analysis & Quotes •Senior Citizens
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
42071

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202
For
Murray, Kentucky

•

•••

\i

80,0fitiG
.17.20,5p

IRA s

(
B

Irnaatton Rosidont.al

435-4144
Terms 10% down selling price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed. Announcements made day of sale will take
precedence over all printed matter.

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenna, In
Call CoMoct
901 352 3671 or
901 3525704
Fro, Estimates

...,11Z4.1•
1 1'

••

Estate Auction

•

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry
Wont completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do bush hogging
Call 753-8590.

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

53. Services Offered

Metal Roofing &
Siding

53

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
-high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience
Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface Call 753-0366.

*Boxing

*Farming
*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

Lots of fine furniture & choice antique.s.
Watch next Thursday's paper for detailed
listing or call

Otto Chester
Auction Service
435-4128

53. Services Offered

FARM
LUMBER

52. Boats-Motors
14 ALUMINUM boat &
trailer, 18 H.P Evinrude
motor, trolling motor,
foot controled. Call
759-9593.
FOR sale- the cutest
little houseboat on Kentucky Lake. 33 foot
Seagoing with large
front deck, 4 cyl. Volvo
engine, air. sh-ower,
radios, tape player,
excellent condition.
Under $10,000. See at
Town & Country Marina
or 618-524-2533.
ROBIE Cat 1.6 ft.
sailboat. Main & jib
blue, with trailer. 901642-6025 after 5p.m.
SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snark
"Mayflower", complete
with trailer and accessories. Holds up to 3
or 4 a-dults. Call
753-9752.
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Saturday, July 27th 1985 at 10:00 A.M. at 120 McDonald St. in
Puryear Tenn. at Mr. Tom Wilson home place. Turn onto Main St.
at the red light on 641. 1st street past the grocery store. Watch for
auction signs. Will sell antiques, collector items, good useable furniture & appliances.
Fancy lamp table, bookcase, old bookd ends, old picture frames,
what not items, occupied Japan pieces, good camel back trunk,
old quilts, some lining, cast iron wear, electric mixer. pots Sr pans.
some good old glass & china, small kitchen appliances, like new
frost free Admiral ref., electric cook stove, chest deep freeze, new
Speed Queen dryer, G.E. automatic washer, new electric sewing
machine, vacumn cleaner, chrome breakfast set, electric fans,
couch & chairs, coffee & end tables, other odd chairs, table lamps,
a beautiful bedroom suit that may be cherry, anothe-r fancy
bedroom suit, swing set, hand & garden tools. Many other items
Anot fisted. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.

Auction Conducted by Dan Miller Auction Service
Liscensed & bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
• •
Dan Miller'- Auctioneer
Terry Paschall. Auctioneer
Darrell Beane App. Auctioneer.
For more information & your auction needs
Phone 502-435-4144 Lynn Grose, Ky.

"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

CAVE'S Window Clean
ing Service. Call 436 2845
or 753-9873.
-DENNIS McClure con
struction, roofing.
painting, plumbing, in J
terior or exterior
Phone,
502 382-2689, RI
1, Sed711 i a .
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-1310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry
concrete, plu.mb.u19,
rocking, siding NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free es
timates. Days 753 6973
• nights 474 2276
GUTTERIN.G by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. tall
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
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First Time Home Owner
Or Retiree
2 Br. home, eat-in kitchen
19'x13, one bath, living room,
large bedroom upstairs. This
home has
basement. Ideal
garden 'spot, close to court
square. In good state of repair.
Move right in. Owner says WI.

Wedding
Photography

ShrOat Waldrop
Real Estate

753-8298
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN Si SUITE B

Pete Waldrop, Broker
207 Maple
759-1707
753.7249

1 North 3rd Entrance
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LIMITED SUPPLIES!!
' SALE ENDS JULY 31ST!! ..
SEDA1,14
217-2589
‘Ion-Fri

7:30.1:30

Sat. 7:30-Noon
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Your Individual
Horoscope

CE:177,

3

Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign:
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1965
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Financial matters are best left
alone for now. Follow through on
'that impulse to get away for some fun
and relaxation. •
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
011
*
Nagging won't change a loved one's
behavior. Patience is now needed.
Take the initiative in real estate and
domestic issues.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Work pressures could make you
either flippant or careless. Partners,
though, provide you with a pleasant
respite from duty
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) •
011E
Don't throw good money after bad.
Instead, look for alternative ways to
inceease income. Work progress is
assured today.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
The same old problems crop up at
home base. Realize that it will take
time to set things right. Evening
accents pleasures.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept22)
Details may be your downfall
today. Physical work is favored over
mental labors. Attend to domestic
concerns today.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
ZIA§
Though you may be feeling some
financial strain, you still should
accept a friend's invitation. Weekend
travel should be stimulating.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
CIE
You're the one who is demanding
too much of yourself. Don't put the

Transplant
patients aided
by experiment

GM-UAW to discuss labor accord
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A
top-level meeting of United Auto
Workers union leaders is
scheduled for Friday morning in
Chicago to discuss the latest
preliminary labor agreement
for General Motors Corp.'s
Saturn car project, the union's
president said.

burden on others Career interests
pick up after noon
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
The call for the meeting by
Physical activity does much to
remove mental cobwebs Keep bas.‘1.&-. UAW President Owen Blebeein
and you really won't dwell on the Minneapolis Wednesday was the
first indication in several weeks
past.
that the UAW and GM could be
CAPRICORN
near to agreement on a letter of
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A friendship reaches a critical intent governing work at Saturn.
juncture. As a result, you'll probably
Bieber wouldn't predict
be happier spending time by yourself whether the union's
ruling Exthan with others.
ecutive Board would OK an
AQUARIUS
agreement. However, he ex(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
•
pressed confidence that it
There's not too much you can
would.
accomplish careerwise t(xlay 110w
ever, both friends and loved one's
GM has said it would prefer to
provide you with good company now
haVPI-a UAW agreement before
PISCES
sow announcing where it will put the
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
-saw Saturn complex. A nationwide
Don't split-hairs about, a moral or competition for the plant has
philosophical question. Concentrate gone on for seven months.
on the job,, where you'll really make
"If I was a being man, I
some progress today.
YOU BORN TODAY have a good would make it (the announcehead for making money, but are likely ment) after Friday," Bieber
to choose an artistic or intellectual said.
career. Somewhat visionary in outUAW spokesman David Mitlook, you're capable of making a
chell said negotiations with GM
unique contribution to culture. Art, "have not concluded."
music, literature, psychology, writing
"We don't have an agreeand acting are some of the fields in
ment," Mitchell said. However,
which you'll enjoy an unusual suc
cess. Do not let daydreaming and he said the board would be able
introspection interfere with what to discuss "all the issues related
needs to be accomplished. Your work to Saturn," when it meets.
At GM, spokeswoman Yolanshould reflect your ideals.

A

da Benavides said, "Our posi- chances, the Free Press said.
tion is, we're still talking."
Several sites in Kentucky also
Meanwhile, the Detroit Free have been mentioned as in conPress, quoting unnamed union tention but state Commerce
sources, reported in today's edi- Secretary Carroll Knicely, said
tions that Spring Hill, Tenn., this week that he had not been
contacted recently by the
would be the likely Saturn site.
"I'm 99 and nine-tenths cer- automaker.
Mitchell said Bieber didn't
tain of it," one of the sources
know what sites were under contold the newspaper.
Kalamazoo, Mich., which also sideration for Saturn. GM has
has been mentioned as a finalist, - nriainta'-assi for the entire seven
months that no states have been
still was in contention, said
another union source who would ruled out for the high-technology
not comment on that area's automaking complex.

Inside Crass Furniture
Hrs. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

No Membership Dues
Same Low Prices for
Everyone!
New Releases
Ghoulies
The Care Bear Movie
Runaway
Fandango
Avenging Angel

•

New Titles
Nightmare on Elm Street
The House Where Evil Dwells
The Falcon And The Snowman
Johnny Dangerously

CRASS FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd St.

753-3621

•

sT BECAUSE
YELOWIT'S
DOESN'T
MEAN IT'S THE
SOUTH CENTRAL BELL
YELLOW PAGES.

•

Before you give the green light,
make sure you're advertising in the
South Central Bell-Yellow Pages. The
Real Yellow Pages.
Any ad can be yellow—but that
doesn't mean it's read.
The South Central Bell YellowPages goes to just about everyone
who has a phone—even newcomers
who could be your new customers.
It's the book people in Murray
count on for complete,reliable buying
information.
And with 75 years of experience
behind them,our representatives from
L.M. Berry & Company can show you
how to put the South Central Bell
Yellow Pages to work for your business.
So don't be confused. Make sure
you're advertising
in the Real
Yellow Pages
from South
Central Bell.

Sheriff listed
in good shape
after stabbing
INEZ, Ky. (AP) — Martin
County Sheriff Ray Fields was
In satisfactory condition after he
was stabbed while escorting a
suspect in Inez, officials said.
Fields was stabbed with a
small hunting knife while he and
the suspect were walking up the
courthouse steps, said Deputy
Faye Fannin. The stabbing occurred about 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday
The suspect was taken into
custody, she said.
Fields was stabbed once in the
right side and was taken by ambulance to a Lciuisa hospital,
Mrs. Fannin said.
He was later transferred to
Cabell-Huntington Hospital in
Huntington, W.Va.
A nursing supervisor, who
refused to 'give her name, said
Fields was in satisfactory condition and did not have to undergo
surgery to repair the wound.
"He's lucky," lkit right now
they don't think the wound is
very deep," she said.
Lacy K. Copley, 59, of Inez,
was later charged with firstdegree assault and lodged in the
Martin County jail. Mrs. Fannin
said

Bieber said the union has no
role in determining the Saturn
site.
The UAW Executive Board
met earlier in the month to
discuss Saturn but _was unsatisfied with the proposal
Bieber worked out and sent the
:
negotiators back to the table, ac
cording to Peter Kelly, a leading
dissident in the union.
wise proposal at that point contained radical changes in work
rules and the company-union
relationship.

CLASSIC FILM RENTAL

A

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —•
Surgeon William C. DeVries
says the success of an artificial
heart experiment in Sweden has
benefitted his mechanical heart
patients in the United States.
DeVries, the only doctor to
perform a permanent implant in
the U.S., said the recent
recoveries of artificial heart patients William Schroeder and
Murray Haydon can be attributed in part to a blood.
thinning drug therapy developed
by Norwegian surgeon Bjarne
Semb.
Semb implanted a Jarvik-7
heart in Leif Stenberg, who has
suffered no major physical of
neurological problems since he
received the heart on April 7 at a
Stockholm hospital.
Schroeder and Haydon,
DeVries' second and third artificial heart patients, have been
plagued by strokes and remain
hospitalized in Louisville.
Semb, in a telephone inter--,
view Tuesday from Sweden with
the Louisville Courier-Journal,
said the 53-year-old Stenberg
may be discharged from the
Karolinska Hospital this week
and move into a nearby
apartment.
DeVries said Schroeder, who
received his mechanical pump
In November, has improved
dramatically in recent weeks
and will be discharged from
Humana Hospital Audubon in a
week or two. He suffered a
massive stroke 18 days after the
implant and another in May.
•- -
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